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Introduction 

Welcome to Teaching Health and Physical Education 

This monograph has been designed to facilitate the professional 
development of student primary school teachers in Health and Physical 
Education. It is based on two important premises: 

1. that Health and Physical Education should be an integral part of primary 
education, a n d ,  

2. that 'the class teacher must assume the major responsibility for Physical 
Education in the primary school. As in other subjects of the curriculum, he (or she) 
is responsible for structuring desirable learning experiences which contribute 
significantly toward the total education of the child'.(Source: Dept. of Education, 
'Health and Physical Education Curriculum Guide' reprinted 198 1) 

There is also a hidden agenda here, which I want to expose right from the 
start, which is that I do not believe that Health and Physical Education has 
been as successful in primary schools as it might have been. While there are 
some good programmes to be found, these are an exception, rather than the 
rule and this monograph, and others like it, seek to change this situation. 
We see student teachers as  potential change agents who will be able to 
introduce and implement more successful programmes in Health and 
Physical Education. 

While this monograph has been constructed primarily for students 
completing Health and Physical Education Cumculum and Pedagogy at  
the Central Queensland University, it will also provide those currently 
involved in teaching with a good basis for reviewing and deweloping their 
current practices in this important curriculum area. 

Howard Walmsley 
January, 1996 



Chapter 1 

Health and Physical Education: 
Aims, Content and Teachers 

Introduction 
The purpose of this first chapter is to introduce some of the underlying 
concepts that have influenced the development of Health and Physical 
Education and to indicate what we hope this monograph will achieve with 
regard to your professional development. As the title of this unit suggests, 
there are three main components to be examined: 

1. to provide you with an immediate indication of what we believe are the 
most appropriate aims and objectives of Health and Physical Education in 
primary schools; 

2. to introduce you to the content of Health and Physical Education in 
Queensland primary schools; and, 

3. to examine the role of primary school generalist (classroom) and 
specialist teachers with regard to this subject area. 

In addition to being dealt with here, these issue, as  you will find, will be 
revisited in other sections of this monograph. 

Aims and Objectives of EPealth and Physical Education 
The statement that follows is taken from the current Health and Physical 
Education Cumculum Guide (Reprinted 198 1, p 1 .) and it provides an 
indication of the Department of Education's view of the aims and objectives 
of this curriculum area. 

"Health and Physical Education 
Health and physical education has a distinctive role to play in 
individual growth and development. It focuses on the increasing need 
to equip young people with the knowledge, skills and attitudes to 
make rational, informal decisions about their own health and the 
health of the community at large, and to appreciate the importance of 
developing lifelong patterns of physical activity. It  provides 
opportunities for young people to learn about health, to practice 
desirable health behaviours, to demonstrate health care skills, and to 
develop responsibility for personal and social health. It also provides 
opportunities for them to experience different forms of physical 
activity, recognise the value of physical fitness in maintaining health 
and well being, and develop the necessary physical and social skills for 



lifelong participation in physical activity. 

Phvsical Education in Primarv Schools 
Physical Education, as an integral part of education, aims to assist 
each child attain maximum development - physically, socially, 
emotionally, and intellectually - according to his (or her) capabilities. 
The unique contribution of Physical Education is the provision of 
opportunities for structuring learning situations in motor experiences 
which favourably influence the growth and development of the child. 

Physical Education is  concerned with movement which is 
fundamental to life. The development of movement follows a 
sequential patter; from general movements come specific motor skills 
which in turn are combined and refined to form the more complex 
skills of swimming, gymnastics, dance, athletics, games and sports. 

At the primary school level, Physical Education assists in the 
development of the child at an important stage of growth. It helps 
refine gross motor abilities of young children, develops physical skills at 
a period when the child is highly receptive, and provides a means for 
children to express themselves non-verbally and creatively through 
movement and Physical skills. Social skills can be developed by 
participation in team and group activities which also afford another 
avenue for problem-solving and decision-making behaviour. 

Objectives 
The objectives of Health and Physical Education are: 

TO develop Physical fitness 
To develop proficiency in useful and satisfying Physical skills 
To develop body awareness and control 
To develop social skills 
To develop attitudes and practices for healthy living" 

While this documented is somewhat dated (it was first printed in 1973 and 
it has remained unchanged since that time), it provides an appropriate 
starting point for considering the purpose of Health and Physical Education 
in primary schools in the nineteen nighties. Of particular note is the 
broader aims that had been set for Health and Physical Education in the 
previous decade (or more) which contrast sharply with the 'sports 
orientation approach' which dominates many primary school programmes. 

A more recent Departmental publication, the 1990 'P-10 Health and 
Physical Education Framework' document, provides evidence that the 
Queensland Department of Education is intent on continuing its earlier 
attempts to redefine Health and Physical Education in Queensland schools: 

The health and physical education has six major purposes. These 
purposes outline the contribution of health and physical education to a 
sound general education. 



Health and physical education: 

- enables each child to enhance his or her physical development; 

- develops movement skills which enable children to perform physical 
activities in a range of environments, effectively, efficiently and safely; 

- can make a positive contribution to each child's cognitive 
development; 

- can enhance personal development by providing opportunities for 
each child to experience enjoyment and a sense of competence and 
accomplishment; 

- assists in the development of those social skills such as 
communication, cooperation, sharing and interdependence, that are 
considered important in our society; and, 

- assists each child to choose lifestyle behaviours that enhance well 
being, leading to improved quality of life. 
(Department of Education, Queensland, 1990, pp 2-5) 

From the above, we can infer that Health and Physical Education, a t  least 
from the policy writers perspective, is about more than simply developing 
childrens' physical prowess. It is also more than simply developing teams for 
intra-school or inter-school sport. It is about, contributing to the wider 
goals of "education" through experiences which have movement as a central 
theme. This monograph embraces this view of health and physical 
education. 

Before examining the "content" of Health and Physical Education in 
Queensland Primary Schools, it is worth briefly addressing the issue of 
'what is the relationship between Health and Physical Education?' 

In some states, Health Education is a separate subject but in Queensland it 
is tied to Physical Education. I want to quickly examine this relationship 
because it has implications abcut the way we regard and teach health 
physical education. 

In those states where Health Education is a separate subject to Physical 
Education the following Figure 1.1 represents their relationship: 

Health El 
Fig 1-1. 

3. 

Physical 
Education 



That is, "Health" and "Physical Education" are treated as two independent 
areas which, while they may have some common ground, do not share a 
close relationship. This model can be questioned on the basis that each of 
these areas should inform the other rather than being taught in isolation. 

In many schools in Queensland the following relationship is evident: 

Physical Education 

Education 

Fig 1-2. 

This model suggests that "Health Education" is component or sub-set of 
"Physical Education" and that the work completed in "Health" contributes 
in some way to the aims and objectives that have been established for 
"Physical Education". It could be argued that the Queensland "Health and 
Physical Education Curriculum Guide" (1972) subscribes to this 
relationship as health is listed as one of ten content areas. In practice, 
however, when this arrangement exists, Health is too often overlooked and 
subsumed by physical education. 

A third model, in which Health provides the major framework and in which 
Physical Education exists as a substantive part, has also been suggested. 

Health 

Physical Education 

Fig 1-3. 

In this third model, physical education is defined as being "health-based or 
as primarily concerned with improving the health and well being of the 
community and the individuals within it. While this model is commendable 
in its development from the Figures 1 and 2, it can be argued that improving 



health is but one of a number of outcomes that can be achieved from a well 
organised and well implemented physical education programme. 

A fourth model portrays health and physical education as one subject area: 

Health and Physical Education I 
Fig 1.4 

In this model, health and physical education can be defined as a subject 
which contributes to the overall development of all students, through 
developmentally appropriate movement experiences.As a consequence, 
students develop an interest and skill, in range of physical pursuits, in 
addition, to a range of other outcomes that were identified in the 
Department's policy documents provided earlier. 

The Content of Health and Physical Education 
Most of u s  have some idea of what the content of Health and Physical 
Education might be or should be, but for the record, I want to again refer to 
the current 'Health and Physical Education Curriculum Guide' (Department 
of Education, 1972). This policy document provides an indication of what 
.the Department has deemed as appropriate content for primary schools and 
it lists the following activities: 

Health Education 
Basic Skills 
swimming 
Gymnastics 
Athletics 
Dance /Rhythmic Activities 
Fitness Activities 
Outdoor Adventure Activities 
Sports and Games 
Adaptive Physical Education 

Each of these areas can be regarded as providing a particular contribution 
to a health and physical education programme and they should be used by 
teachers in the development of an overall programme. Programme 
development will be examined in some detail in chapter 3 and teaching 
strategies and approaches for the ten areas of content are provided in Part 2 
of this monograph. 

It noted, however, that some of these areas of content are more suitable for 
upper primary school rather than lower and vice versa. In addition, in 



selecting content for a particular class or group we should also take into 
account what we now know with regard to children's motor development 
and skill acquisition. 

In 1983, the Department of Education published its "Health Education 
Cuniculum Guide" which was reported as complimenting the earlier "Health 
and Physical Education Cumculum Guide". According to this document, 
the main aim of health education is to bring about a behavioural change 
and this needs to occur at a number of levels. The intent of the "Health 
Education Curriculum Guide" can be summarised as follows: 

I HEALTH EDUCATION 

devel ing 4 d  P&mg 

I KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDES VALUES i 

~ BEHAVIOUR 1 

essential to in ividual, family I 
+ 

HEALTH 

Thus, according to the policy writers, Health Education is concerned with 
encouraging or producing behaviour that leads to good health for the 
individual, the family, and the community as whole. It is not necessarily 
about wrote learning health facts and statistics. 

While we might question what this might mean with regard to the 
relationship of this area with physical education (it promotes the existence 
of two separate subjects as suggested in Fig. 1.1 on page 31, the Health 
Cumculum Guide (1983) is very well written and it provides teachers, and 
others, with appropriate strategies for the development of school based 
health education programmes. The document contains the following five 
objective for Health Education (Health Education Cumculum Guide, 1983, 
p 3): 
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"1. develop knowledge that when applied promotes health; 

2. recognise the relationship between behaviour and health; 

3. identify desirably health behaviours; 

4. identify and resolve personal health problems; and, 

5. develop an awareness of community health services". 

The document also promotes the use of the following nine areas of content 
(referred to as nine "Main Ideas") to achieve these objectives (based on 
Health Education Cuniculum Guide, 1983, p 3) : 

patterns of growth and development; 
recreation and relaxation needs; 
nutrition; 
health standards; 
environmental hazards; 
lifestyle; 
consumer education; 
self concept and 'health'; and, 
dnlgs. 

Time Allocation for Health and Physical Education 
According to the Health and Physical Education Curriculum Guide (1972) 
and the Department's 'Handbook of Information and Administration ' 

Procedures' (1974), teachers should allocate between 120 minutes and 180 
minutes of class time to Health and Physical Education each week. This 
should include time for fitness development, skill development, health 
education, and opportunities for sport and/or recreation. This could be 
achieved by following time distribution: 

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri 

Fitness 15 15 
Skill 30 30 
Health 30 
Sport/Rec. 60 

(Total: 180 minutes) 



In the 'skill' lessons, teachers should be implementing lesson plans that 
focus on the development of new skills or which reinforce previously 
introduced skills while the 'fitness' session represent short periods of high 
activity levels that are designed to develop and maintain various 
components of fitness. The sport or recreation period provides the 
opportunity for the children to utilise the skills previously developed in the 
skill lessons and the fitness work provides the fitness and endurance 
required to participate in these activities without undue stress. Health 
lessons should be developed on the basis of a school and class programme 
developed fiom the Department's Health Curriculum Guide discussed earlier 
in addition to providing an understanding and a critique of what was 
achieved in the other areas. 

Alternatively, a weekly programme could be developed that included two skill 
lessons, three fitness sessions, one health and 45 minutes for sport and/or 
recreation. This would appear as follows; 

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri 

Fitness 15 15 15 

Skill 30 30 

Health 30 

Sport/Rec. 45 
(Total: 180 minutes) 

Teachers and Health and Physical Education 
In Queensland, the distribution of teaching responsibilities in government 
primary schools is organised on the basis of a pastoral system. That is, 
children are assigned to a particular grade and class, for which a teacher is 
appointed.This teacher is, in theory, responsible for all of the areas of 
curriculum for that group of children. As a result primary school teachers 
are seen for the most part as being 'generalist' teachers. Typically each class 
has its own classroom and most lessons are implemented in the confines of 
that area. 

This is substantially different to the system used in secondary schools 
where teachers are employed as 'specialists' concerned with only one or two 
curriculum areas. 

It is commonplace in primary schools to find a small number of teachers 
operating as 'specialists' and most schools, for example, have a teacher 
employed as a librarian. Specialist teachers of music and physical education 
are also common in state or government primary schools. However, 
specialists in these subject areas normally teach at a number of schools 
located in a small geographic area (referred to as  a 'cluster'). In most 
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Education Regions in Queensland, the Department's current policy is for 
physical education specialist teachers to be appointed on the basis of one 
teacher per 1000 school children. In practice this means that in the larger 
towns (for example, Rockhampton, Mackay, Yeppoon, Sarina, Bundaberg, 
etc) each primary school class receives one lesson per week from the 
physical education specialist teacher. Any additional experiences require the 
involvement of the classroom teacher. In smaller two or three teacher 
schools, specialist teachers may visit fortnightly or monthly. 

The roles adopted by both the specialist teachers and the classroom 
teachers with regards to Health and Physical Education varies considerably 
from one school to another and from one teacher to another within one 
school. However, the following statement is taken from the Health and 
Physical Education Cuniculum Guide (p 1 5 .) . 

THE ROLE OF THE CLASSROOM TEACHER WITH REGARD TO 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

The class teacher must assume major responsibility for Physical 
Education in the primary school. As in other subjects of the 
curriculum, he (or she) is responsible for structuring desirable learning 
experiences which contribute significantly toward the total education 
of the child. 

The role of advisory or itinerant teachers of Physical Education in 
primary schools is to assist and to work with the principal and his staff 
in planning, organising, and carrying out a programme of physical 
activities. They may provide the class teacher with instructional 
material or they may demonstrate or teach new or difficult aspects of 
the work. At all times the class teacher has the major responsibility to 
ensure that these Physical Education experiences are part of his (or 
her) overall plan. 

A Physical Education teacher, attached to a school, will play a major 
role in the teaching of Physical Education in that school, but it  is not 
envisaged that this teacher take all the Physical Education. He (or 
she) should provide assistance and guidance to enable class teachers to 
assume their role within the programme. As the majority of primary 
schools do not have a Physical Education teacher attached, it is 
essential that all teachers are familiar with and capable of conducting 
their own programme. 

Thus, according to the current policy document, class teachers have the 
overall responsibility for Health and Physical Education and the specialist's 
role is that of an advisor. This role statement is also supported by another 
document from the Department, the Administrative Procedures Handbook', 
(1974, p 23) which is provided to primary school principals: 



Physical Education Teachers in Primarv Schools 

The role of the Physical Education Teacher is to provide assistance to 
teachers in the compilation and implementation of progressive, 
continuous and comprehensive programs of physical education for 
their classes. 

Class teachers are responsible for their own programs; the physical 
education teacher is responsible for the development of the resources 
to meet the needs of this program. 

The Physical Education Teacher is required to undertake the following 
tasks: 

(a) to assist in co-operative planning of a school program of Physical 
Education program suitable to the children's needs, abilities and 
interest. 

(b) To meet with teachers at each level to develop a Physical Education 
program suitable to the children's needs, abilities and interest. 

(c) To demonstrate the teaching of certain skills where requested; to 
give class teachers insights into utilisation of subject matter; and to 
provide an appreciation of the standards children can be expected to 
reach. 

(d) To assist teachers in the evaluation of class physical education 
program. 

* 

(e) Where needed, to assist teachers in planning appropriate programs 
for individual children. 

(f) To provide the leadership required to assist teachers to develop 
further teaching competencies in this subject area. 

(g) To present a wide range of materials and resources which teachers 
may utilise to initiate new programs or to expand and develop existing 
programs. 

Despite the clarity of these statements, very few teachers have adopted these 
roles and it could be argued that Health and Physical Education has not 
been as  successful as  it might have been as  a result. Many classroom 
teachers have abrogated their responsibilities in this area and several 
reasons have been suggested for this. Arguably, the most significant of these 
reasons, is that teachers have not been prepared sufficiently well enough in 
the past to implement lessons in this cumculum area and this monograph 
seeks to improve on this. It will attempt to convince you of the need for 
classroom teachers to be more involved in Health and Physical Education 
and to provide you with the knowledge, skills and confidence necessary to be 



involved in this area more successfully. 
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Kirchner (1988) provides a comprehensive indication of what contemporay 
Health and Physical Education programmes should be about. It is worth 
reading prior to considering the Study Questions that follow. 

Reading 1: Kirchner, G (1 988) Physical Education for 
Elementary School Children (7th Ed ) WmC Brown, 
Dubuque, pp 7- 10. 

(The Readings that are referred to in this monograph are provided in full in 
Part 3 ) 

Study Questions. 

Following the completion of this module you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

1. Suggest how Health and Physical Education could contribute to 
the development and education of primary school children? 

2. Provide a brief overview of the responsibilities of teachers with 
regard to primary school Health and Physical Education? 

3. 'Physical education should include: 
Health Education 
Skill Development 
Fitness Activities 
Opportunities for Sport and Recreation.' 

Describe and discuss each of these components and suggest how a 
weekly programme might be developed which contains all four 
elements. 





Chapter 2 

Developing Teaching Skills for 
Health and Physical Education 

In preparing yourselves for your role as  a teacher of health and physical 
education, you will need information that will enable you to address the 
following types of questions: 

- what is the purpose of Health and Physical Education? 

- what is included in Health and Physical Education? 

- how do children acquire motor skills and movement competencies? 

- how can physical activity contribute to childrens' physical 
development? 

- what will be my role with regard to Health and Physical Education? 

- how can I develop programmes for Health and Physical Education? 

- what resources exist to assist in the development of programmes and 
lesson plans in Health and Physical Education? 

- what teaching strategies are most appropriate for Health and Physical 
Education? 

- what is the purpose of evaluation in Health and Physical Education? 

- how can I involve children with medical or physical disabilities in PE? 

- how can I integrate Health and PE with other curriculum subjects? 

- what is the current status of Health and Physical Education in 
schools? 

- how can I improve my teaching practice in Health and Physical 
Education? 

You will not necessarily develop answers to these questions through this 
monograph alone. I t  will (I hope) provide you with a solid foundation, but it 
is important that you realise that you will need to look elsewhere as  well. 
Subjects like 'Development and Disability' will provide further details 
regarding children's development, both physically and cognitively, and these 
subjects will be equally important in contributing to your knowledge about 



children and how to provide them with a physical education. Other subjects 
will provide information about teaching and organising classes, such as 
Teaching, Learning and Planning', that will also have relevance to teaching 
Health and Physical Education, and your school based experiences will 
provide you with the opportunity to utilise some of these skills and to test 
your emerging theories. Rather than thinking of Health and Physical 
Education Curriculum as the subject where you learn about teaching 
Health and Physical Education, adopt the view that this will be achieved 
through the Bachelor of Education programme. I suggest that it is 
inappropriate to compartmentalise your knowledge and skill development as 
we have done in producing this degree programme. 

Similarly, this monograph and the Health and Physical Education subject 
will be of benefit to you in your attempts to prepare yourself as a teacher in 
other cumculum areas. One of our objectives in this subject is to develop 
competence in teaching outside of the classroom and you will no doubt use 
this environment across a range of subjects not just Health and Physical 
Education. In addition we will also have suggestions and strategies 
regarding evaluation, planning, integration, etc. that will be appropriate for 
use in other cumculum areas as well. 

The second point I want to make at this juncture, is that teaching is a 
highly personalised activity, and successful teaching is not necessarily 
achieved by replicating practices and teaching methodologies provided to 
you during pre-service teacher education programme. This includes fieldwork 
and university based experiences. Teaching requires a combination of 
intellectual, moral, and craft-like activity (Tom 1984) and teaching needs to 
be continually modified, both in content and practice, according to the 
needs and demands of your class. While I will be suggesting approaches that 
may be used in teaching particular areas of content in this monograph, you 
will need to judge these methodologies critically. Some you may adopt as 
useful techniques, others you will discard because they do not suit your 
approach to, or view of teaching. 

Two readings have been included in this monograph which provide 
important reference points for beginning teachers. The first reading is 
sourced from the Department of Education's "Health and Physical 
Education Framework" (1990) document and it provides a simple yet 
effective overview of teachers professional responsibilities. This paper 
suggests that teachers have to operate at a number of levels, often 
simultaneously. 

The second reading, which is a chapter from a text by Beverly Nichols 
entitled, "Moving and Learning" (1986, pp 70-79,) focuses on the teaching 
act specifically and it introduces different methods or teaching styles that 
are often used in health and physical education lessons. While 'command' 
style is frequently adopted by teachers, Nichols argues that other 
approaches may be more appropriate pedagogically. For this second reading 
I suggest that you read the summary on the last page first before reading the 
whole chapter. 
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Dept. of Education, Qld (1989) 'P-10 Teaching 
Framework' Govt. Printer, Brisbane. pp 7- 12 

Nichols, B (1986) Moving and Learning, 
Mirror/Mosby, St Louis, pp 70-80 
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study Questions 

Following your completion of this unit you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

1. Describe the four professional roles of a teacher that were 
suggested in the Department's Health and Physical Education 
Frameworks document. 

2. Nichols has provided eight key principles for successful teaching. 
List and describe each of them. 

3. Nichols suggests that their are five distinctive teaching styles. List 
these five teaching styles and describe the key aspects of each of 
them. 
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Chapter 3 

The Primary School Child: 
Patterns of~rowth and Development 

i In this unit our focus will be on developing an awareness of the physical 
changes that primary school students undergo during their seven (or more 

of primary schooling. This will be a key factor to consider in planning, 
teaching, and evaluating any movement experiences implemented as part of 
a physical education programme. 

Children usually commence their primary school after they have turned five 
years of age by which time they have achieved a number of significant 
milestones with regard to their physical and motor development. For 
example, most children have usually developed a reasonably mature style of 
walking and running by this age and they well on their way to developing a 
wide range of other basic or 'fundamental motor' skills. Of course, primary 
school children are changing cognitively and socially in addition to the 
physical changes discussed here. Indeed, children's development in the 
psycho-motor domain is often influenced by their cognitive and social 
development/oppo~-tunities. 

'Physical Development' can be defined, for our purposes, as the physical 
changes that children experience inany of which we can be directly observed. 
The following areas might be included in an assessment of a child's 
'Physical Development': 

height 
weight 
body proportions - head size, hand size, proximodistal 
body composition - % body fat, muscle, girths 
limb length 
lung and heart size 
strength 
endurance 
flexibility 
fitness 
posture 

'Motor Development', on the other hand, refers to the attainment of motor 
control and motor skills. This may be evidenced by advances in the 
following: 

balance 
coordination of body parts 



accuracy of throwing and/or kicking 
reaction time 
eye-hand and eye-foot coordination 
agility 
fine motor control 
rhythm 
stability 
transfer of weight 
motor ability (ability to reproduce or copy an action) 

In order to facilitate your understanding of the changes that primary school 
students undergo, with regard to their growth and development, it is useful 
to consider primary school as  havin.g three levels: lower primary, middle 
primary and upper primary. For each of these levels the tables that follow 
provides details of the typical characteristics of primary school children at  
these three levels with regard to their physical, mental, emotional and 
social characteristics. The implications of these typical characteristics is 
also considered. 

Lower Primary (six and seven years of age) 

Physical Characteristics 
1.  Height and weight increases slowly but steadily. On average, height 
increases by 5 cm and weight 2 kg per year. Boys and girls are very similar in 
stature and body proportions. 

2. Heart and lungs are not fully developed. Both pulse and respiration rates 
are high.As a result children a t  this level have low cardiovascular 
endurance. Fatigue easily but recover very quickly. 

3. Low muscular strength and muscular endurance. 

4. Eye hand and eye foot co-ordination is poor. Poor spatial awareness. 

5. Reaction time is slow. 

6. Balance mechanism not well understood. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Boys and girls can benefit from identical programmes. Offer a wide range 
of gross motor activities that will enhance bone and muscular development. 
Promote good posture. Check for inappropriate alignment and refer if 
necessary (See section titled "Class Based Health Assessment"). A daily 
program will produce the best result. 

2. Include fitness activities of high intensity but provide regular intervals of 
recovery. Vary the pace of your activities during skill lessons. In games and 
recreational activities limit continuous activity to no more than 10 
minutes. 
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3. provide activities that enhance the development of muscular strength and 
muscular endurance. 

4. Include activities that promote eye hand and eye foot coordination. Use 
bean bags and large balls rather than small balls and provide stationary 
tmgets for throwing. Use stationary balls for developing kicking and striking 
&ills. Children need time for practice. 

I 5. Provide opportunities for development of reaction time and agility. 

6. Provide opportunities for learning about and developing balance. 

~ e n t d  and Emotional Characteristics 
1. Attention span is short but increasing gradually . Periods of restlessness. 

2. Extremely creative. 
I 

I 3. Enjoy activities involving rhythm and music. 

4. Keen desire to repeat activities they know and enjoy. 

5. Ego-centric but seek adult approval 

6. Adventurous and often fearless. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
3tes 1. Provide a large variety of activities within a lesson. Keep instructions 
llar simple and avoid overloading them with information. Maximise activity 

time. 

2. Provide opportunities for creativity and individual expression. 

3. Include movement to music experiences. 

4. Allow children the opportunity to select games and other activities. 
Develop new experiences from past activities that they have had success in. 
Provide the opportunity to repeat previously learnt routines and skills. 

5. Provide opportunities for individual work but encourage group sharing. 
mge Provide recognition for appropriate behaviour and responses. 
ent. 
:r if 6. Encourage risk taking behaviour but develop an appreciation for personal 
laily safety. 

Social Characteristics 
1s of 1. Individualistic 
and 

10 2. Enjoy working and playing with boys and girls. 



Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Provide opportunities for working individually. Encourage team and group 
work. 

2. Boys and girls will benefit from working together. 

Middle Primary (eight, nine and ten years of age) 

Physical Characteristics 
1. Height and weight continue to increases slowly but steadily. On average 
height continues to increases by 5 cm per year and weight 2-3 kg per year. 
Boys and girls remain similar in stature and body proportions. 

2. Heart and Lungs continue to developed and both resting pulse and 
respiration rates are slightly lower (ie, better). Cardiovascular endurance is 
improving. 

3. Increasing muscular strength and muscular endurance. 

4. Eye-hand and eye-foot co-ordination is improving. Better spatial 
awareness. Improved gross motor skills. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Continue to provide activities that will enhance physical development. 
Same programme for boys and girls. Check posture and overall physical 
development - refer if necessary. 

2. Continue to provide activities that will develop heart and lung function, 
including, activities of slightly longer duration. 

3. Provide a wide variety of games and activities involving large muscle 
groups. 

4. Provide a wide variety activities involving throwing, catching, kicking and 
striking. Introduce activities with moving targets and smaller balls. 

Mental and Emotional Characteristics 
1. Increasing attention span and better understanding of tactics, rules and 
theory. 

2. Peer approval becoming important 

3. Beginning to operate effectively without close supervision. Better 
understanding of health and safety aspects. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Introduce more complex games and activities. Utilise problem solving 
approaches in lesson content and teaching strategies. Challenge children 
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cognitively as well as physically. 

2. provide opportunities for small group and team activities. Include 
activities that promote self concept and self actualisation. 

3. children are becoming more able to operate in circuits and other teaching 
that do not require immediate supervision. Capable of 

contributing to group safety. 

Social Characteristics. 
1. Boys and girls still happy to work with one another for most part. Some 
reluctance in activities requiring contact or direct partners. 

2. Enjoy working in pairs and/or in small groups. 

~mplications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Boys and girls can participate in same programme but allow them some 
choice with regard to partners. 

2. Provide opportunities for working in small groups and in pairs. If possible 
and not disruptive allow children to select partners. 

Upper Primary (1 1 - 12 years) 

Physical Characteristics 
1. Height and weight continue to increase gradually up to the onset of 
puberty when a dramatic change may be evident, particularly in girls. 
Typically girls experience puberty between 11 and 14 while boys on average 
experience puberty 2 or 3 years later. Puberty results in marked differences 
in height and weight and strength. Postural problems become increasingly 
noticeable. 

2. Heart and lungs now approach a more appropriate capacity for their 
height and weight. Students are more capable of much longer periods of 
activity at sub-maximal levels (1 5-20 minutes). 

3. Muscle strength continues to increase particularly for boys. Some 
differences between the sexes are becoming evident. Some girls will begin to 
decline with regard to tests of muscular strength and endurance. 

4. Gross and fine motor skills are now well developed, particularly in 
activities that have been pursued outside of school by members of the class. 
Sex differences in motor skills becoming increasingly apparent. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Continue to provide combined boy/girl programs but allow for segregated 
activities if thought advisable or necessary. Check posture and refer where 
necessary. 



2. Continue to provide activities that enhance cardiovascular function. 
Extend periods of activity. Provide a rationale for activities presented. 

3. Continue to provide opportunities for developing muscular strength and 
endurance. Develop strategies so that individuals can be involved without 
being closely observed or monitored by others. 

4. Provide opportunities for students to utilise and build upon their 
increasing physical capacities. Provide opportunities for segregated and 
mixed learning opportunities. 

Mental and Emotional Characteristics 
1. Marked increase in attention span and further increases in conceptual 
understanding. Seek and utilises information regarding the purpose of 
program elements. Able to make links between health and physical activity. 

2. Peer approval important but also seek independence. 

3. Able to operate without close supervision. Understand and able to apply 
requirements regarding health and safety. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1. Continue to challenge mentally and physically. Learn through and about 
movement. Provide theory in addition to practical experiences. Provide links 
to other cumculum areas. 

2. Provide opportunities that recognise individual effort in addition to group 
effort. Allow for class to participate in groups of varying membership 
according to the activity interests and needs of the students 

3. Students are able to operate in circuits and in other teaching approaches 
that do not require immediate supervision. Allow them to discuss and 
contribute to group safety. 

Social Characteristics 
1. Boys and girls prefer to work with students of the same sex. Antagonism 
based on gender is sometimes evident. Boys and girls will often have 
different and sometimes conflicting interests. 

Implications for Health and Physical Education 
1.  Provide opportunities for mixed and segregated activities. Attempt to 
reduce sexual stereotyping. Develop an appreciation of the different forms of 
activity commonly enjoyed by wide variety of groups. 
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Study Questions 

~ollowing your completion of this unit you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

I 1. Differentiate between physical development and motor development. I 
2. From the previous discussion, identify the main physical changes 
that primary school children experience during their primary school 
years. 

3. What does the information presented in this unit suggest with 
regard to the content of physical education classes? Respond with 
regard to the three levels of primary schooling. 
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Chapter 4 

Motor Learning and Skill Acquisition 

While we usually think of purposeful human movement as a physical act it 
is important to recognise that for this movement to occur a cognitive 
process has also occurred. That is, volunta~y movement involves the brain 
(the Central Nervous System) in addition to the body's muscles. This, in 
order to successfully teach physical education, we need to have some 
knowledge of the cognitive process that make human movement possible as 
well as an understanding of children's physical development. 

Teachers are continually faced with the task of making decisions for their 
class in an attempt to promote their education. For example decisions have 
to be made with regard to the development of the learning environment, the 
selection of learning experiences and activities, the provision of feedback 
and encouragement, and so on. But what type of settings, what type of 
opportunities, what type of feedback and encouragement, etc., will be the 
most effective with regard to motor learning and how do we acquire motor 
skills? To help us  to examine the literature in this area we are going to use 
the following model: 

INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL 

Stimulus + Receptors -b C.N.S -b Effectors + Response 
- 

(Sense 
organs) 

(muscles) 

$ 1 - FEEDBACK J 
The above model suggests that in orde-i-- to learn a motor skill, and thus to 
produce an appropriate response, the learner must first receive information 
about what they are trying to achieve (i.e., they receive an input or stimulus 
through the sensory organs). This information is sent to the Central 
Nervous System (C.N.S.) where it is monitored and interpreted and then a 
decision is made about how to copy or perform the action required. The 
output (response) is the motor act which is achieved through the effector 
organs. 

Clearly there are several crucial stages: 
1. the quality of the stimulus or input; 
2. the ability to process the input; and, 
3. the ability to utilise and coordinate the motor units (or 



muscles). 

Feedback is also important because this action is also monitored by the 
receptors and this provides more information again to the C.N.S. for further 
processing. 

While this model is overly simplistic (in reality we have multiple channels 
and the capacity to process multiple form information rather than being 
limited to a single channel as  shown), it does identify the various 
components that should be considered in organising and developing lessons 
that focus on motor learning. 

1. Stimulus and Receptors 
Stimulus relates to the input that learners receive from their external 
environment and this includes information provided through lessons. We 
have all ready acknowledged that the quality of the input is crucial to 
achieving an appropriate response and a number of points can be made in 
this regard. 

i. Teachers need to understand that information is received by class 
participants through three main sense modalities; 

- visual (what we see); 
- auditory (what we hear); and, 
- tactile (what we feel); 

and that teachers should utilise more than one sense modality. That is we 
are more likely to be successful as teachers if we are able to provide visual 
information in addition to explaining (auditory). Furthermore, if we can 
help children to feel or experience the movement (tactile) this will also 
assist in developing their understanding what is required. 

ii. Learners have varying degrees of sensory capacities (ability to receive 
information) and we should be cognisant that one child may interpret the 
sensory information differently to another. How one perceives is based on 
previous experience, interest, and motivation. 

iii. Learners will also receive information that may be unhelpful or 
distracting. Part of the teachers role is to filter out unnecessary stimuli so 
as to maintain the classes interest and motivation and there is also a need 
to emphasise crucial cues. For example, in a gpnnastics lesson using a 
mini-tramp, it may be desirable to emphasise the need for a two foot take 
off, not to run too fast on the approach, and for the arms to be held out on 
landing to assist with balance. 

2. The Processing of Information 
Despite how it has been depicted in this diagram, the decision making 
process is a complex operation. As information is received and 
communicated to the CNS it goes through a number of processes - coding, 
translating, comparing, organising, etc., before a resultant action is 
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Pro 
duced. The type or quality of input must be provided in a way that will 

assist the learners attempts to process the information. The following 
are important; 

- do not provide too much information at once, 
- break the skill(s) down into digestible steps appropriate to the 

cognitive level of the class, 
- reinforce important cues, 
- do not go onto the next level until the previous one has been 

achieved, 
- remember individual differences, 
- repeat demonstrations a number of times - ideally from different 

angles. 

3. ~ttention 
There is clearly a need to maintain the children's interest and attention 
during a class because if you loose their attention there is the potential for 
them to miss out on important and possible crucial input. This is 
particularly important during the input stage. 

Note that teaching outside poses more problems for maintaining attention, 
than working inside, because you are competing with a wide range of 
distractions outside. 

Teachers also need to repeat and help students focus on key words or cues 
as students will often focus on the end product of the demonstration rather 
than the parts and sequence of the act itself. For example, in the case of 
teaching swimming, students may focus on the movement of the body from 
A to B but they have not appreciated the mechanics of the leg or arm 
actions. 
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F 4. Output/Response 
From the information processing model we can observe that each response 

I generates further information to the receptors (feedback loop). The 
implication here is that teachers need to offer children as many 
opportunities to practice (i.e. respond) as  possible so as to maximise their 
Opportunities for gaining information. 

Feedback is provided in several ways: 
- internal mechanisms (kinesthesis or proprioreception); 

- from their peers; and, 
- from the teacher. 

Feedback from a teacher is an  important aspect of each lesson. Feedback 
can provide a number of functions, but most importantly, it should provide 

king further knowledge, reinforce your teaching points and provide any additional 
and , information required. 

jing, 
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5. Motivation and Arousal 
From a teaching perspective, providing motivation is really a question of 
providing experiences and activities that will increase the desire of the 
learner to learn. As a result motivation will be intrinsic rather than 
extrinsic (that is, that they want to learn or to be involved). 

Sometimes arousal and motivation are used synonymously and at the other 
end of the continuum we have anxiety. Students' best performance is 
usually found mid-way between these extremes as illustrated in the 'arousal 
curve' provided below; 

arousal 1 anxiety 
best performance 

Fig. 4.1. U Shaped Arousal Curve 

The implication here is that lessons should be challenging and arousing but 
not cross the line so as  to create anxiety. Note, however, that arousal is 
specific to the individual and that this will vary from one individual to 
another. Thus teachers need to develop an understanding of the arousal 
characteristics of the different children in their class. 

6. Transfer of Learning 
As indicated earlier, during the processing of information, the C.N.S. will 
compare new input with old, ie., compare new information with information 
that was gained from previous experiences. In some activities,where new 
skills are similar to those previously developed, we are able to learn the new 
skill more easily because of this previous experience. For example, the leg 
action in freestyle is similar to the leg action in backstroke. This is called a 
'positive transfer of learning' because the new skill is easier to learn because 
the previous experience helped. 

Teaching steps (and physical education programmes) should be organised so 
as to utilise this phenomena and teachers need to help children discover the 
similarities between new and any previously mastered skills. 

However, sometimes previously learnt skills can hinder the development of 
new skills. For example, students who are proficient in basketball often 
have difficulty accommodating the stepping rule in netball, while others 
will forget that they cannot bounce the ball in netball. This is called a 
'negative transfer of learning' because a previously learnt skill makes it 
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more difficult to learn the new skill. Teachers need to be aware of when this 
may be occuning and to develop learning strategies to overcome it. 

7. scheduling of Lessons and the Distribution of Practice 
Research has shown that information processing is facilitated if practice 

are short and frequent rather than long and infrequent. As a result, 
in developing numerary and literacy in primary schools, teachers schedule 
short daily lessons in these areas. This principle applies equally to the 
development of motor skills. 

I. Motor skills are unlikely to develop from one lesson per week and children 
should be involved in a programme in which they have multiple 

( opportunities for practice and reinforcement. For example, I would 
recommend three half hour lessons per week for skill development. Any 
attempts to develop students reading skills through one lesson per week are 

i likely to be ineffective. Equally, expecting students to learn movement 
competencies in one lesson per week are also likely to be ineffective. 

8. 'Whole or Part Learning 
As far as developing motor skills is concerned, there is much evidence to 
suggest that children learn best when they are given an appreciation of the 

L whole skill, followed by a learning of the parts (rather than trying to learn 
but the 'whole'), followed by a final stage where the parts are put together. This 
11 is 1 is known as the whole-part-whole method of teaching. 
11 to 
usal ' This can be appreciated by using the example of learning how to swim where 

the following steps are often used. 

Step 1 - demonstrate the whole skill - freestyle 
Step 2 - break the skill down and teach the various components 

will ; e.g., arm action, leg action, breathing, etc. 
tion Step 3 - put the components together - freestyle 
new 
new Similarly in teaching a specific dance, we break down the dance into a 
: leg number of parts and then put them together. This assists in information 
ed a processing and the coordination and utilisation of motor units. 
iuse 
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Study Questions 

Following completion of this unit you should be able to respond to 
the following questions: 

1. Identlfy and discuss the three crucial stages of the Information 
Processing Model. 

2. Develop a list of 10 principles for teaching motor skills based on 
the information presented here. 



Chapter 5 

Development of Programmes 
for Health and Physical Education 

~ntroduction 
The purpose of this unit is to examine the different levels at which planning 
should be completed for the successful development of Health and Physical 
Education programmes in primary schools. While during your initial school 
experiences your attention may well be focused on the development of a 
single lesson plan for a lesson that you have been asked to implement, the 
intent here is to examine planning from a much wider perspective. In this 
wider perspective, individual lesson plans represent the final outcome of the 
planning process. Following an overview of the different levels of planning, 
each of the identified levels will be discussed in some detail. This chapter 
also provides examples of planning instruments appropriate to the different 
levels. 

Levels of Planning 
The starting point for the development of a school's Health and Physical 
Education programmes, in theory, should be the approved syllabus, or 
curriculum document that indicates programme objectives and content that 
schools should adopt. In Queensland, we have a Health and Physical 
Education Cumculum document (which was first printed in 1973) and a 
Health Education Curriculum Guide (1 98 1). While several attempts were 
made in the 1980's, and again more recently, to produce a new Health and 
Physical Education curriculum document, the 1973 policy remains the 
current syllabus. However, the National Statements and Profiles for Health 
and Physical Education (Cumculum Corporation, 1994) are currently being 
considered for use in Queensland and the outcome of these deliberations 
may provide the catalyst for a new curriculum document in the near future. 

Schools are charged with the responsibility of planning and developing their 
programmes so that they meet the requirements of the curriculum 
document (these were identified in Chapter 1). In completing this task it is 
possible to identlfy the following five levels of planning : 

Overall Plan - operates at the school level 
Year Plan - year level 
Unit Plan - class level 
Lesson Plan - class level 
Weekly Plan - class level 

Planning for each of these levels is influenced by a range of factors, 



including, : 

- childrens' level of physical growth and development; 
- childrens' level of skill development; 
- our knowledge of motor learning; 
- childrens' previous experience; 
- climate and weather; 
- school size (student numbers and the number of classes to 
be catered for); 

- school calendar and school events (sports day, school dance, class 
camp or excursions); 

- schools' objectives of the Health and Physical Education programme 
and school policy relating to other areas,such as outdoor education 
and sport; 

- staff levels and teachers competencies; 
- equipment and facilities available; and, 
- childrens' interests. 

How some of these factors influence planning for health and physical 
education will be examined in the discussion of the five levels of planning 
that follows. 

Overall Plan 
An "overallw plan, sometimes referred to as a "school planw, provides an 
overview of a school's Health and Physical Education programme. Overall 
plans for physical education and health education are sometimes developed 
separately depending upon the relationship that exists between these areas 
within a particular school. For example, in those schools that have a 
physical education specialist, it is not uncommon for the specialist teacher 
to develop a school physical education overall plan and for the classroom 
teachers to develop the schools' health programme. 

An overall plan (or plans) would normally indicates the main areas of 
content that have been identified for the school programme and the scope or 
level of treatment of each of these areas of content for each school year. In 
addition to reflecting the aims and objectives for health and physical 
education, these plans should also reflect our understandings of childrens' 
growth and development and theories relating to skill acquisition. They 
should also build upon the childrens' previous experiences and attempt to 
offer a wide range of activities and experiences. Some schools use their 
overall plans to develop a school based "Health and Physical Education 
Policy' document which indicates the the schools aims and objectives for 
Health and Physical Education, the contribution of the various areas of 
content, the time allocation and the roles of teachers with regard to Health 
and Physical Education. Overall plans are more likely to be successful when 
they have been developed by all teaching staff with assistance from 
appropriate resources or personnel. 

An example of an overall plan for physical education is provided on page 35. 
Individual 'year' and 'class programmes' should be developed from the 



schools' overall plan.The National "Statement on Health and Physical 
Education for Australian Schools" (Curriculum Corporation, 1994) also 
provides a basis for the development of an overall plan and policy . 

year Plan 
A 'year plan' represents a single year (for example, Year 2) from the overall 

plan but expanded to provide more detail regarding the content and 
scope for a particular year or grade. Objectives for a particular year/class 
may also be developed for this level. Year plans may be divided into terms or 
semesters or even 'units' and it may be developed with consideration of 
other class activities such a Outdoor or Environmental Education 
excursions, class or year camps etc. 

1 would argue that year plans should be developed by teachers at the class 
or year level (ie if there are four Year 2 classes as a school that they should 
develop a year plan as a group). That is that classroom teachers make 
decisions about what their class will achieve in Health and Physical 
Education and when. Classroom teachers may need some support, however 
in determining how. The latter is the purpose of Unit Plans and Lesson 
Plans. 

Unit Plan 
A 'unit plan' represents a series of lessons in one area of content and quite 
often this is developed around a particular theme. For example, a unit on 
Throwing and Catching' for a Year 1 class might be developed based on 
using bean bags. Most unit plans contain between four and eight lessons. 
This provides children with sufficient time for practice and reinforcement 
but also variety which will maintain their interest and motivation. I would 
argue that classroom teachers 'source' unit plans rather than accepting the 
responsibility for writing them. However, it is important to realise that 
plans obtained from 'curriculum packages' will require adjustment and 
modifications. For examples, of unit plans refer to the 'Daily PE Programme' 
developed by the Department of Education in South Australia (1981) or 
ACHPER's 'Physical Education: Primary" series (1 995). 

Lesson Plan 
A lesson plan is a plan for a single lesson. Its structure will vary according 
to the area of content and the teaching strategies to be utilised but the 
planning sheet provided on page 37 contains commonly used headings. 
Lesson plans may also vary in length according to the lesson type and 
length. For example, fitness sessions which normally last for 15-20 minutes 
would require less details than a skill lessons which has been allocated 30- 
45 minutes. 

A common breakdown of a skill lesson would be as follows; 

45 minutes - 5- 1 0 mins warm up game/activity 
- 20-25 mins skill development 
- 10- 1 5 mins game or activity which 

incorporates the skill being developed. 



Time for changing and showering may also be required depending upon the 
activity. 

Lesson plans require a significant amount of time to prepare, and arguably, 
greater knowledge and experience in health and physical education than is 
possessed by many classroom teachers. Therefore, again it is suggested that 
lesson plans be provided by a physical education specialist, as was the 
intent of the current policy document, or alternatively sourced from a 
health and physical education curriculum package. Again the South 
Australian Department of Education's 'Daily PE Programme' (1981) or 
ACHPER's 'Physical Education: Primary" series (1995) are good examples of 
such packages. 

Weekly Plan 
A weekly plan indicates how the time allocated to Health and Physical 
Education is allocated to the various components of the cumculum area 
each week. This would normally be completed at a class level by the class 
teacher. 

According to the policy documents (identified in Chapter l), Health and 
Physical Education should be allocated between 120 and 180 mins per week 
and the following has been suggested as one example of how this time could 
be successhlly used (numbers indicate minutes per session or lesson): 

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri 
Fitness 15 15 15 
Skill 30 30 
Health 30 
Sport/Rec. 45 

Planning Instmments 
On the pages that follow we have provide an indication of the detail 
required at  each of the different levels of planning. At the school level, the 
starting point for panning is a school based programme (Plan A) which is 
based on the approved cumculum. From this, each year level is able to 
iden* their areas of concern and develop their objectives and content. 

From the year plan, a term programmes can be developed (Plan B) and 
subsequently unit and lesson plans (Plan C). I would argue that classroom 
teachers should be involved in developing School policy and overall plans for 
Health and Physical Education and for determining year and term plans. I 
believe that unit plans and lesson plans should be provided by either a 
Physical Education specialist or obtained from a resource such as the 'Daily 
Physical Education Programme'. I do not believe that teachers have the time 
nor the experience to write individual lesson plans. Teachers determine 
what should be taught and when and resources provide the how to achieve 
this. Of course teachers will need to monitor their classes response to the 
lesson during the lesson and mod@ it as required. 



Example of an Overall (or School based) Programme (Plan A) 

Source: South Australian Deptartment of Education, (1982) Dailv Phvsical 
Education Programme7 ACHPER, Adelaide. Note that 'Health" was not 
included in the 'Daily Physical Education Programmen and, that in this 
document, Physical Education was seen to contain five main areas of 
antent (listed in the left hand column). 

L d  

C y  m M s t i a  

C m a  
%ills 

Dance 

Fi- 

b 

AcguLhl  
specific Skills 
related to  
flight, travel 
ud skills. 

3 6 7 

Acquiring specific ddllr, refining the 
qcnlity of movement and devdoping Ihe 
ability to build rcqucrrcs in flight, 
a8veIling. balance and rhythmic 
g y m n u t i u .  

Vorking from simple to more complex 
skills, individually. with others and with 
cquiprnent 

Act iv l t i a  

Swimming 
Water Safety 
and Aquatics 

R-l 

Exploring a v ide  
range of basic 
movementst - extending 

a v a r m  
- improving 

quality. 
a i m  bing, loco- 
motion and 
transferring 
weight ruing 
various body 
para. 

Developing a 
wide range of 
skills using 
smali equipmmt 
and balls, 
emphasisingr - cosrd i ru t ion  

andcontrol  - t h e c s e o f  
different  
body pru. 

1 

Acqulrlng the skills used in major g a m a  through Individual 
and m a l l  group practice,  l e a d u p  games and m d i l i e d  gamer. 

Developing and applying principles of games formations. 

Inventing games. 

2 ! 

Explalng 
movunentr 
- to find 

out what 
the body 
a n  do - how the 
body moves - r h c r e t h e  
body a n  go. 

lhe develop  
ment of bask  
stepr and 
formations to 
rhythms through 
a series of 
folk dances and 
social dances. 

Inventing mbve- 
m m t s  and making 
dance Kquencn. 

involving 
, mobillty exerases. distance runs, circuits, 
active games, relais  and health hurt le.  

Exploring basic movement themes. 
Moving to  rhythms through action songs, nursery 
rhymes and simple folk dances. 

Developing a movement ~c;td:rt. a s  a &is for 
the imagicutive w of the body in dance, 

Using dance a s  a n  Integrating factor In language 
development. 

mobility exercises, health 
hustles, fun runs, and 
jogging. with a n  emphasis a: 
enpyment and v igar .  

3 

Exploring 
movement 
through the  
I k m e s o f  
fll@t, travel 
and balance. 

Progressively acquiring the more complex 
steps of folk. social and q r a r e  dances. 

b c u l i s i n g  activit la.  

Dance-making using movement. music and 
I a q u a g e  a s  stimuli lor performance and 
extension activities. 

Vigorous activity periods invclving writ Activities involving joint 
p i n t  mobility exercises. 
al isthcnics,  fun rum, health 
htstles, active games, r e l a p  
and  absade r u m  

Refining bsic ball handing  
.skills (rolling, hlttlng. 
kicking, utchlng.  throwing) 
in individual and small group 
prac t ices  

Applyin( basic skills in  minor 
g a m e s  

V i o r w s  activit ies 

Developing confidence. mobility 
and safety in; on. undcr and 
around shallow n t e r .  

Improving mobility in wter Developing efficient swimming sw&es. 
through Ihe introduction and 
em- on (hr 7wimming s t rokes  Refining safety and r u r i v a l  sldlla. 

Dcwloplng simple water u f e t y  SimuLtiung survival and re- situations. 
and .v*ivai Skills. 

Introducing ,aquatic extension a c t i n  t i e s  
lnuoducing a=- of aquaUcu - mi ring - buoyancy .Ids - m a l l  boat handling - m u b ,  snorkel ud f l i p p a  - u m e i n g  - b-YU=Yw* - snwkelllng 



Planning Sheet for a Term Programme (Plan B) 

This can be reduced to develop an overview for a shorter period. For 
example, a six or four week block. Alternatively, it can be extended to 
develop a year programme for a particular class or year level. 

Physical Education Programme 

Class ................. Teacher ........................ Student Teacher ........................... Term .......... . 

Week Monday 

1 

Tuesday 

- 

Wednesday 

2 i I i 1 

Thursday 

3 

4 
i 1 I I I 

5 

6 

7 

8 
I 

9 

10 1 1 I / 1 

11 

12 

Friday 





The National Statements and Profiles 
The National Cumculum Project and the "Statements" and "Profiles" for 
Health and Physical Education were cited in this chapter on the basis that 
they are likely to have a major influence on Health and Physical Education 
in Queensland, particularly with regard to planning. Reading 4 provides an 
historical overview of the National Cuniculum Project and the development 
of the Health and Physical Education materials. 

Reading 4: Walmsley, H ( 1994) 'Australia's National Curriculum 
Project: Recent Developments in Health and Physical 
Education', Proceedings from the 36th ICHPER World 
Congress, Yokohama, Japan, August 18-22, 1993. 

Study Questions 

Following your completion of this unit you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

1. Describe the five levels of planning that have been suggested. 

2. List and discuss factors that influence planning at the year 
or class level. 

3. What are the origins of the national 'profiles' and 'statements' for 
Health and Physical Education and how were they intended to 
be used? 



Chapter 6 

Evaluation in Health and 
Physical Education 

Introduction 
Evaluation is an important part of the professional activity of most teachers 
and it may serve a number of functions. At one level, it may serve as a 
process for evaluating the success or otherwise of students in a section of 
work, and this often provides the basis for reporting to parents and others. 
At another level, it provides information regarding the success, or otherwise, 
of the teaching of a unit of work, and this provides the basis for reviewing 
and improving teaching performance. Evaluation is arguably the most 
obvious and most common form of research completed by teachers. 

Most PE teaching methodology texts will tell you that it is important to 
evaluate students for the following reasons: 

- to determine if programme objectives have been met; 
- to iden- children's learning difficulties; 
- to sort children into ability groups; 
- to determine if children are ready for the next learning experience; 
- to assess suitability of programmes 
- to determine appropriateness of teaching strategies; 
- to d e t e r m e  the needs and interests of specific groups; 

The "Daily Physical Education Programme" (South Australian, Dept. of 
Education, 1988, Vol 4 pp 1 4  - 16) provides some appropriate advice for 
teachers wishing to conduct evaluation for these purposes: 

ASSESSING STUDENT PROGRESS 

Fitness Testing Day to day opportunities for children to 

Attainment of a reasonable level of physical 
fitness is a major goal of the programme. It is 
important for teachers to have knowledge of 
each child's fitness level and to be in a 
position to give individual children assistanc~ 
and encouragement. 

Skills Testing 

During physical education skills lessons the 
children are constantly being asked to 
respond to movement tasks. The challenges 
inherent in these tasks can often be 
interpreted as skills tests because they 
provide feedback to children as to how-well 
they are progressing. 

- . .  

assess how well they are performing their 
skills in terms of accuracy and control also 
provide the teacher with an indication of how 
effective their teaching has been. 

Periodically it might be necessary to assess 
the performance level of the children in a 
more formal way. Information gathered in this 
way can be used to illustrate to parents and 
school administrators that the skill levels of 
the children are improving. A more formal 
approach to skills testing will identify those 
children who have co-ordination problems 
and need specialised assistance and those 
children wo are highly skilled and need extra 
challenge and encouragement. 



A wide range of specific skills tests are 
available in texts and from advisory personnel. 
Teachers can also develop their own, in 
accordance with the skills they wish to test. 
Some tests are included at various stages in 
the lessons. 

There will be other opportunities during the 
year-fovteachers to  assess the progress of 
the children (sports days, athletics days, 
swimming days . . .). 

Involvement in sports teams, dance or 
gymnastics clubs also provides information 
about the skill level of the children. 

Attitudes to  physical education 

children's general attitudes can be gauged 
from day to day. If children are observed to 
be interested, involved and keen to show 
what they can do, then teachers can be 
reasonably assured that the effect of the 
programme is positive. 
Are the children: 

- actlive and energetic 
- responding to challenges with enthusiasm 
- well and happy(no anxiety about the activity) 
- enjoying physical activity 
- curious, questioning 
- keen to show what they can do 
- avoiding any activities 
- naturally playful 
- learning to work together 
- willing to try new challenges? 

If assistance is required concerning the 
attitude of the children toward aspects of the 
programme, i t  is recommended that advice be 
sought from colleagues or advisory personnel. 

There is a wide range of rating scales and 
attitude checklists available to assess the 
children's attitude toward vigorous physical 
activity,skills, individual and group involvement. 

Knowledge of Physical Education 

The programme emphasises the importance 
of knowledge and understanding as children 
advance through the primary school. During 
lessons (and particularly during demonstration) 
teachers should question children,observe and 
note the responses they make about their 
bodies and performance, pointing out correct 
techniques when necessary and explaining 
principles of movement in -simple terms. 

In physical fitness lessons discussion 
concerning reasons for vigorous activity are 
required at a level commensurate with the 
children's intellectual development. Level 6 
and 7 children make logical cognitive links 
between their physical experiences and their 

en~ironment~while Level 4 children would basc 
discussion on their immediate experiences. 

During the upper primary years 
comprehension and application of knowledge 1 
become important in Physical Education as ' 
children begin to deal in a more sophisticated 
way with concepts like the elements and 
strategies of team play, dance, games - 
making and body functioning. 

It is not expected that children be formally 
I 

tested in terms of knowledge and . 
understanding of all the concepts on a 
regular basis. However, there may be times 
during other lessons (health, science, visual 
art, music . . .) when knowledge and 
understanding related to physical education 
can be reinforced through questioning, 
written exercises and discussions. 

RECORDING INFORMATION I 
The Record of Progress provides a suggested 
format for recording the children's progress 
and could be used to compile the Report Card. 
Teachers should compile a Record of 
Progress at least twice during the year. 

The example provided indicates the type of 
assessment opportunities which could be 
used in addition to day to day observations. 

A daily z!location of time for physical 
education suggests an obligation to inform 
parents about the progress and involvement 
of their children. Because-daily physical 
education concerns a variety of experiences 
and involves a significant amount of time and 
effort, thoughtful and sensitive reporting is 
required. Parents appreciate the concern 
shown when reporting is specific, informative, 
honest, encouraging and positive. 

When deciding on a method of reporting 
children's progress to parents, care must be 
taken to ensure that it is compatible with the 
school's general method of reporting, and 
that it contributes to a total educational - 
profile of the child. 



ive, 

? 
le 

Report Card 

NAME ............................................. CLASS ............ CLASS TEACHER ........................ TERM ............ 
physical growth and Height cm Terml.. ............ Term 3..  ............ 
development Weight kg Terml.. ............ Term 3. .  ............ 

.............. Posture Rating Information gathered in conjunction with school health service. 
- 

pt~yslcal fitness 
profile 

General Fitness Rating Comment 
T I  T3 TI  T3 T I  T3 T1 T3 

1 High .......................................... 0 
!? .......................................... 8 Ave. 0 
(I) 

Assistance ............................... 
Aerobic Joint Muscular Muscular and encouragement required 

endurance Mobility endurance strength 
(12 min run) (sit and reach) (flexed arm (speed sit ups) 

hang) 
- 

Attitude to Physical 
activity 

Very positive and enthusiastic ................................................. 

Positive but spasmodic 
(needs to be encouraged) ......................................................... 

Not positively inclined .............................................................. O 
I 

Physical Skills Skills Level 
Ball control ................. 1. Highly skilled, very 
Minor games skills ................. adaptable 
Sports skills ................. 2. All skills managed 
Dance ................. but still need to be 

refined 
Basic Control and ................. 3. Some skills acquired 
management of body movements ................. but need more practice 
Gymnastic skills 4. Has not acquired the skills 
Water Safety, ................. Encouragement and 
Swimming and Aquatics practice needed 

K~owledge of Physical Knowledge assessed 
Acttvity Water Safety 

Methods of attaining and 
maintaining fitness 
Games development and 

Level 

strategy ................. 
Knowledge of Dance steps, holds 
and formations ................. 

1. Thorough understanding 
2. Can recall reasonably well but 

understanding is still not good 
3. Not able to recall 
and poor understanding 

Encouragement and 
assistance needed 

Attitude and Social Awareness 
5 Perseverance 0 Working with others 1. Consistently evident 

Consideration for others O .Curious, questioning 2. Demonstrated on occasions 
2 Initiative C: Inventive fi Expressive 3. Has not been witnessed and 

O Seeks new challenges needs encouragement 

Comments 

Signature .......................................................................... Class TeacherlPhysical Education Specialist 

This page may be reproduced by teachers for school and student use only. 



Record of Progress 

NAME ......................................a.--....--... ...-... . ................... --.---.---- ----.------ -- --...--.- --- -............-...*....... 
PROGRAMME GOALS ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES COMMENTS 

Body management and control 
- movement control and efficiency Sequence building in Gymnastics 
- coordination 
- using boay parts on both sides of Athletics 5 Star Award Scheme 

the body 
- inventing and performing simple Swimming Ability Assessment 

movement sequences 
\ 

Handsye & footeye coordination 
- skills of handling small equipment Basic Skills Test in. Games Skills 

(balls, bats, ropes, hoops . . .) 
- sports skills 
- knowledge of gameslsimple rules Performance in modified games 

Rhythmic ability 
- appreciates rhythm and tempo Performance of folk, -1 
- response on cue social and square dances 
- knowledge of use of different basic 

steps, holds 

Movement inventiveness Games making 
Dance making 
Sequence building-in gymnastics 

Physical growth and development 
- posture School Health Service 
- height 
- weight 1 
Physical fitness 
- sustaining vigorous activity Fitness 4-item test 
- for long periods. Distance run times 1 
- developing strength Circuit scores 
- extending joint mobility 
- basic knowledge of effects of 

exercise on the body 

General Attitude 
- involvement and enthusiasm Daily class observations I 
- enjoyment 
- initiative 
Specific 

Dance, Fitness . . . Attitude inventory 

Social competence and confidence 
- in small groups Observation checklist 
- in large groups 

Safety aspects of movement I 
- awareness and understanding of Swimming Ability Assessment 

safety measures. 
- performs movements safely Gymnastics Record of Progress. 

/ 

This Page may be reproduced by teachers for school and student use only. 



However, we need to take care in the development of evaluation strategies. 
When we read most physical education texts, or curriculum materials like 
the 'Daily Physical Education Programme, you may get the impression that 
teachers should evaluate their teaching simply by determining to what 
extent your objectives have been met. While technically this is a very clean 
and easy to administer it is not that simple as Tinning (1987, p 90) has 
indicated : 

'....if an objective of a PE programme was was to get the the class 
fit then a series of fitness tests at the conclusion of the term 
might be all that  is needed to evaluate your teaching 
effectiveness. (If you were really keen you might even start with 
a pretest so that you have data that can be used as a basis for 
making comparisons.) You could even rank the kids in your class 
from the most fit to the least fit and then compare the fitness of 
your class with the fitness levels of other children in the nation 
using standardised national fitness tests such as the ACHPER 
tests. You could send reports home to parents to let them know 
how how their children have performed - all in the best tradition 
of curriculum experts. 

Lets say that you are even more progressive and can see the 
problems in using normative standardised tests and you decide 
instead to test them on their improvement over the duration of 
the term. To your great pleasure you find that all of them have 
improved over the duration of the term which substantiates your 
view that you are an effective teacher. 

Or does it? 

What if I was to tell you that in the process of achieving your 
objectives the kids were turned off fitness for life, avowing never 
to run laps or jog or do chin-ups ever again.' 

This is not as  far fetched as it might sound. Many children are failed by the 
system because teachers have been insensitive to the hidden learnings that 
have taken place. That is, in addition to the formal learnings that will be 
experienced through participating in your lesson, your classes will also be 
developing a whole range of hidden learnings. These hidden massages may 
well be more critical in the long term than the short term behavioural 
objectives that you may have established for a lesson. 

Furthermore evaluation need not be confined to the formal evaluative 
techniques that have been suggested thus far. The Heath Education 
Curriculum Guide (Department of Education, 1982) suggests the following 
approaches (p 41) for health which could equally apply to physical 
education: 



EVALUATION 
should not focus simply on factual 
recall. Although an effective health 
programme will increase children's 
knowledge, teachers should evaluate 
changes in attitudes that may have 
been influenced by teaching approaches 
and assess whether children have 
improved present skills and developed 
new skills 

Appreciation 
and Attitudes 
- Observation of 

Dramatisation 
- Sociograms 
- Attitudinal Scales 
- Self Assessment Cards 
- Questioning 
- Observation 

- tuckshop 
- playground 
- classroom 

- Essays 

Knowledge - Understanding 
- Short Answer 
- Matching 
- Demonstration 
- Multiple Choice 
- Free Response 
- True/False Questions 
- Oral Questioning 
- Picture Tests 
- Appraisal of Children's 
Projects 

- Sentence Completion 
- Essay Questions 

- Observation check list 
- Demonstration 
- Performance Rating Scale 



- 
study Questions 

Following your completion of this unit you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

1. Describe and discuss reasons for conducting evaluation in Health 
and Physical Education. 

2. Discuss the different approaches that can be used in evaluation. 

3. Differentiate between formal learning and hidden learning. What 
are implications with regard to evaluation in Health and Physical 
Education. 





Chapter 7 

Medical Considerations and 
Adaptive Physical Education 

Introduction 
'Mainstreaming' in Queensland schools effectively means that children with 
disabilities ranging from partial hearing losses to cerebral palsy will be 
integrated into regular classes. As a result, teachers need to be aware of how 
they can accommodate the needs of children with a range of conditions into 
their class, and what information might exist to assist teachers. 

The purpose of this unit is to provide some details regarding the range of 
medical conditions that are now likely to be encountered in schools and the 
implications for students with these conditions for their involvement in 
physical activity. Note that mainstreaming is sometimes referred to as  
'integration', a term which is also used in reference to cross cumcular 
approaches to teaching (this discussed in chapter 8). 

For this topic you are referred to a reading from a publication of the 
Australian Sports Commission (1989) regarding "Aussie Sports" and 
children with disabilities. Details of a large range of medical conditions that 
are likely to be found in schools are covered and strategies for involving 
persons with these conditions in physical activity is also included. In 
reading the text, substitute 'physical activity' for 'Aussie Sport'. 

Reading 5: Australian Sports Commission (1989) 'Aussie Sports: 
Activities Manual For Children With Disabilities, ASC, 
Canbema. 



Study Questions 

Following completion of this unit you should be able to respond to the 
following questions: 

1. What are the implications for 'mainstreaming' with regard to 
teaching Health and Physical Education? 

2. List and describe the range of medical conditions that may be found 
in schools. 

3. What are benefits of regular physical activity for children with 
medical conditions? 



Chapter 8 

Integration and Physical Education 

~ntroduction 
Typically, teachers tend to compartmentalise the various areas of 
cumculum and teach them as  separate areas of concern. There are, 
however, teachers that attempt to combine several curriculum areas in one 
lesson or who develop a theme from which activities are developed across a 
range of curriculum areas. Both of these approaches are examples of 
teachers "integrating" work across the curriculum. 

Educators that have frequently use integration as a teaching methodology 
claim that this approach is more effective because they are able to combine 
something that is academically worthwhile with something the class enjoys, 
for example monitoring heart rates in Physical Education, learning about 
heart hnction in Science, and graphing the results (heart rate response) in 
Maths. Teachers have also said that students respond better to Maths 
activities when they are using numbers that they have been involved in 
creating rather than simply obtaining sums from a book. 

This chapter of the monograph provides an overview of an integrated lesson 
for am upper primary class in which a physical education activity, 
orienteering, is used as  a starting point for a number of learning 
experiences. These additional experiences involve activities from a range of 
curriculum areas, including mathematics and art. Of course 'physical' 
activity does not need to be the starting point for integration work. 

The session would commence by introducing and developing some skills in 
Orienteering (physical education) which will enable the clas3 to complete a 
short course, either in pairs or in small groups. Prior to or/and following 
the completion of the orienteering course the class would be involved in a 
number of mathematics activities that will be developed from the initial 
activity. As this activity uses the outdoors as  a basis, some might argue 
that it is an example of Outdoor Education. It could be argued that 
'Outdoor Education' is the ultimate form of integration in schools. 

While it is possible for an upper primary class to complete these learning 
experiences in one session (90 minutes), a year four or five primary school 
class might use this theme over a whole week or longer. If we were to expect 
a class to complete these activities in one day they would need to have had 
previous experience in each of the individual tasks before. For example, they 
would have completed some mapping work earlier in the term. This unit of 
work provides them with the opportunity to utilise and further develop these 
previously learnt skills. It also provides a concrete application of some of 
the skills they have been developing. 



Spider Model 

Spider Models provide a diagrammatic representation of the work that is to 
be completed in various curriculum areas within a particular theme. The 
model below indicates the activities that might be included as part of an 
extended unit using the 'Orienteering' theme. This model could perhaps 
provide the basis for a teachers planning for whole term. 

Science - identification 
of native plants around 

course 
Drama - simulation. 
Plane crash, lost in 
bush Maths - calculating 

distance, time and 
speed 

Orienteering 
Social Studies (Physical Education) 
-construct map of 
course 1 Music - bush songs 

and instruments 

Language Arts 
- vocabulary 
development 

* 
Art - collage using 
natural materials 

Integration Exercise 

1. Physical Education 
a. Orienteering Skills 
- parts and use of a compass 
- how to find a bearing 
- how to calculate a position of a distant object or land form 
- orienteering equipment and jargon 
- safety considerations 

b. Complete a short Orienteering course 
- 6-8 markers set out on a course 50- 150m apart 
- on each marker we have information regarding the location of the next 
marker 

- record start and finish and punch score cards on route 
- complete course as quickly as possible 



2. Social Studies 
- draw a map of the course you have, or will be, completing indicating all of 
the markers that were set out. Also add other map requirements, such as 
scale, direction, label, etc. 

3. Maths 
a. Measuring 
- how far did you run in total from the start to the last marker? 
- measure the distance directly between: 

- 2 a n d 5  
- l a n d 4  
- 7 and start 

b. Geometry 
- what is the direct bearing between the above points? 

c. Calculations 
- calculate the course times for these teams and rank them from the 

quickest (1st) to slowest (5th) 

Team Start Finish Time Rank 
Taken 

A 11 26 00 11 44 25 
B 11 32 00 11 38 34 
C 11 39 00 11 45 06 
D 11 44 30 11 54 17 
E 11 51 00 11 56 30 

d. Problem Solving 
- what was the winning teams average speed around the course in k.p.h.? 

4. Art and Craft 
- design a certificate for people that have completed the o r i e n t e e ~ g  course 

5. English 
- spelling and comprehension and story writing activities using words 
derived or used in this integration exercise. 



Study Questions 

Following your completion of this unit you should be able to respond 
to the following questions: 

1. What are the benefits of integration for a) primary schools 
students, and b) for classroom teachers? 

2. Develop a spider model for a theme of your choice that includes 
learning activities in six cuII.ieulum areas. 



Part Two: 

Teaching Approaches for Selected 
Areas of Content 

Teaching Aquatics 

Teaching Minor Games 

Teaching Basic Skills 

Teaching Fitness Activities 

Teaching Dance 

Teaching Gymnastics 

Teaching Modified Games 

Teaching Health Education 

Class based Health Assessment 

References and Suggested Reading 





Chapter 9 

Teaching Aquatics 

Overall Objectives 

- development of physical skills with a view to preparing each child for the 
safe and enjoyable use of aquatic environments; 

- early experiences concerned with developing personal confidence; 

- later lessons concerned with developing mobility and water skills. 

Style vs. Technique 

Technique - fundamentals of a particular stroke 

Style - individuals version of that stroke influenced by 
- physique 
- knowledge 
- previous experience 
- motor ability 

As teachers we should be prepared to accept a wide range of styles. 

Important Considerations 

1. Parents - consent 
- health of child 
- money requirements - how much and what days 
- clothing requirements - what days 

2. Equipment - pool and associated equipment 
- deep/shallow areas 
- first aid kit 
- nearest telephone 
- toilets/changing rooms 
- depth markers 
- buoyancy aids/safety ropes 

3. Instructions 
- must be exact - no ambiguity 
- one of the areas where a whistle is necessary 
- 1 blast - stop, look and listen 



Lesson Organisation 

1. Teacher in or out of the pool? Depends upon: 

(a) School Policy - The principal may require teachers to enter the 
water to show their interest, etc. 

(b) Safety - large group - greater than 1: 15 easier to control and 
supenrise if you are out. 

- small group - better to be in the water supporting etc. 

(c) Level of programme 
- Junior primary developing water confidence - in 
- Upper primary - out except for occasional demonstrations 

2. Demonstrations 

- could be done by the teacher or a pupil 
- should be included in lesson format at regular intervals 
- must be viewable by all children in the class 

Some examples Demonstrator % 
Pupils 0 

(i) Movement skill - use the length of the pool 
eg. strokes 00000000 

gliding 
lifesaving 

(iii) Small group activities- use circle or semi circle 
eg. blowing bubbles, 

floating 

(ii) Stationary Skills - use the comer of the pool 
eg. treading water 

surface dives 0000 
sculling 0 

0 * 



3. Practice formations 

- enables you to maximise participation when time is limited 

(a) Wave Formation - children in lines, move down the pool 
performing required tasks. 

000 

000 

000 

(b) Staggered Wave Formation - one group or line at a time swims 
through; allows for closer evaluation of each group 

000 

000 

000 

(c) Square Formation - children swim around the outside of the 
pool; provides a longer swim in small pools. 

(d) Chain Formation - longer swim with less corners; 

000000 

000000 

- -  



4. Safety 

(a) Student:Teacher Ratio 
- not clearly designated in Queensland 
- 1 :25 indicated in a number of the Department's documents, 
including, their 1982, Swimming Guide. 

- the 1995 Health and Safety Modules provide a framework for 
assessing risk and suggests appropriate precautions 

- 1987 trial materials provided a list of "Safety Considerations" 
which have been reprinted on page 67. 

- in South Australia and Victoria 
-LowerPrimary (1:lO) 
- Upper Primary (1 : 1 5) 
i.e., 30 children requires 3-4 adults. This is more 

appropriate 

(b) Emergency Procedure 
- must be established and known by staff and students 
e.g., 3 whistle blasts - all out of the pool and sit in a designated 
area. If more than one staff may delegate responsibilities, e.g., 
one telephone for ambulance, one supervise children, etc. Again 
this should be known by all staff prior to a lesson commencing. 

5. Temperature 
- water 
- air 
- if uncomfortable, particularly for lower grades, get 

them out. 
- unused lesson time could be used for discussion 

of safety considerations, etc. 

6. Frightened Child 
- encourage but do not force into pool 
- remember a child's early experiences will affect 

their later attitudes. 

7. Advanced Child 
- no need to organise a special lesson 
- they will benefit from the activities and 

reinforcement provided through your normal lesson. 
- they may act as a monitor or as an assistant or as 

a demonstrator 



pre and Post Aquatics Lesson Procedures 

- most schools follow the following procedure before aquatics classes: 

1. Teacher escorts class to the pool (via the toilets). 
2. Line up outside the gate (check role and/or student numbers) 
3. Enter pool enclosure. 
4. Change and shower. 
5. Line up in groups. 

- following the aquatics class reverse order of the above 

Lesson Format (45 minute lesson) 

5- 10 mins Change and organise into groups 
Reinforce health and safety rule(s) 

15-20 mins Skill Development 
10 mins Concluding Activity 
5 mins Change and return to classroom 

- note that in effect this is only a 30 minute lesson 
- lower primary years will need assistance in changing and applying 
sun screen, etc. 

- a modified lesson planning sheet for Aquatics has been provided following 
the references listed for this unit. 

Junior Primarv Acluatics 

Introduction 

The main objective of aquatics at this level is to develop water confidence. 
the optimum age at which children should learn to swim is now considered 
to be 5 to 8 years of age. Why? Because they have sufficient physical 
development for what is a fairly arduous task and secondly because they can 
understand the safety considerations. I am not saying this is the only age. 
It is the optimal age. 

Obi ectives 

Most schools would have six weeks of swimming per year for their lower 
grades depending upon pool availability. By the end of this block the 
children should be comfortable about: 

- getting their face wet 
- opening their eyes underwater 
- submerging 
- breathing out underwater 
- moving about in the water (wading) 



- entering and leaving the pool without assistance 
- floating and kicking 

They should also be aware of some of the rules regarding pool use and of 
health and safety considerations. 

Activities for Lower Primary 
(Predominately non swimmers) 

1. Sit on side, hands on edge and slide/jump in. 
2. Hands on head and walk across to other side. 
3. Shoulders under water and walk across to other side. 
4. Using hands and arms across the pool. (Still walking). 
5. Get partner to other side e.g. piggy back. 
6. (Groups of 6) Carry one child, who must not touch the water 

across to the other side. 
7. Crows and Cranes, form 2 lines in pool centre (not always 

appropriate cognitively for Year 1 's) . 
8. Forrn a circle while holding hands, one at a time a child 

submerges. 
9. Play games using number and alphabet songs - children can 

submerge in groups (still holding hands). 
10. Blow bubbles 
11. Step in closer and pass the bubbles around the circle. 
12. Ball in the middle of the circle. Splash ball to make it hit 

someone. 
13. Stand in pool, hands on edge, blow bubbles. 
14. Blow bubbles and then turn head on side. 
15. Float, hands on edge, legs and body stretched out, face 

down. 
16. Float as above, push away with hands. 
17. Back float 
18. Jelly Fish float. 
19. Tuck float. 
20. Torpedo glide. 
21. Repeat with thumbs interlocked. 
22. Glide out with kickboards. 
23. Kicking action while holding onto edge of pool. 
24. Combine kick and breathing at edge of pool. 
25. Use kickboard and kick and breathing drill across pool. 
26. Repeat above without kickboard. 



Middle Prim- Aquatics 

Overall Obiectives 

- further development of confidence in the aquatic environment; 
- further development of physical skills and activities; 
- revision of earlier work; 
- development of swimming strokes ( freestyle, breaststroke, sidestroke 

and backstroke. Perhaps butterfly); 
- development of associated skills, e.g., diving, treading water; and, 
- extend safety knowledge 

Activities for Middle Primarv 

(Assumes some water confidence and familiarity, 
otherwise refer lower primary). 

1. Introductory activity 
- crows and cranes 
- red rover 

2. Torpedo glide followed by kicking (with kickboard) 
3. As above with breathing drill. 
4. Out of the pool. Discuss arm action for freestyle. 

Demonstrate. 
5. Students practice. (Still out of the pool). 
6. Return to pool - walk from one side to the other practice 

arm action. 
7. As above but with breathing drill 
8. Freestyle but with kickboard held out in front for support 

- alternate non propulsive hand holding the board 
9. Freestyle (reinforce pulling and recovery action) 
10. Freestyle with kickboard placed between knees. 
1 1. Diving progression 

- sitting down dive 
- squatting dive 
- standing dive 

12. Use of Diving Board 
13. Treading water. 
14. Learn new strokes. 



Upper Primarv Aquatics 

Overall Obi ectives 

- refine swimming skills in the four basic strokes. 
- increase swimming endurance. 
- further develop diving and associated skills. 
- introduce lifesaving and aquatic activities such as snorkelling, 

water polo, etc. 
- extend safety knowledge- introduce resuscitation techniques 

Activities for Confident Swimmers in Umer Primarv 

(For less able swimmers refer to lower primary 
or middle primary activities). 

1. Introductory activity 
- crows and cranes 
- red rover 

2. Revision of freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke and 
sidestroke. 

3. Introduce modified life saving versions of side stroke. 
4. Development of endurance in all stokes. 
5. Lifesaving activities 

- dry rescue techniques 
- assisting victim from the pool 
- tows - non contact tow 

- contact tow 
6. Elementary dive 
7. Shallow dive 
8. Deep dive 
9. Racing dive 
10. Surface dives 

- feet first 
- head first 

1 1. Snorkelling skills 
12. Elementary water polo 
13. Use of Personal Flotation Devices (life jackets) 
14. Canoeing and kayaking 



Teaching Notes for Aquatic Activities 

1.Always start and end your lesson with a fun activity. 

2.Begin your skill development section with something that all the children 
can do and enjoy. 

3. Do not underestimate the fear some children will have regarding the 
'deep' end. 

4. The speed a t  which you proceed through your lesson should be 
determined by your group's abilities not by what you planned. 

5. Maintain pool safety. Obtain a copy of the Department's most recent 
policies and enforce them. Ensure swimming pool rescue aids are 
immediately available and that you know how to use them. 

7. Remember your overall objectives for Aquatics. This is not swimming 
training, 

8. Provide approprite UV screen and encourage use of swim shirts, hats etc. 
Use shade where possible. 

Useful References for Teaching Aquatics 

1. Royal Lifesaving Society Australia (1 995)'Swimming and 
Lifesaving' (Mosby Lifeline, Sydney, ) . 

An excellent resource for teaching swimming and lifesaving. Very 
comprehensive and offers a number of topics that have the capacity to be 
integrated with a number of other curriculum areas including, Science and 
Social Studies units. Includes an award system (7 levels) based on the seven 
primary grades. 

2. Qld. Education Department (1982) -Swimming1 
Govt. Printer, Brisbane. 

Arguably the best of the resource booklets developed by the Queensland 
Department of Education. Very comprehensive and written for classroom 
teachers. Excellent diagrams make the explanations easy to follow. 
Available in most primary schools 

3. S.A. Department of Education, (1 982). 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme'. Vol. 1-7. A.C.H.P.E.R., Adelaide. 

An excellent resource for teaching aquatics but best used as a resource not 
a prescription. Lessons are organised on the basis of year levels which may 
prove unworkable in a class with a wide range of abilities. 



Aquatics Planning/Evaluation sheet 

.................................................. S t u d e n t  Teache r s  Name: 

............ Date: ....................... Time: ................ Year/Grade: 

S t u d e n t s  Name(s) : ................................................................................. 

OBJECTIVES 

CONTENT 

EVALUATION (post lesson notes) 

RATIONALE 

RATIONALE 



Recent Departmental Initiatives in Queensland. 

In the late nineteen eighties, the Department of Education in Queensland 
started to put together a series of source books (Department of Education, 
1987) for Primary School Physical Education. While this project has been 
put on hold pending the development of National Curriculum Statements. 
In this document, Physical Education is divided into a number of 
-0rganising Centres' and one of these units is concerned with 'Moving with 
Control in Water'. The following 'scope and sequence chart was developed 
for this unit: 

PHYSICAL SKILLS 
t n t r y  . steps . s l t t i n g  . s l i d l na  
E x i t  . c l  imb Zut 

unal ded 

I Uater Exploration I 
. move through 

shallow water . hand over hand 
t r ave l  around edge 

. bob breathing . submerging, eyes 
open . breath cont ro l  . explor ing shapes . ass ls ted f l o a t s  
w l t h  alds, 
par tner  . f l o a t  and 
recovery w i t h  
ass1 stance . r o l l s  and tu rns  

Propul ston 

. launching t o  side . push and g l l d e  to 
s ide  

Saf e ty fsu rv iva l  

. grasp' s t l c k  and 
be pu l l ed  t o  edge . use o f  f l o t a t l o n  
device 

SOCIAL SKILLS . ac t l ve  l i s ren lng  

. group p lay  

- s l i d e  i n  . st- i n  . compact junp . jump I n  - s izt lng dive . . kneel i ng d l  ve 
. crouch d ive . e x i t  l i f t i n g  own . e x i t  fm side I n  

body weight from d e v  water 
water 

. games and . gmes and . experimen'dtion w i t h  
experimentation mer imenta t ion  balance on la rge  f l o z t s  

. bob breath1 ng . submerging . 
recovery o f  object, 
eyes open . . handstands . . f loats  and 
recovery, 
unassisted . series o f  f l oa t s  . r o l l s  and turns 

. swim underwater and 
retaver 

- surface dive, cnest 
d e v  water 

. recover object. 
chest deep water 

. ro l l s  and turns I n  
cnest deep water 

. breathing side +a 
sioe 

. sculling, f r o n t  and back . s a l l l n g  across pool . g l i d i ng  - f ron t  . k ick ing - Sack, head f i r s t .  . s w i m  on front,  feet  f i r s t  
back, side (any . kicking 
stroke) . klck l  ng & scul l i ng 

. surface d ive . swim underwater and 
recover obj  eot  

Stroke Development 
. kick1 ng pa t te rn  
. arm st roke . breath1 ng sat terns 

on . co-ordination o f  k ick.  
p u l l  

. contf nuous swimming 
f o r  f r o n t  crawl, back 
crawl. breast s t roke  

. scu l l i ng  uprfght . survival scu l l  lng . sumiva l ,  rescue . f l oa t i ng  w i th  a t d  . tread water, swim backstroke 
t h a t  has been to side . scul l  i n g  w i t h  
thrown . pul l  partner t o  r o t a t l o n  . pu l led  through t he  side w i th  r i g i d  . throw r e s c ~ e  f l o a t  
water wi th  rope t o  03: ect  t o  par tner  
safety . use var le ty  o f  

f l o ta t ion  aids 

. act ive 1 istening . responsibl 1 1 t y  . responsibf 1 i ty .  . Interdependence . coplng  wit!^ po ten t l a l  . responsfb i l i ty  probl  ems 



. s t r i d e  jump (safety jump) . deep water entry, f ee t  f i r s t  . deep water entry, feet f i r s t  frop 

. standing dive, deep water he ight  
. racing d i ve  

. games s k i l l s  preparat ion . games s k i l l s  preparation . body o r ien ta t ion ,  backwards and 
f o r  f l i p p e r  b a l l  f o r  f l i pper  b a l l  and water forwards somersaul t s  

polo prepa,ration f o r  synchroni sed 
swimrni ng 

. f e e t  f i r s t  surface d lve . re f i ne  and .repeat previous . r e f i n e  and repeat previous . swim under water f o r  shor t  1 eve1 s 1 eve1 s 
distance 

. body pos i t i on  . leg, arm act ion 

. breathing 

. t iming 
- continuous swimming 

over extended distance 
f o r  f r o n t  crawl , back 
crawl, breast stroke 

. survival  swimming . f loat. l?g w i th  c lo th ing  . egg beater k i ck  . land r-szcue 

. interdependence 

. team work 

. e f f i c i e n t  stroke techniques 
over extended distances . refinement o f  breath1 ng 

. i nt roduc t ion  t o  bu t t e r f  1 y 

. r e f i n e  and repeat previous 
1 evel s 

. swim or  scu l l  underdater on back . swim extended distances using 

. survival suinming, hand scu l l  i ng  surv iva l  strokes 
submerge fee t  f i r s t  . f l o a t ,  s cu l l ,  t read water i n  a . e f f i c i e n t  q g  beater k i ck  sequence. 

. deep water entry. . f u l l y  c lo thed  dive, swim 
submerge fee t  f l r s t  underwater (shor t  distance) 

. throw weighted rope, p u l l  partner 
t o  sa fe ty  

. check Royal Li fesaving awards afld 
compl e t e  a c t i v i t i e s  where possibl 

. set t ing r e a l i s t i c  goals . respons ib i l i t y  
. independence 

. team work . team work 



In addition to the scope and sequence chart the package also contained the 
following notes regarding safety considerations (Queensland, Department of 
Education, 1987, pp 13- 15). Note that this document has been superseded 
by the 1995 Health and Safety Modules. 

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

PFUOR TO LESSON: 

1. Instruction is to be given by a registered teacher or adult who has: 

(a) a knowledge of and an ability to use appropriate teaching 
strategies. 

(b) a knowledge of and ability to implement safety procedures; 

Either the instructor or a second adult must have an ability to effect a recovery of 
a student from the water at the teaching venue, and an ability to perform 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

2. Ensure that one adult in addition to the class teacher is present to assist 
in the supervision of a regular-sized class when at the swimming venue. Special 
arrangements apply to pre-school students to attend swimming classes (refer 
E.O.G. April 1982). 

3. The medical history of students must be checked by the teacher or 
instructor and appropriate action taken where required. If a student suffers from 
a medical condition which might put that swimmer at risk in the water, written 
parental consent, supported by a medical certificate, must be obtained for the 
student to participate in swimming programs. 

4. The teacher-in-charge of any swimming group must be satisfied that 
conditions are free from potential physical and health hazards. 

5. For learn-to-swim activities. 

(a) The location must allow sufficient space where learners can stand in 
water no more than shoulder depth. 
Ibl The bottom of the swimming area must allow a student to stand 
comfortably. The depth of water must not increase rapidly, and there must be 
easy access into and out of the water. 

6. The principal must ensure that all personnel and school staff involved in 
the swimming activities program have a clear understanding of the school policy 
regarding all aspects of, and responsibilities for the program. 

7. Ensure prior approval has been obtained from the Regional Office of 
Education for all students in special school classes and students in Years 1 - 7 to 
travel to locations away from their school. 

8. Consider the age and level of ability of the students, and the degree of 
difficulty of the activities and modify the activities to suit the skill and fitness 
levels of students. 

9. Ensure that at least one adult is attired in readiness to enter the water at 
any time to assist a student. 



10. Ensure that all students and adults, especially those with fair skin are 
properly protected against over-exposure to the sun. 

11. Orderly behaviour is essential. Running around the pool concourse, 
rough play in or out of the water, ducking or indiscriminate diving are not 
permitted. Ensure all involved are aware of these safety rules. 

12. Ensure that an emergency procedure is established, rehearsed and carried 
out promptly and decisively. Practice must be provided in the correct use of 
emergency assistance equipment. 

13. Ensure flotation and reaching aids are readily available a t  several 
locations within the venue e.g. light poles, ropes. 

14. Ensure a well stocked first aid kit is available at the venue. 

15. An appropriate communication system must be readily available so that 
an ambulance can be summoned without delay in an emergency. 

16. Chemicals and machinery must be kept in locked areas away from 
student access. Teaching aids must be stored separately from chemical stores 
and plans rooms. 

17. School pool gates must be kept locked when the pool is not in use. 

DURING THE LESSON; 

1. Exclude students suffering from infections, suppurating sores or 
suspecting contagions. 

2. Ensure students remove jewellery and other ornaments before entering 
the water. 

3. Students with long hair must have it secured to avoid interference with 
sight or breathing. 

4. Define the boundaries of the safe swimming area e.g. a rope or floats in a 
pool, anchored buoys linked with ropes in non-pool locations. 

5. Include suitable warm-up and stretching activities at  the commencement 
of lessons. Skill development must be progressive and sequential. 

6. Students must not enter the water until instructed by an adult in charge. 
Safety checks should be built in to lesson procedures, e.g. a buddy system or role 
checks. 

7. All students at the venue must be under supervision at all times. 

8. For activities requiring close supervision, limit the number of students in 
the water at  any one time. 

9. Restrict underwater swimming to short duration activities under close 
supervision. 



10. Ensure that when learners progress to water beyond standing depth, first 
attempts are made one a t  a time with an adult ready to assist. 

11. Include practice of safety skills eg. use of emergency equipment, response 
to emergency signal, use of distress signal, safe entries and exits, treading water 
etc. in lessons. 

12. Never rely solely on students to effect a recovery of a swimmer in dficulty. 

13. A whistle is a most effective aid if its meaning is restricted to "stop, look 
and listen!" Children should be trained to react to the whistle immediately. 
Establish an emergency procedure. 

(a) one blast - stop, look and listen 
(b) two blasts -move to the nearest side 
(c) three blasts - clear the water 

14. If it is necessary for a teacher to enter the water to conduct an activity, 
students should stand or sit on the edge of the pool. When giving special 
attention to an  individual, the teacher should keep the rest of the class under 
observation. Students are best observed from the pool edge, keeping all children 
in clear view. 

15. Children are more likely to have a positive initial experience, if the water is 
no deeper than their waist. 

16. Do not force children to enter the water initially if they are distressed. 
Encourage them, and let them sit near by if they will not enter with the other 
children. 

17. A pre-entry checklist is essential. 

assemble procedure 
roll marking 
indicate boundaries for the lesson 
indicate major safety points 
check for illness and sores and open wounds 
do any dry land swim practice drills before getting wet. 





Chapter 10 

Teaching Minor Games 

I define -Minor Games' as  those games that have simple rules, do not 
require particular motor skills or competencies, and are easily and quickly 
explained to any age group. The emphasis is usually on participation, they 
don't require specialist equipment. In addition they usually do not involve 
any formal scoring system. Most chasing games and other h n  games would 
be placed in this category. 

-Major games', on the other hand I define as games that have complex rules, 
use an umpire or referee, require specific skills and equipment, players may 
take turns to be involved, and they have a formal system of scoring. Most of 
the major sports such as hockey, volleyball, tennis, etc. fall into this 
category. 

Minor Games can be introduced for a number of purposes, for example: 

- to develop fitness; 
- enhance growth and development; 
- develop basic skills; 
- socialising, ie., to break the ice and introduce people; 
- reinforce classroom learning, e.g number games to reinforce 

maths; 
- for fun/recreation 

In teaching or supervising a session of minor games, remember to: 

- vary the pace (speed) of your activities; 
- vary the muscular requirements of your games; 
- vary the structure of your game so that children are working 

in different group sizes; 
- sequence your games so that they help you to organise the 

children into the group sizes you require, e.g clumps is a good 
game for organising class into different group sizes; 

- take into account the fitness and developmental levels of your 
group; 

- remove ambiguity from your instructions; 
- be consistent in your determinations (the class will soon react 
if you don't);and, 

- abort a game if the children are finding it too difficult. 

Some examples of minor games follow; 



General Games 

1. Crows and Cranes 
Two teams face each other about 3 metres apart, one team being the Crows 
and the other the Cranes. The referee calls out "Crr..r..rows or 
"Crr..r.ranes". The side whose name is called dashes for their own safety 
zone where they may not be tagged. The team whose name was not called 
attempts to tag their opponent. Repeat. 

2. Clumps 
Participants are instructed to hop, skip or run around until the referee calls 
out a number. Players quickly try to form clumps of that number. This can 
be repeated as often desired. Some teachers remove those people who are 
not successful in clumping from the game. This may provide motivation but 
it also reduces participation levels. 

3. Chinese Lamp Post 
A chasing game. The catchers, usually two, attempt to tag as  many people 
as possible in a given time e.g., 3-5 minutes. If caught, participants must 
stand with legs apart and with their hands on their head (Chinese Lamp 
Post?). A participant who has not been tagged attempt to maintain their 
freedom and they can free those who have been caught by running between 

. their legs. Some people know this game "Stuck in the Mud". 

4. Chain Chasey 
Another chasing game. Two taggers attempt to catch the whole group by 
simply tagging them. After being taggea players must hold hands (and thus 
form a chain). Chasing players may splinter off into pairs after a group of 
four has been developed. Game ends when one person is left untagged. 

5. Lap Sit 
Form a close circle. All turn to the right. Check a good circle has been 
formed. On a given command ("on three ready3 ... one, ..two, ..three) sit on 
the lap of the person behind you. Extension activity: attempt to move the 
circle by all stepping forward together - first the inside and then the outside 
foot. 

6. Dog and Bone 
Two teams are formed and are lined up facing each other. Number the 
participants off from opposite ends. When a number is called out the 
participants race out to the centre and grab the "bone". Several variations 
exist. Some teachers require players to grab the bone and run with it to 
their team's end and points are scored if they are successful. 



Earthball Games 

Participants form a large circle for all of these games. 

7. Circle Roll 
Move the Earthball clockwise around the inside of the circle by pushing it 
with your hands. May require some on the inside the circle to keep the ball 
within reach. 

8. Circle Pass 
Pass the Earthball around the circle above your head. Again may require 
some on the inside the circle to keep the ball in control. 

9. Ping pong 
Participants lie on backs, heads outside. Leader(s) rolls the Earthball along 
the circular track created by the participants. Needs a person on both the 
outside and the inside to keep the ball on the 'track'. 

Parachute Games 
Some of these included the Earthball 
Participants form a circle evenly spread around the parachute 

1 1. Tug-of-war 
On a given signal the participants pull on the parachute as hard as they 
can. The parachute will become taught. 

12. Mushroom 
While holding the edge of the parachute participants squat and hold 
parachute edge to floor. On a signal, all quickly rise and throw hands up 
into the air (while still attached to the parachute). Parachute should form 
a mushroom. 

~ 
13 Mushroom Variation 
Players number off clockwise around circle in fours. When mushroom is 
created leader calls a number between 1 and 4. People with that number 
cross over under the parachute before the mushroom falls. Can substitute 
animals, etc. for numbers. 

14. Push Game (Variation on Dog and Bone) 
Form two teams in straight lines facing each other longways about 5 m 
apart. Number off from opposite ends. On a given number or numbers those 
people come out quickly and attempt to score a goal by pushing the ball to 
their end. Take care here. An Earthball at speed will easily knock a child 
over. Deflate if safer. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  Team A 
X X  X X  X  X  X  X  X  

Team B x x x  x x  x x x  x k 
1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  



Combination Earthball/Parachute Games 

15. Earthball Bounce 
Attempt to make the Earthball bounce by alternate pulling and releasing of 
parachute, Allow the Earthball to bounce before pulling again. 

16. Roller Coaster 
Attempt t.o move the Earthball around the circle on the parachute 
resembling a roller coaster by raising your arms just after the Earthball 
passes. May need a helper to push the Earthball around. 

Group Confidence Games 
Often used with children and adults for 'team' building. Many of them are 
based on "Life Be In If '  games. 

17. Gentle People Passing 
Form two lines of equal numbers standing parallel to each other (i.e. 
shoulder to shoulder). Select a light person. Attempt to pass them along 
the line from the beginning to the end at head height. Repeat i 

18. Conveyor Belt 
I 

Form lines so that participants face each other and hold hands and make a 
circular motion clockwise. Select a light person - Attempt to pass them 
down the line by using this action. 

I 

19. Centipede 
I 

Participants form a straight line facing one way. They need to be close I 

together. They sit down and wrap legs around the waist of the person in I 
I 

front of them. Place hands on the ground close to your hips. On a signal 
attempt to support your weight on your hands. The whole line should be off 
the ground except for first and last person. I am told it is possible and that 

i 
the centipede can move in forward. 

Useful References for Teaching Minor Games: 

1. Education Department of South Australia, (1 982) 'Daily 
Physical Education Programme' Vol. 1-7, ACHPER, Adelaide. 

Each of the seven volumes of the 'Daily PE Programme' contains a module 
dealing with Fitness. Within each of his modules there is a section on 
Games appropriate to each year level. Good details are provided and most of 
them can be played anywhere and do not require equipment. 

2. Life Be In It, (1990) 'More Life Be In It Games' 
Life Be In It, Victoria. 

A comprehensive collection of minor games for groups of varying sizes and 
ages. 



I Chapter 1 I 

Teaching Basic Skills 

In our discussion of the content of Health and Physical Education, we 
indicated that the following areas were listed in the 'Health and Physical 
Education Curriculum Guide': 

Health Education Gymnastics 
Basic Skills Athletics 
Swimming Dance and Rhythmic Activities 
Adaptive Physical Education Fitness Activities 
Outdoor Adventure Activities Sports and Games 

It is important to recognise, however, that Basic Skills or Fundamental 
Movement Abilities have a relationship to all of the other areas that are 
listed, perhaps with the exception of Health Education and Fitness 
Activities. This relationship is clearly shown by Gallahue, Werner and 
Leudke (1 976) : 

r STABlllM MANIPULATION LOCOMOTION 

FUNDAMENTAL 
MOVEMENT - 
ABlLmES 
DEVELOPED AND 
REFINED IN 
EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 

GENERAL SPECIFIC. 
AND SPECIAUSED 
MOVEMENT S K l U  
APPLIED TO: 

1. Axial: 1. Prepufsive: 
a Bending a Throwing 
b. Stretching b. Kicklng 
c Twisting c. Punting 
d. Turning d. Striking 
e. Swinging e. Vdleying 
f. Hanging f. Bouncing 

g. Rdling 

2. Static and dynamic 
postures: 

a Upright 
balances 

b. Inverted 
balances 
c Rdling 
d. Starting 
e. Stopping 
f. Dodging 
g. Floating 

1. Basic 
(one dement) 
a Walking 
b. Running 
c. Leaping 
d. Jumping 
e. Hopping 
f- W i g  (Water) 
g. Stroking (Water) 

2. Absorptive 2. Combinations 
a Catching (two or more 
b. Trapping elements) 

a Galloping 
b. Skiing 
c Skipping 
d. Climbing 
e. Swimming 

Football Skills 
Baseball Skills 
Basketball Skills 
Hockey Skills 
Tumbling Skills 
Apparatus Skills 
Track and Field Skills 
Swimming and Water Skills 
Wrestling Skills 
Rachet-game Skills 
Dance Skills 
Etc . 



According to Gallahue et al, basic skills, which he refers to as 'fundamental 
movement abilities', can be divided into the following three types: 

Stability here refers to ability of an individual to remain in control or 
'balanced' despite changes in body shape or direction. We can differentiate 
between a static balance when the same body position is maintained and 
dynamic when the body is position or shape changes. Stability requires 
development of a child's kinesthetic perception and muscular control. 

Manipulation refers to our ability to control an object either to receive it 
(catching or absorbing) or to impart a force on to it. This can be achieved 
directly (body is in contact with the object) or indirectly (an implement is 
used such as bat, racquet or lacrosse stick). This requires the development 
of both hand-eye and foot-eye co-ordination. 

Locomotion refers to our ability to move from one point to another. This 
requires strength, co-ordination and, depending upon the duration of the 
activity, endurance. 

Regrettably, many children face the prospect of attempting specialised skills 
in physical education classes before they have had the opportunity to 
develop their fundamental movement abilities. Not surprisingly, these 
children invariably find they are unable to participate at a level they feel 
comfortable with and they will often withdraw. 

Basic Skills should form the basis of movement programmes for pre-school 
and lower primary classes and these programmes should attempt to provide 
opportunities to develop across all areas as indicated. Rather than being 
taught as  a particular sport or code they should be introduced as basic 
skills. The specific application of these skills can be left until middle and 
upper primary and secondary school programmes. 

In addition to producing a range of movement competencies, your Basic 
Skills programme should help you class to develop an understanding of 
their body parts and how movement is produced. It will also enhance the 
children's growth and development. 

Teaching Considerations for Teaching Basic Skills: 

1. Attempt to develop a programme that includes a wide variety of basic 
skills working from the very simple to the more complex. Do not assume 
that children have had the opportunity to develop these skills in the past. 

2. Your class will not learn Basic Skills from one lesson per week. They need 
regular exposure and time for practice. Provide opportunities for repeating 
previously introduced skills. 

3. Avoid combining elements of basic skills when your class has not been 
exposed to them as individual units. 



4. In the development of ball skills, use medium and large balls before 
introducing activities with small balls. Bean bags are preferable for early 
activities. 

5. Use a stationary ball in the development of striking skills (batting) 
initially. For striking balls off the ground use a t-ball stand or a ball 
hanging in a sock or stocking. 

6. Provide opportunities for your class to practice their Basic Skills at recess 
and lunch-time in the school yard. 

7. Attempt to use child-centred teaching methodologies rather than teacher 
directed. Children will learn Basic Skills best through exploration and 
discovery. 

Useful References for Teaching Basic Skills: 

1. Education Department of South Australia, (1982) 'Daily Physical 
Education' Programme' Vol. 1-7, ACHPER, Adelaide. 

The first two volumes of the 'Daily PE Programme' books focus on the 
development of Basic Skills, This is dealt with through all of the areas 
covered including Movement Exploration, Games Skills, Dance and 
Swimming. They are very comprehensive and written for non-specialist 
teachers of Physical Education 

2. Nichols B, (1986) 'Moving and Learning' 
Times Mirror/Mosby, St Louis 

An excellent textbook concerning primary school Physical Education which 
has as  a major focus a concern for the development of fundamental 
movement skills. North American in origin. 

Also refer to Part A of this monograph, particularly, the chapters concerning 
the 'Primary School Child: Patterns of Growth and Development' and 'Motor 
Development and Skill Acquisition' (pages 1 7-30). 



Chapter 12 

Teaching Fitness Activities 

Introduction 

While in the 1950's and 1960's, Fitness Activities and Physical Education 
were often synonymous ('PT', for Physical training, was a commonly used 
label), fitness activities these days exist, or a t  least should exist, as a 
component of the overall Health and Physical Education programme. 

However, fitness activities should be given appropriate consideration as 
fitness is often a prerequisite for success and enjoyment in the other areas 
of physical education. This is not to suggest that the children need to be 
'super fit' to be involved in physical education, but that they are more likely 
to achieve in physical activities, and be less stressed physically, if they have 
had the opportunity to develop their cardiovascular fitness, muscular 
endurance, muscular strength, and flexibility. Note that it is difficult for 
fitness to be developed through a physical education skill development 
programme because the intensity of activity required to develop fitness is 
seldom reached. This is because we need to slow down the pace of a skill 
lesson in order to develop movement competencies. 

We have previously suggested the following weekly o v e ~ e w  for Health and 
Physical Education based on the Department's tirne allocation: 

M T W Th F 
Fitness 15 15 15 
Skill 30 30 
Health 30 
Sport/Rec. 45 

We don't suggest that this is the only arrangement, or the best, but it does 
have the potential to meet the goals of a contemporary Health and Physical 
Education programme. 

In this concept Fitness Activities relates to sessions of approximately 15-20 
minutes that are designed to produce a 'training effect'. That is to bring 
about a physiological response which results in greater efficiency of various 
body systems. Activities such as aerobics, circuit training, minor games, 
partner activities, etc. would normally be included in a range of activities 
completed as part of this component of physical education. There are a 
number of written resources available that make planning for this 
component reasonably straight forward which have been developed on the 
basis of available knowledge of children's growth and development and 
research into fitness development. Before examining one of these resources 
in some detail, the following notes are provided for consideration. 



~eaching Considerations for Teaching Fitness: 

1. Genetic endowment is a critical factor in fitness development. We can 
only improve or change performance by so much. There is a'limit to how 
much performance can be improved. 

2. Fitness development is achieved by a process of adaptation. That is, the 
body responds to the increased workloads it is being subjected to during the 
fitness activity and it adapts by increasing the efficiency of that system 
being worked. Three sessions per week of 20 minutes duration at  a 
reasonably high intensity is required to produce this response. The process 
is also reversible. 

3. There will be a wide range in fitness levels within your class. You will 
need to create a non-threatening environment for those less fit but at the 
same time provide more vigorous activities for those with higher fitness 
levels. 

4. Fitness classes need to be physically challenging but also fun. Children 
need to be encouraged to exercise regularly for life. This long te rn  goal is 
more important than short term goals of completing a particular exercise a 
number of times. 

5. Continually vary your routines and activities, but avoid activities that 
involve detailed instruction and require time to master. The class need to be 
physically active for 15-20 minutes. 

6. Provide opportunities for children to be involved in selecting activities 
and running the sessions particularly in the upper grades. Year 6 and 7 
students are quite capable of developing and conducting an aerobics 'class'. 
They will happily obtain the music and develop an exercise routine. 

7. To make full use of the 15-20 minutes have any equipment including 
markers set up in advance. Again, in middle and upper grades, students 
from your class can be rostered to do this. 

8. Fitness Activities can be easily integrated with a number of other 
cuniculum areas. For example, graphing (Maths) heart rates before during 
and after a Fitness Activities session. 

9. Schedule your Fitness Activity early in the day before it becomes too hot, 
particularly in summer and spring, and where possible conduct the session 
in a shaded area. Note that if the Fitness Session is immediately before 
morning recess they can recover and obtain a drink in their own time 
(recess). 

10. Evaluate your class's fitness levels from time to time (perhaps each 
term) but attempt to do this unobtrusively. Keep sight of the fact that the 
overall aim is for the children to be turned on to physical activity and a 
healthy lifestyle. 



11. As in any teaching situation, use visual aids (including blackboard, 
whiteboard and OHT) to help you demonstrate or teach an activity. 

Useful References for Teaching Fitness Activities: 

1. Education Department of South Australia, (1982) 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme' Vol. 1-7, ACHPER, Adelaide. 

Each of the seven volumes of the 'Daily PE Programmes books contains a 
section concerned with Fitness. In addition to providing information about 
fitness development, they provide an  extensive range of activities and 
suggestions of how to organise a term programme. For example, each level 
contains the following areas: 

Running Partner Activities 
Health Hustle ('Aerobics') Games 
Relays Mobility Exercises 
Obstacle Course Wet Weather Activities 

For each area there are numerous exercises or routines that can easily be 
organised and implemented and these activities can also be used to develop 
a term overview. For example, if you were conducting three Fitness sessions 
per week for a class at Capricorn Primary School, you might select the 
following; 

Capricorn Primary School -Term 2- Year 55 

Weeks Monday Wednesday Friday 

Obstacle Course 
Partner Activities 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercises 
Games 
Relays 
Obstacle Course 
Partner Activities 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercises 

Partner Activities 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercises . 
Games 
Relays 
Obstacle Course 
Relays 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercises 
Aerobics 

Obstacle Course 
Partner Activities 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercise 
canes 
Relays 
Obstacle Course 
Partner Activities 
Aerobics 
Mobility Exercises 

Note that in this programme, all of the sessions of the same name are 
repeat classes. This reduces the amount of preparation you have to do and 
yet the class are still enjoying a lot of variety. 

This resource also describes a four item fitness test with guidelines for 
fitness evaluation. 



2. ACHPER (1986) 'The Australian Schools Fitness Test' 
ACHPER, Adelaide. 

This resource is useful for those teachers who want to compare the fitness 
levels of their class with Australian norms. Very comprehensive and easy to 
follow but it h a s  limited value other than as evaluative and/or 'research' 
tool. 

3. Department of Education, P.E. Branch, (1972) 'Physical Fitness 
Activities' Govt. Printer, Brisbane. 

somewhat dated, and not an overly exciting (or fun) approach to fitness 
development, but it can be accessed in most state primary schools. It is easy 
to follow a n d  it provides some good information regarding fitness 
development. 





Chapter 13 

Teaching Dance 

The objective of the Dance Component of Health and Physical Education at 
primary school should be more than simply learning a number of dance 
steps. As in other ares, children should be given the opportunity to develop 
the basics before they are exposed to heavily structured and complicated 
steps and formations. 

The following overall plan for Dance is taken from the South Australian 
'Daily Physical Education Programme', and it provides a useful framework 
for the implementation of Dance in Queensland. 

Year Aims 

3 and 4 

- Exploring basic movement themes 
- Moving to rhythms through action songs, 

nursery rhymes and simple folk dances 
- Developing a movement vocabulary and 

using dance as an integrating actor in 
language development. 

- The development of basic steps and 
formations to rhythms through a series of 
folk dances and social dances. 

- Socialising 
- Dance making using movement and music 

- further development of basic steps and 
formations to rhythms through a series of 
folk dances and social dances. 

- Socialising 
- Dance making using movement and music 

Further Comments on Planning 

1. Creative dance required spontaneity. Introduce creative dance in Year 1 
before children's inhibition develop. They will need some support. It 
requires more than simply turning the music on and waiting for a response. 

2. Awareness of tempo, rhythm, beat and phrasing should be developed in 
the early years. In addition children should be encouraged to use whole body 
movements rather than respond, simply with their feet. 



3. For a unit of Dance in which the children are learning structured dances 
introduce them in order of difficulty - i.e., the easiest first. The difficulty of 
a dance will depend upon the formations used, the number and types of 
different steps and holds, the tempo of the music, and subtlety of the cues. 
Include in your later lessons an opportunity for the revision of earlier 
dances. 

4. Provide variation in content (different dance forms) and attempt to use a 
range of teaching strategies. 

Teaching Considerations for Teaching Dance: 

1. Teachers need to be enthusiastic about dance (it is not always well 
received, particularly in upper primary classes) and they need to create a 
relaxed, non-threatening and sociable atmosphere. 

2. Ideally, Dance should be taught in an auditorium or a room where there 
are few distractions, no observers and where the quality of music can most 
easily be controlled. 

3. Ensure that the cassette player is functional and that the music you 
intend to use is ready to play. Cue cards, for the teacher, should also be 
checked in advance. 

4. Formations can be organised more efficiently by using marked reference 
points, e.g. basketball key circle, lines can be taped or marked in chalk on 
the floor. 

5. Break the dance down into a number of digestible steps. I usually start by 
arranging the formation required then progressively introducing the skills. 
Children will appreciate the opportunity to walk 'through' the dance 
without the music. This is also provides a good opportunity to make 
comments and to provide feedback about what your class is doing. It's far 
easier to communicate this information without the music blaring in the 
background. 

6. Do not attempt to teach more than one dance in a 30 minute lesson. 
You will have time to teach one new one and to revise another that you 
have previously introduced but not time to adequately cover two new 
dances. Work on quality rather than quantity. 

7. There is no reason for insisting in partner dances that children dance 
with the opposite sex. Play down gender based roles. Teach for 'left' or 
'right' hand partners or for the people 'leading' or 'following'. 

8. Dances which have a set formation can be modified to suit your class 
numbers. For example if you have a class of 30 for The Drongo',which 
normally requires groups of 9; organise three square dance formations (3 x 9 
= 27) and then place an extra 'drongo' in each set. 



9. 1f you find yourself teaching a dance which the children are finding too 
difficult, m o d l .  it or delete it. If you are spending more than 25% of class 
time trying to explain the dance it is probably cognitively too difficult for 
them. 

10, Provide an opportunity for your class to select their own dances and 
activities, and also their own partners. If however, partner s e 1 e c t i o n is 
going to create problems or is going to take too long, intervene. 

11. Dance should be enjoyable for both you and the children. Relax and 
join in. The children will largely reflect your attitude. Verbalise only as 

as you have to. 

Useful References for Teaching Dance: 

1. Education Department of South Australia, (1982) 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme', Vol. 1-7. (A.C.H.P.E.R., South Australia). 

By far the best source of material for this area of content. Comprehensive 
lesson plans covering all areas of dance and movement to music. Includes 
music in cassette form. 

2. Harris J, Pittrnan A, and Waller M, (1987) 'Dance a While', 
5th Ed., Burgess, Minneapolis. 

A good teacher's handbook for folk, square and social dance. Has a North 
American flavour. Good explanations and it provides details of the origins 
of some dance forms. No music. 

3. Rantan Bush Band, 'Bush Dance Vol 1 and 2' (1981). 

Excellent reference for a wide range of Australian Bush Dances, Book and 
cassette tape. 





Chapter 14 

Teaching Gymnastics 

Several forms of Gymnastics currently exist. At one end of the continuum is 
'Formal Gymnastics' and at the other, 'Educational Gymnastics'. 

Formal Gymnastics is orientated towards developing specific skills and it is 
sometimes referred to as  Olympic Gymnastics. Classes are heavily 
structured and usually follow a set learning sequence. The skills achieved 
are then measured against establishment criteria, such as those set by the 
Australian Gymnastics Federation. This teaching approach is often followed 
by Gymnastic Clubs. 

Educational Gymnastics is orientated towards developing body awareness 
and control through a series of movement experiences or challenges. 
Lessons normally follow a thematic approach and include an opportunity 
for children to 'solve' movement problems. This teaching approach is more 
suitable for use in schools as it is more in keeping with objectives of 
Physical Education. 

A gymnastics program following the Educational Gymnastics approach, 
would attempt to give each child an  opportunity to: 

- develop body awareness and control 
- develop an understanding of the concepts involved in body 

movement 
- develop strength, flexibility and muscular endurance 
- respond individually to movement tasks 
- proceed at their own skill level 
- develop their movement vocabulary. 

Several major differences exist between children involved in Gymnastic Club 
classes and children involved in Gymnastics as a component of a Physical 
Education program. Differences in objectives between the two areas also 
exist. 

Gymnastics Club Physical Education Class 

All volunteers Mixture of volunteers and conscripts 

Most are slim and fit Range of body types and fitness 
levels 

All keen Some keen, some disinterested, 
some f e d 1  



(Gvmnastics Club) [Phvsical Education Class) 

Objectives - to Objectives - refinement of basic 
develop specialised skill using the themes of travelling, 
knowledge and skills flight and balance and introducing 

specific skills related to gymnastics. 

A typical Physical Education gymnastics lesson would include the following: 

1. Some 'warm up' activities. 

2. Introduction of the theme - may involve some structured activity. 

3. Development of the theme - opportunity for further individual 
and/or group skill development. 

Teaching Considerations for Teaching Gymnastics 

1 .  Your class should always be given the opportunity to prepare for a 
gymnastics lesson through an appropriate exercise routine or activity. By 
appropriate I mean activities which will 'warm up' those parts of the body 
which are about to be stressed. 

2. Teachers should adopt the appropriate safety measure for the various 
activities and stunts. This includes supporting or spotting. If you don't 
know how to spot, or do not feel able to, do not introduce the activity. 

3. Ensure that the safety mats are appropriate to the activity and the size 
and weight of the participants. 

4. Demonstrations are an important part of your lesson. Children need 
visual information as  well as verbal. If you are not able to demonstrate 
select a child who can. Alternatively, manually put a child through the 
movement. 

5. Formulate necessary rules and discuss them with the children in the first 
lesson, eg, taking turns, silly behaviour, seating procedure, whistle signals 
(if used), putting away gear, etc. 

6.As for aquatics children should know of your emergency procedures. 

7. Allow sufficient time for practice. Children need opportunities to repeat 
movement tasks in order to gain confidence. Keep time for explanations and 
demonstrations to an appropriate level. 

8. Teach the children how to assist and support each other (Year 4 
onwards). Encourage class members to contribute to group safety. 



9. ~ l l o w  for individual differences in competency levels. Do not let your 
expectations, or peer pressure, force children to attempt performances 
beyond their ability. 

10. There is lots of scope in Gymnastics. Do not feel that you must cover 
every aspect. Select those areas in which you feel competent. Seek 
assistance from the PE specialist or gym clubs for other areas. 

Useful References for Gymnastics: 

1, S.A. Education Department, (1 982) 'Daily Physical Education' 
Vols . 1 - 7 ,ACHPER, Adelaide. 

An excellent guide to the teaching of movement exploration (Years 1-3) and 
Gymnastics (Years 4-7). Good explanations and diagrams. Written for 
classroom teachers. 

2. Queensland Education Department, (1 97 1) 'Gymnastics~ 
Government Printer, Brisbane. 

Skill orientated and a little dated but still useful. Like most of the 
curriculum materials developed by the Department, they are easily accessed 
in most primary schools. 

3. Schembri, G (1983) 'Introductory Gymnastics' 
Australian Gymnastics Federation, Sydney. 

Schembri, G (1985) 'Gym-Fun' 
Australian Gymnastics Federation, Sydney. 

Two excellent resource for teaching gymnastics from the Australian 
Gymnsatics Federation. Very comprehensive, good explanations and 
excellent diagrams. These book are used as the texts for level I gymnastics 
courses.'Gym-hn' is very appropriate for primary schools. 





Chapter 15 

Teaching Modified Games 

It is now generally accepted, that children's initial involvement in sport 
should be in a modified version of a major game and not the adult form. I t  
is also accepted that these opportunities should be for people in the upper 
primary school years (age 10-13) when the children have had the 
opportunity to develop their basic skills. 

'Modified games' now exist in a wide range of sports and the following are 
commonly found in primary schools. 

Major Game 
Australian Rules Football 
Baseball 
Basketball 
Cricket 
Handball 
Hockey 
Lacrosse 
Netball 
Rugby League 
Rugby Union 
Soccer 
Softball 
Touch 
Volley ball 
Water Polo 

Modified Version 
Aussie Footy 
TeeBall 
Mini-Basketball 
Kanga Cricket 
Mini-Handball 
Minkey Hockey 
Sof-Crosse 
Netta -Netball 
Mini Footy and Mod League 
Walla Rugby 

i 
Mini-Soccer t 

Teeball and Junior Softball 
Mini-Touch 
Newcombe 
Flippa Ball 

The modified version usually contains most of the elements of the adult 
games but it incorporates changes which reflect children's needs 
developmentally, physically, and psychologically. As a result the game is 
changed so that the following aspects are appropriate to the participants: 

- playing time 
- pitch, court or field dimensions 
- goal size 
- team size 
- equipment (ball size, bat size, etc.) 
- playing rules( interchange rules, contact rules, scoring 

rules, etc.) 
- equity and social justice 

In a previous discussion I have suggested the following weekly overview for 
Health and Physical Education: 

91. 



Mon Tues Wed Thm Fri 
Fitness 15 15 15 
Skill 30 30 
Health 30 
Sport/Rec. 45 

In this concept Modified Games could be organised for the Friday period 
allocated to Sport/Recreation and further skill development would continue 
in the lessons indicated. In this period the teacher has a different role to 
that of the other sessions. For this period they would not be teaching skills 
per se but providing the opportunity for the children to utilise those skills 
they have previously gained. That is the teacher is more likely to adopt the 
role of a referee or umpire or scorer (or all three!). 

The Australian Sports Commission is actively supporting the 
implementation of sport education programmes in schools under the generic 
term of 'Aussie Sport'. Aussie Sport currently contains the following seven 
programmes: 

Aussie Sport Program Characteristics 
Programs 

Sportstart 

Sport It 

motor development activities for 3- 12 year olds 
written for parents and caregivers 

fundamental motor skill development programme 
for primary school children. Sponsored by Pizza 
Hut. 

Ready Set Go re-named 'Aussie Sports' Package but targets 7- 10 
year olds (was labelled Sport for Kids by the ASC 
from 199 1 to 1992). Sponsored by Kellogg. 

Active Girls 
Campaign 

Sports Fun 

CAPS 

national awareness and education campaign that 
targets adolescent girls. Strives to improve sport 
delivery to girls. 

a 12- 16 week after-school sports program for 
primary school children. Instruction provided by 
secondary school students who undertake sport 
leadership training. 

leadership programme for 14 to 20 year olds 
delivered by established sporting organisations. 

Sport Search computer assisted talent/interest identification 
program. Currently targeting 1 1 to 15 year ol.ds. 

(Based on article by Shirley Willis, Aussie Sport Action, 1993) 



"Aussie Sports" (refer Ready Set Go) was initially an ACHPER (Australian 
Council for Health, Physical Education and Recreation) initiative that was 
introduced in the mid-nineteen eighties. At this time, their 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme' was being well received and the Aussie Sports 
Package was developed as an extension of this initiative. That is, once the 
students developed their skills through the Daily PE programme, which 
contains fitness and skill development programmes, they should be provided 
with opportunities where they could utilise these skills. Through the Aussie 
Sports package, ACHPER put together a wide range of existing modified 
games that had become available at that time, most of them following 
concerns about children playing adult forms of sport. 

In the Aussie Sports package, details of each modified game, including all of 
those listed on the previous page, are provided in some detail and 
suggestions are provided about how the package can best be used. The main 
organisational feature of the package is that it encourages children to 
participate in a wide range of modified games rather than becoming 
proficient in one of them. This is achieved through an 'award system' 
through which points are scored by children that attend a different modified 
game session each week. These points accumulate over the year (and over a 
child's primary school 'career') and medallions and certificates are awarded 
for reaching a required number of points. 

The Australian Sports Commission (ASC) adopted Aussie Sports as  its main 
intervention strategy for working in schools in the late nineteen eighties 
and they have appointed Aussie Sports Coordinators on a regional basis 
throughout Australia. While the ASC maintains that this package under 
their support and direction is enjoying great success, little research has 
been conducted by external agencies. There are indications that rather than 
encouraging primary school students to experience a wide range of modified 
games, that schools are encouraging early specialisation because they 
provide points for repeat attendance. Furthermore, some schools that 
purport to be Aussie Sport Schools are using the rules of modified games 
included in the package a s  the basis for organising inter-school 
competitions. Both of these trends are contrary to the initial design concept 
of Aussie Sport. 

Of equal concern is the fact that in some schools Aussie Sport has replaced 
Physical Education when clearly the former should be but a component of 
the latter. Sport Education and Physical Education are not synonymous. 

Teaching Considerations Teaching Modified Games: 

1. Provide the opportunity for your class to warm-up before commencing a 
modified game, particularly in cooler weather. Children (and adults) are at 
risk of suffering soft tissue injuries when they suddenly become active 
following periods of inactivity. 



2. Teachers should adopt the appropriate safety measures required for each 
modified games. Ensure that in batting games that players waiting for their 
turn are sufficiently far enough away from the batting area. Note that 
children will invariably move closer as  the game proceeds. You need to 
monitor this continually. Observe Departmental requirements regarding 
protective clothing, etc. 

3. It is inappropriate to expect children to play a modified game for which 
they have not had the opportunity to develop the basic skills. Examine each 
game and determine what are its prerequisite skills. 

4. Allow for individual differences in competency levels and mod@ any rules 
as  required during the game. For example in TeeBall you may require the 
closest fielder to move further out for a timid batter. Attempt to ensure that 
each child is able to achieve some success.. 

5. Rotate the children through various field positions so that they all have 
turn in the preferred positions. 

6. Children perceive sport and their involvement differently to adults. Their 
priorities are about participation not necessarily about winning. 

7. Afternoon sessions are not ideal for sport/recreation periods due to fact 
that UV (ultra-violet) figures are much higher at these times. Encourage 
schools to adopt morning time slots for these sessions. Provide sunscreen to 
all participants and require hats to be worn. 

8. Provide regular opportunities for fluid replacement during prolonged 
periods of sport/recreation (over 30 minutes). Thirst is not a good indicator 
of water loss. 

9. Provide a wide range of modified games. This can be achieved in a number 
of ways. For example, each teacher of a school could select modified game 
and conduct a session each week for the term. The children then select 
which activity they want to attend. Parents and sporting clubs could also 
take responsibility for specific games. 

10. Provide an opportunity for the children attending your session to select 
their own teams. 

1 1. Join in, but be a good role model. 



useful References for Teaching Modified Games: 

Bluet B, (Ed) (1989) 'Aussie Sports Activities Manual Vol 1 ' 
Australian Sports Commission, Canberra. 

Bluet B, (Ed) (1989) 'Aussie Sports Activities Manual Vol2' 
Australian Sports Commission, Canberra. 

BY far the most comprehensive collection of modified games materials on 
the market. Video and other supporting resources are also available, all at a 
reasonable cost. Many schools now have this package and support is 
available from regional coordinators. However, it should be used with care. 

2, S.A. Education Department, (1982) 'Daily Physical Education' 
Vols. 1-7 ,ACHPER, Adelaide. 

An excellent guide to the teaching modified games appropriate to the 
various year levels. Good explanations and diagrams. Written for classroom 
teachers. 





Chapter 16 

Teaching Health Education 

Introduction. 
Despite our earlier discussion of the relationship between Health Education 
and Physical Education, the reality is that learning experiences in these two 
areas are usually planned independently of each other. This situation has 
been perpetuated by at least the following two factors: 

1. the development of two separate cumculum documents, i.e., one for 
Physical Education and one for Health Education, and 

2. by the the division of teaching responsibilities in those schools that have 
a visiting Physical Education specialist, where the specialist's 
responsibilities are usually restricted to Physical Education and class 
teachers deal with Health Education. 

Programmes in both areas would be more effective if they were developed in 
tandem and strategies for this will be examined in the tutorial session. For 
the purposes of this topic we will be focusing on Health Programmes and 
the implementation of the Health Education Cuniculum Guide. 

Health Programmes in Primary Schools 
I would argue that Health Education is not simply concerned with Health 
Instruction but that teachers had responsibilities in other areas also. These 
other areas can be summarised as follows: 

School Health Programmes 

Health Education Childrens' Health Healthy Environment 

While our concern here is mainly about Health Education, it is appropriate 
to quickly reexamine these other areas and the role of the classroom teacher 
in them. 

Healthy Environment 
The teachers role here is to develop and maintain a desirable learning and 
playing environment both with regard to the classroom and the playground 
area. Playgrounds, and the school environment generally, should be 
considered as potential learning areas. 



In the classroom the following considerations should be examined; 

- lighting; 
- ventilation; 
- seating; 
- noise levels (both from within and from outside); 
- hygiene and cleanliness 
- safety (including storage of scissors, electrical appliances, glues and 

other chemicals); and, 
- the stimulation provided by the learning environment you and your 
class have created. 

' Childrens' Health 
In this area the class teacher may have a number of roles. At the very least 
the class teacher will co-ordinate their classes visits to the School Dental 
unit and, depending upon the year, to the School Health unit. The latter is 
principally concerned with health checks for year one students and their 
irnmunisation programmes. 

I would argue that teachers should also maintain class lists of the children 
with medical conditions in their class and be able to assist if necessary. 
This may involve the administration of medications. However, as  schools' 
policies on medication varies from one school to another the teachers role 
here will also vary. Teachers may also take a more active role in monitoring 
the health and well being of the children in their class and in iden-g 
emerging health problems and reference material relating to this is included 
in the notes that follow. The rationale for this, is that problems may emerge 
in middle primary school years which often go unnoticed. However, teachers 
can easily identify many of these problems if they have some basic 
knowledge (refer later section; 'Class Based Health Assessment'). Note that 
we are providing a screening procedure here and not a diagnosis. Children 
identified as at risk, and we have indicated when this is so, would then be 
referred on for further assessment. and diagnosis. 

Health Education 
Health Education or Health instruction is principally concerned with the 
use and implementation of the Health Curriculum Guide (1981). This has 
been made somewhat easier in recent years with the development of source 
books that reflect the content of the Health Cumculum. 

The tutorial session for which this unit has been prepared will examine the 
use of the Health curriculum guide to develop a school-based programme 
and a number of teaching strategies that may be appropriate for this area of 
the cumculum. The use of the new Health Education source books will also 
be examined in this period. The reference material that follows, principally 
from the Health Education Cumculum Guide (1982), provides a good 
overview of teaching strategies that could be used in Health Education. The 
planning sheet on page102 has proven to be a good framework for teachers 



developing a School Based programme for their school, using the procedures 
suggested in the Health Curriculum Guide. 

TEACHING STRATEGIES/METHODS USED IN HEALTH EDUCATIOE' 

EXPERIMENTING: 

Involves procedures directed towards testing of hypothesis. 

Sample Topics: 

Effects of different kinds of exercise on heart (pulse) rate 
Measuring physical fitness 
Flammability of a variety of clothing materials 
Variation in lung capacity 
Effects of direct sunlight on watered and unwatered plants 

CLASSIFYING: 

Requires children to group items according to criteria 

Sample Topics: 

How can food be grouped? 
What are come of the causes of accidents in the playground? 
According to the evidence, what are the relationships between 
irnrnunisation and disease control? 
What are the differences between the work of doctors and the 
work of dentists? 
What do you associate with the word .......... 3 . 

SURVEY: 

Involves having children gather and process information to reach a 
conclusion. 

Sample Topics: 

Distribution of height, mass and age of the class. 
Television advertising of food or health products. 
Use of playground facilities. 
What do children think about non sweet days at the tuckshop? 

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES: 

Attempts to make a generalisation about the relationships existing among 
a number of variables. 

Sample Topics: 

What are the major factors contributing to a long and health life: 
What physical, social and emotional changes could occur if you 
were confined to bed for a long period of time? 



How can we best explain why people contract influenza during 
the winter months? 

PROBLEM SOLVING: 

Involves children in providing solutions to real or hypothetical problems. 

Sample Topics: 

How can preventive measures against air pollution be introduced 
to improve the health of a population of a city? 
How can we ensure that children wear hats? 
What ways can we use to protect ourselves from the sun? 
How can we eliminate hazards in the school environment? 
What recreational pursuits are suitable for handicapped children? 

DEMONSTRATION: 

Involves someone showing how something is done or describing 
something with the help of models, specimens or real objects. 

Sample Topics: 

Expired air methods of resuscitation. 
Applying a bandage. 
Using a stove. 

DISCUSSION: 

Develops an interchange of ideas among children or between children 
and teacher. 

Sample Topics: 

All of the school safety rules you know, which one do you think is 
most important? 
How do you think people spend their money on health matters - 
maintaining or improving health? 
If world food problems were overcome other health problems 
would arise. 

BRAINSTORMING: 

Involves eliciting a number of ideas in a short period of time. The rules 
include: no evaluation of ideas during the brainstorming session, 
encourage diversity of ideas, add to other's ideas, record each idea. 

Sample Topics: 

How would you tell a television commercial about health from a 
television news report about health? 
How can we eradicate communicable diseases? 
List some ways we could help a person give up smoking. 

- 



Useful References for Teaching Health Education 

1. Department of Education, (1992) 'Health Education Source Books' 
Vols. 1 -27, Government Printer, Brisbane. 

Excellent source books for all areas of the Queensland Health Curriculum. 
A volume for each Main Idea (nine) are available for lower, middle and upper 
primary school grades. Contain a good selection of teaching approaches. 
Opportunities for integration with Social Studies and Science. 

2. Anspaugh J, Ezell G and Goodman K,(1983) 'Teaching Today's 
Health' Merrill, Ohio 

Donatelle, R.J. and Davis, L.G., (1994) 'Access to Health' 
(3 rd Edition), Prentice Hall, New Jersey. 

CONSTRUCTION ACTMTIES: 

Involve making a variety of items using such materials as paper, 
cardboard, glue, glass. These activities help children understand 
complex concepts and principles. 

Sample Topics: 

Skeleton 
A model playground 
Sense organs 

DRAMATISATION: 

Encourages a child to express feelings and ideas through make-believe, 
imitation, and imagination. It  provides opportunities to gain knowledge 
about self and others and insight into living. 

Sample Topics: 

Accident scene 
Being offered something that you do not like 
Health and fitness clinic 

Two North American texts dealing with Health in primary schools and 
secondary. Both good reference books. Very comprehensive. 



School Based Health Programme Planning Sheet 



Chapter 17 

Class Based Health Assessment 

Introduction 
In this state, as  in others, the government, through the Department of 
Health, provides a school medical service. However, because of limited funds 
and resources, this service concentrates its efforts on children entering the 
school system, ie. Year 1. During this year children are examined for any 
medical and/or physical problems which are likely to hinder their school 
progress and development and referrals made when problems are identified. 
However, for the middle and upper grades this scheme requires that children 
who are thought to be experiencing problems be referred to the school 
health service by teachers and parents. 

I believe that teachers are in the best position to make an assessment and 
that they should have the knowledge and skills to observe and to make an 
opinion regarding the status of child's health.That is when they should be 
referred for medical attention. 

Some further comments: 

1. Most of the tests suggested can be done very quickly and easily with the 
information contained in this chapter. 

2. It does not require a formal session but children can be assessed 
whenever it's convenient. For example, eyesight could be assessed 
individually during silent reading. 

3. We are not performing a diagnosis. We are simply acting as screening 
agents, i.e. identifying those children who are a t  'risk'. The parents of 
children identified through our tests should be notified of the problem so 
that a 'proper' assessment can be arranged. 

4. The earlier problem is identified and referral made, the quicker remedial 
treatment can be offered. In some cases this will prevent major problems 
later on. 

5. By regular testing in the school we will be able to produce a 
comprehensive profile of a child's health and fitness which will facilitate the 
identification of emergent problems. 

6. Finally a word from Ford (1) regarding the role of teachers in this area in 
New South Wales "Selection and referral of children by teachers with 
specific information about them is the principle way such children are 
detected* (p 167). 



The purpose of this handout is to provide you with the resources to obtain 
specific information (i.e. test material) and to give you some guide a s  to 
when a child should be referred. 

What Can We Assess 
We can group our concerns into 3 areas: 

a. Growth and development characteristics - includes height and 
weight, posture etc. 

b. Perceptual abilities - hearing, eyesight. 

c. Functional abilities - fitness. 

Growth and Development Characteristics 

1. Height -this can be measured using a standard vertical ruler or 
alternatively a tape measure secured to a wall or door frame will be 
sufficient. A flat object such as a book should be placed flat on the child's 
head and a measurement taken in centirnetres. The graph depicted in Table 
1 indicates the normal distribution for boys and girls. 

2. Weight - measure using a set of 'bathroom' scales. Table 1 also indicates 
the normal distribution for weight by age. 

3. Assessment of Body Fat - a single skinfold measurement at the triceps 
(back of the upper arm) obtained using a pair of standardised skinfold 
callipers will iden- those who are 'at risk' of becoming obese. Table 2 
indicates the skinfold measurement at various ages at which children would 
be identified as a risk. 

4. Posture - using the posture score sheet (Table 3) you will be able to 
identify problem areas. Many postural defects can be corrected through 
remedial exercises. Children rating 'poor' in any of the areas should be 
referred for attention. Your Physical Education specialist teacher may be 
able to offer a remedial programme. 

Perceptual Abilities 

We are particularly concerned with two areas - sight and hearing. Clearly 
these areas will effect their classroom work most. 

1. Vision - Table 4 'Modified Snellen's Eye Char' can be used to test a 
child's vision. Children should be able to read the bottom line. Refer for 
further attention if the child is unable to do this. Directions for use, from 
Ford (1977, p. 162) is provided on page 222. 

2. Hearing - There is no easy way to test hearing in the school system. The 
only sure way is using an audiometer. The test accompanying Table 5 from 
Ford (1977,~.  17 1) is useful as a screening test. 



mctional Abilities 

The following health related components of fitness were identified in 
Chapter 2 as the areas in which we should be mainly concerned: 

Cardiovascular Endurance; 
Muscular Endurance; 
Muscular Strength; and, 
Flexibility. 

With Weight Control, these components are referred to as the "Health 
Related Components of Fitness'. They are the components of fitness that we 
need to develop and maintain for general health.These components will 
deteriorate with increasing age and thus adults need to remain active to 
maintain our capacities in these areas. 

There are a number of sources of test procedures for these items which need 
to be age appropriate, particularly for cardiovascular endurance. The 
ACHPER "Australian Schools Fitness Test' (1986) and the 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme' (1982), for example, both provide detailed but very 
understandable protocols and norms for evaluating the scores obtained by 
your class. 

Useful References for Assessing Health/Fitness 

1. Education Department of South Australia, (1982) 'Daily Physical 
Education Programme' Vol. 1 -7, ACHPER, Adelaide. 

Each of the seven volumes of the 'Daily PE Programme' books contains a 
section concerned with Fitness. In addition to providing information about 
fitness development, the resource includes a four item fitness test with 
guidelines for fitness evaluation. 

2. ACHPER (1986) 'The Australian Schools Fitness Test' 
ACHPER, Adelaide. 

This resource is useful for those teachers who want to compare the fitness 
levels of their class with Australian norms. Very comprehensive and easy to 
follow 1. 

3. Donatelle, R.J. and Davis, L.G., (1994) 'Access to Health' 
(3 rd Edition), Prentice Hall, New Jersey. 

A comprehensive North American Health  ducati ion text which has an 
excellent section on health, personal fitness etc. Most useful as  a resource 
text for teachers. 



Table 1A: Height and Weight Graphs for Males Ages 2- 18 
(Source, Nichols, B 1986) 

ngllre 32. Physical growth of boys from ages 2 to 18. Adapted from National Center for Health 
Statistics: NCHS Growth Charts. 1976. Monthly Vital Statistics Report Vol. 25. No. 3. Supp. (HRA) 
76-1120. Health Resources Administration. Rodrville. Maryland. June, 1976. Data fmm the National 
Center for Health Statistics. 



Table 1B: Height and Weight Graphs for Females Ages 2- 13 
(Source, Nichols, B 1986) 

Age IYears.1 

Figure 3.1. Physical growth of girls from ages 2 to 18. Adapted from National Center for Health 
Statistics: NCHS Growth Charts. 1976. Monthly Vital Statistics Report. Vol. 25. No. 3. Supp. (HRA) 
76-1120. Health Resources Administration. Rockville. Maryland. June. 1976. Data from the National 
Center for Health Statistics. 



Minimum Triceps Skin Fold Thickness indicating Obesitv (mm) i 

Males Females 

Table 2 -- 

Sourcc: Walrnsley, H., Carter, M.G. 'Teacher's Manual for the Correction and 
Identification of Obesity', (Unpublished report, November, 1979) 
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TNC 
C B D R  
H Y  O P T  

P T  R O A L  

E M H N  0 P T 

A T 0  M R C E N  

TABLE 4 

Yaurce: Ford, Beryl I., H e a l t h  Education: 
Pergamon Press, Australia, 1977. 



Srullm's cyc churl: dirccfions for use 
Each eye is tested separately by wveringone eye with a card or the hand. The p o n  to be 
tested stands at 3 metres (approx. 10 feet) from the chart, which is placed vertically in a well-lighted 
posit-ion. For normal acuity of vision, the line marked 6 should be read accurately. 

The test usually starts with the 60 line and the subject reads the gradually smaller letters. The 
l n w s t  line read accurately is the key line. The visual acuity of that eye is aprcsed as 6 over 
the number sicnifying the smallest Ietten read. 

Thus if the subject can read to H, Y, 0 etc. with the left eye, the visual acuity in that eye 
will be 6/12. The subject may read to E M H N etc accurately with the right eye. The V.A. 
i n  that eye will be 6/7.5. Thus the visual acuity is expressed as R 6 n . 5  L 6/12. 

The chart illustrated is exactly half the size of a standard Snellen's type chart. The full-size 
one is placed 6 metres from the person. A person with normal vision can then read the 60 line, 
in our chart H, at a distance of 60 metres. In the smaller chart a person should be able to read 
the H at 30 metres distance with each eye, to indicate normal visual acuity. 

Test for detecting impairment of hearing 

This test is included in the article 'Hearing Impairment in Children' by W. Parr and B. Wyer 
published in The Editcution Gatctte, January 1 ,  1963. The pictures and t a t  an reprinted here by 
permission. 

The test requires the child to identify the picturc of an object when the name of the object 
is spoken very softly 'behind him or her. Four pictures confront the child in each sub-tat, eg. 
pictorial representations of a tree, three, pear and krys - and the child must point to the correct 
picturc when each one is spoken in random order. The child's performance thus depends on his 
or her ability to hear consonants dearly when spech is soft. All children with a hearing impairment 
have difficulty with this task because the consonants an always considerably softer than the vowels 
or diphthongs, irrespective of the level of talking. Children with high frequency loss, moreover, 

- have special difficulty because so many of the consonants are dominated by higher frequency sounds 
- that is, by sounds cioser to the high end of the frequency range of sounds comprising s& 

It is important that the tester stand behind the child, so all opportunities for lipreading an 

denied. But it is necasary, before giving the ta t ,  to ensure that the child does knew the corrcct 
names of the picturrs, cg. cot and not bed in one sub-tat, and for this purpose it is best to 
ask the child to name the pictures or to identify them when they arc spoken with the tater's 
lips in view. 

The tester is required to say the words in a soft whisper about one metre directly behind the 
child's head. When this is to be done by a large number of different teachers, under varying condi- 
tions of background noise, it is quite impossible, without the use.of a sound level meter, to standard- 
ise the level of sound that will nach the child's ears. But this d w  not matter very much, provided 
the tester tries to err on the side of saying the t a t  words too softly. It will soon.be evident, from 
the performance of the first few children if the teacher's whisper is too soft, and when this occurs 
an appropriate adjustment can be made. It is important, however, that the test should be given 
in a room offering the quietest conditions available. 

The whole t a t  comprises eight series of pictura; but, if the child is obviously having no trouble 
with the fint three series then it is hardly necessary to give all eight. One mistake in the whole 
series is not important, but if two or three errors are made the child should be checked again 
later, and if m r s  continue to occur, that child must be regarded as suspect. 

The picture illustrates the t a t  designed by Wyer. Although devdoped independently, it is vuy 
similar to the 'rhyming word piauns' test designed by Michael Reed in the United Kingdom; 
both tests are based on the same principle. In the t a t  illustrated here; each series of four piaurcs 
is contained on a card about 25 x 10 cm. The cards arc not yet available, but it would be a 
simple matter for the teacher to make them. Also, provided one, but only one, series of four pictura 
is visible to the child at a time, the size of the cards is not important. 

The test must be administered individually, but to save time three or four children might k 
given the preliminary directions together. In these preliminary &marks it is explained to the chil- 
d m  what they are required to do without the real purpose of the test being revealed, although 
this last matter is one for the teacher's own discretion. . . 

In summary form then, the test p r d u r e  is as follows: 

I l l .  



1 choose the quietat location 
2 explain the proadun  to the child or children 
3 test the child's knowledge of the words 
4 give dinctions - show me cup etc, standing behind the child's head and speaking in a soft 

whisper 
5 present one s t r ia  of pictures at a time and go through three or eight series, depending on 

the child's pcrfonnancc, being cartful to vary the order of pmntation. .. 

It is important that this is mcnly a screen test. Children whose performance in the t a t ,  or 
whose general classroom bchaviour, gives grounds for suspicion of deafness, should be reported 
without delay to the School Medical Service, so that arrangements can be made for an audiometric 
t a t  and examination by an otologist. 

Teachers may find the test a useful one to administer to m a i n  children. We would strongly 
urge, however, that this t a t  be administered to all newly enrolled children in the Infants' Depart- 
ment, fairly soon after enrolment: -This.-would be a.positivc-step in securing early detection of 
the more serious of the hearing deftcts in schoolchildren, without imposing too p t  a burden 
on the teaching staff. 

Early detection is a to early treatment, whether it be medical, educational or both, 
and-in problems of hearing impairment, em& treatment is of utmost importance. 
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Reading 1. 

Kirchner, G (1988) Physical Education for Elemantary School 
Children (7 th Edition), WmC Brown, Dubuque, pp 7- 10. 

General Aim and Objectives 
of Physical Education 

The contemporary meaning of physical education in- 
cludes the content and teaching strategies of the in- 
structional program, as well as all the experiences that 
occur within the intramural, club, and interschool pro- 
grams. An all-inclusive aim of physical education is to 
help each child reach his fullest intellectual, physical, 
social, and emotional potential through the medium of 
physical activities. 

Objectives of Physical Education 

The following objectives of physical education are based 
upon the previous statement of beliefs about education 
and teaching, the child, and physical education as a 
unique subject area in the elementary school curric- 
ulum. Other physical educators (Nixon and Jewett 
1980; Dauer and Pangrazi 1986; Morris and Stiehl 
1985; and Gallahue 1987), as well as local and national 
organizations, have expressed similar objectives to those 
that follow. They are used in this book as basic criteria 
for the selection and emphasis of activities, for the in- 
clusion of numerous teaching methods and techniques, 
and for the blending of Laban's movement education 
concepts with all aspects of contemporary game, dance, 
and gymnastic activities. 

To Enhance Physical Growth and Development 
Every child is born with certain inherited character- 
istics that determine his approximate height, weight, 
and general physique. Such environmental factors as 
proper nutrition, amount of sleep, exposure to disease, 
and general parental care also affect the child's growth 
and development. In addition, substantial evidence has 
shown that normal growth and development of bone and 
connective and muscle tissue occur only when a child 
receives adequate and continuous exercise throughout 
his growing period. Regular exercise, for example, in- 
creases bone width and mineralization (Rarick 1973). 
Similarly, lack of exercise can severely limit the poten- 
tial growth of other bodily systems and organs. 

To Develop and Maintain Optimum 
Physical Fitness 
Since the release of the Kraus-Hirschland report in 
1953, a substantial effort has been made by the med- 
ical and physical education professions to convince the 
public of the importance of exercise and physical fit- 
ness to children, youth, and adults. There is now a large 
body of scientific evidence supporting a program that 
helps each child develop and maintain an optimum level 
of physical fitness. 

We know that children who possess the optimum 
level of physical fitness will normally reach their max- 
imum levels of growth and development. Physically fit 
children do not show undue fatigue in daily activities 
and have sufficient reserve to meet emergencies. Phys- 
ically active children are less prone to emotional dis- 
turbances and are generally well adjusted and outgoing. 
Proper weight is also adequately maintained by chil- 
dren who are continually involved in vigorous physical 
activity. And finally, physical fitness is a prerequisite 
for satisfactory performance in sports, gymnastics, and 
other vigorous activities. 

Factors that demonstrate the importance of phys- 
ical fitness stress striving for and maintaining optimum 
levels of strength, cardiorespiratory endurance, and 
other related fitness components as a means of achieving 
optimum growth, better health, and maximum perfor- 
mance. 



To Provide Enjoyment through Movement 
Participation 
The meaning of enjoyment goes far beyond "having 
fun" or "being amused" in playing a game or per- 
forming a dance movement. Enjoyment, as used in this 
objective, relates to the intrinsic value of the activity 
to the child. If the child truly enjoys what he is doing, 
it often becomes the main reason for continuous par- 
ticipation in the activity, as well as the motivation for 
the child to seek higher levels of performance. Joy of 
movement may well be the key to excellence-a goal 
we want all learners to achieve. Therefore, this objec- 
tive should be given a high priority in the physical ed- 
ucation program. 

To Develop an Understanding and Appreciation 
of Human Movement 
The intent of this objective is to help each child un- 
derstand the components of each skill he learns, and 
how laws and principles of gravity and motion affect 
his performance. Knowledge of Laban's movement 
concepts and skills also expands a child's movement vo- 
cabulary, and helps him design, perform, and appre- 
ciate a unique movement sequence. In addition, a 
knowledge of game skills and rules, of dance steps and 
patterns, and of gymnastic movements and safety skills 
helps all learners to execute each movement with ease, 
efficiency, and an appreciation of the efforts and intri- 
cacies involved in human movement. 

To Develop Useful Physical Skills 
All movements used in everyday activities, such as 
walking, dodging, and climbing, as well as those highly 
compleir skills involved in sports, gymnastics, and dance 
activities, may be classified as "useful physical skills." 
Other terms, such as neuromuscular or motor skills, 
also describe this type of physical performance. 

Ali these skills, however, must be learned. There- 
fore, our task as teachers is to assist each child in de- 
veloping and perfecting the wide variety of motor skills 
that will be used in everyday activities and in future 
leisure pursuits. 

The values of efficient and skillful movements, 
particularly in sports and dance, are many. A child who 
demonstrates ease and grace of movement is usually 
physically fit and well adjusted among his peers. Fur- 
thermore, a child who displays skill in an activity such 
as basketball or swimming not only experiences a great 
deal of enjoyment through participation, but usually 
pursues the activity for many years. This lesson should 
be well understood by adults, for we generally partic- 
ipate in activities in which we show a reasonable degree 
of skill; rarely do we actively pursue or enjoy a sport 
that we cannot master at  least in part. 

To Develop in Socially Useful Ways 
According to the platform statement of the American 
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Dance (AAHPERD), a socially mature person 
works for the common good, respects his peers' pe v+ alities, and acts in a sportsmanlike manner. Implicit in 
this is the fundamental principle that democratic tit. 
izens possess a deep sense of group consciousness and 
cooperative living. Physical education, through team 
games and other group activities, can foster desirable 
social behavior. But game situations requiring loyalty, 
honesty, and fair play promote desirable behavior pat. 
terns only if they are intelligently organized and di. 
rected. A physically fit and well-coordinated child is a 
valuable asset; however, the individual who does no1 
possess desirable social traits cannot realize or con. 
tribute to the broader ideals of a democratic ammu. 
nity. 

To Develop Intellectual Competencies 
Intellectual competency involves the cognitive skills of 
acquiring a vocabulary, and joining words, phrases, and 
sentences for expressing meaning and communicating 
thoughts and ideas. On the highest order, it involves the 
ability to understand, develop, and communicate con- 
cepts and ideas. In elementary school education, the 
development of intellectual competency has generally 
been delegated to classroom activities, with physical 
education seen as a way of developing fitness, motor 
skill, and a variety of social and emotional traits. 

While physical education should be predomi- 
nantly physical in nature, it should not be devoid of vo- 
cabulary and concepts, or of a need to exercise and 
nurture the child's thinking processes. Every physical 
activity has a rich vocabulary. Games, dances, and 
gymnastic movements require the child to think, re- 
member, and conceptualize. Developing a movement 
sentence in gymnastics, for example, requires the child 
to plan each movement in a sequential pattern, to re- 
member, and to improve by exploring and evaluating 
new ideas through movement. Likewise, individual and 
team games provide a medium within which the young 
performer develops concepts relating to space, gravity, 
force, direction, and time. 

The teacher should not view physical education as 
an academic discipline. It should be seen as a medium 
of movement within which vocabulary, concepts, and 
the thinking processes of each child can be developed 
through effective teaching strategies and the appro- 
priate selection of physical activities. 
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TO Develop Creative Talents 
Contemporary public education stresses the develop- 
ment of creativity a t  all levels. Creativity, however, is 
a difficult concept to define. A work of art such as a 
painting, sculpture, or musical score is creative in that 
it is uniquely different in composition, color, or form. 
In physical education, creativity is defined in terms of 
the way in which a movement or a series of movements 
3 performed or by the degree of inventiveness of a 
movement. 

According to Gladys Andrews, creativity is what 
the individual thinks, feels, sees, and expresses in terms 
of himself and in his own way (Andrews, Saurborn, and 
Schneid.er 1960). Since every child has a potential 

Figure 1.4 Children who have positive feelings about their 
personal worth are generally eager to attempt new 
challenges. 

ability to be creative, the physical education program 
should provide numerous opportunities for each child 
to explore and express creativity through movement. 

To Enhance a Child's Self-image 
Self-image is essentially the feelings a child has about 
himself. Each child develops feelings about his intel- 
lectual abilities, his popularity among peers, and his 
ability to perform physical activities. If there is rea- 
sonable success in each of these dimensions, the child 
normally has positive feeIings about his personal worth. 
A child who has positive feelings is generally eager to 
attempt new challenges. However, the child who con- 
stantly experiences failure in any of these areas will 
normally have a very low opinion of himself. This too 
often leads to withdrawal or other forms of undesirable 
behavior. Classroom teachers clearly understand the 
implications of such a child's problems in learning tasks 
and in getting along with clz&.mates. 

- 

The physical education environment can either 
foster or impede the development of a child's positive 
self-image. If the activities are presented so that each 
child, regardless of physical ability, can achieve a mea- 
sure of success, the child's feelings about himself are 
enhanced. One needs only to see a young child perform 
a successful roll or swim his first few strokes to observe 
the joy of success and the eagerness to try again. On 
the other hand, a child who is repeatedly required to 
attempt movement skills beyond his capabilities gen- 
erally develops a negative attitude. 

Since self-image is one of the most important fac- 
tors in learning motor skills, physical education activ- 
ities must be presented in such a way that every child 
achieves some success. New methods and techniques 
described in later chapters can assist teachers in pro- 
viding this type of program for all children. 

These objectives indicate what the physical edu- 
cation program should be. The nature and emphasis of 
these objectives, however, are influenced by other fac- 
tors. Some of the more important of these factors are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Teachers' personal qualities and 
expertise influence the 

,ys they foster the development of 
children's learning capacities. 

I The main responsibility of teachers is 
to promote children's learning. 

Teachers perform in four broad, 
interdependent, professional areas: 
interpersonal, communicative, 
executive and professional 

Schooling is one of the formal means of assisring children ro learn and to parr1:iparz 
confidently in our society. Ir  is one of many influences that promore and shapc 
children's learning, and teachers are entrusted \virh subsranrial responsibilir! 
for important aspects of this development. 

Teachers' diverse range of personal \.slues. inreresis and skills enable them to pro\ id- 
rich educarional experiences for children. They IntegraTe personal qualiries \< i rh  
professional expertise ro meet their responsibiliries. In doing so, reachers collaborar~ 
with colleagues, parents, adminisrrarors and specialists Lvithin and outside rh- 
Departmenr of Educarion. 

Teachers' professional roles 
Teachers should negotiate programs that are valued by children, their parents. nrher 
educators and society. Alrhough rheir acrions and beha\.iour are inf1~:enced t~ !  
professional and public especrations. teachers interpret and fulfil their professional 
roles in individual ways. Successful performance in these inreracrive and mulri- 
facered roles demands flesibilir !. in reaching. To supporr children's learning. r:acher: 
move in and out of combi nat ions of rhese roles. 

development. p/ Communicative 
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negotiator 

tutor 

recorder 

instructor 
C 

TV 

learner 

researcher I 
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1 Figure 1. Areas of professional responsibility 



Interpersonal area 

By accepting children as they are, and interacting with them in supportive ways, 
Intrinsic to effective teaching is the teachers should develop and exhibit positive feelings for children. Such behaviour 
acceptance of a shared responsibility generally earns children's confidence and trust, and establishes a climate for effective 
for the personal well-being and teaching and learning. 
development of childrqn. 

Teachers can adopt similar roles in their interactions with colleagues, 
other professionals, parents and members of the community. Through open 
communication involving reflective listening, advising and encouraging, teachers 
support children's development. 

- 
Caregiver which can exert a detrimental effect on 
Teachers should interact warmly with a child warrants intervention of some 
children, communicating an'acceptance kind. Intervention may entail preventing 
of each child. Protective care offered to children's involvement in inappropriate 
young children promotes their safety, or dangerous activities, or insisting on 
nurtures their sense of security and their involvement in activities which 
encourages developing independence. would advance their growth and 
The focus of this care increasingly development. Teachers are likely to 
changes to structured support as experience various aspects of this role, 
children venture into new socio-cultural such as arguing a case for a child, 
contexts. understanding and clarifying several 

perspectives in a dispute, or reporting 
Model serious concerns to relevant authorities. 
Teachers should demonstrate verbal and 
non-verbal behaviour appropriate to a Counsellor 
range of sociocultural activities. They Teachers should make themselves 
model ways to: accessible to children in need. 

interact positively with other people; Supportive discussions often help 
use language to learn and to children to seealternative ways of 
communicate with others; dealing with issues. These interactions 
share interest in learning; may focus on personal concerns and 
seek information about the world; social activities, as well as on school 
solve problems. matters. 

I n  particular, they demonstrate While children's needs are generally 
enthusiasm, patience, commitment, co- met in  brief exchanges, they may need 
operation, assertiveness, self-control, extended counselling from time to time. 
self-respect and respect for others. 11 is important that teachers recognise 

their limitations in sensitive areas and 
Advocate use specialist advice when necessary. 
Teachers should represent children's 
interests in the school context. Any event 

Communicative area 

. . . - . .. - . . . .. .. - .-A .. .- - - .. - - - -. . -. . . . . Teachers perform in communicative roles when they share information and 
Establishing positive interactions and collaborate with children, colleagues, administrators and community members. 
promoting understanding between Teachers informally discuss successful and unsuccessful teaching strategies and 
home, school and the wider learning activities, and make suggestions about modifying or replanning programs. 
community are central to effective 
teaching. As representatives of the teaching profession, teachers are sometimes expected 

to speak on behalf of their colleagues. In these situations, teachers need to be able 
to present a rational, balanced point of view on a range of educational issues. 
It is important, therefore, that they have a clear conception of how their own 
values and beliefs reIate to those of others. 



Negotiator 
Teachers should collaborate with other 
teachers and administrators in planning 
relevant program goals. Through 
discussions with children, they refine 
these plans to develop specific 
curriculum objectives, an appropriate 
sequence of activities and a plan of 
action. Teachers should encourage the 
negotiation of common goals for a class 
or a group, as well as individual goals 
for each child. 

By involving children in such planning, 
teachers promote their shared 
commitment to learning activities and 
a n  awareness of learning processes and 
procedures to be developed. 

Tutor 
Teachers should provide feedback 
to each child on specific aspects of 
learning. This feedback highlights 
progress children have made in 
particular areas, and assists them to deal 
constructively with any learning 
difficulties. Teachers can guide further 
learning by providing structured non- 
verbal and verbal support to model ways 
of organising and explaining new ideas. 
These planned and spontaneous 
interactions encourage teachers 
and children to: - listen to each other; 

collaborate in building 
understanding; 
negotiate realistic learni ng goals; 
experience pleasure and pride in 
personal achievements. 

Typically, teachers vary the amount of 
time and support they provide, 
according to the perceived needs and 
interests of individual children. Teachers 
can also encourage children to engage in 
peer tutoring with learners or varying 
abilities. 

Recorder 
Teachers should compile information 
that contributes to a comprehensive 
profile of each child's achievemenrs and 
capabilities. Information is collected, 
organised and collated using recording 

Executive area 

techniques such a s  anecdotal notes, 
checklists and work samples. Children's 
performance should be compared with 
the appropriate learning objectives and 
additional, incidental learning noted. 

As experience leads children to perform 
in progressively more complex ways and 
contexts, information about their 
performance helps teachers identify 
and monitor the attitudes, thinking 
Drocesses, skills and knowledge children 
are developing. Records should detail 
the conditions and contexts under which 
information is collected to enable 
teachers to discuss children's specific 
abilities with colleagues, as  well as with 
the children themselves and their 
parents, as  necessary. 

Reporter 
Teachers should collate relevant 
information about children to include 
in profiles of their development. These 
reports may be intended for the child, 
the parenrs, other teachers, specialist 
agencies or prospective employers. 
They describe children's particular 
achie\~ements in specified contexts and 
may indicate specific areas of need  
Teachers should present these reports 
in lvays that are meaningful to the 
intended audience. 

Administrator 
Teachers should collaborate with others 
in designing and implementing policies 
and procedures to promote children's 
learnins. Policies and procedures are 
scnsiti\,e ro influences in the local 
conrexr and rake account of: - children's needs, interests and 

abilities; 
facilities and resources available in 
t he school; - especrations and ethos of teachers 
and administrators: 
especrarions and ethos of the local 
community; 
specific kno\vIedze and skills of 
teachers and of members of the 
community; - relevanr regional and system-level 
policies. 

To ensure that all children learn effectively and efficiently, teachers need to negotiate 
The central function of teachers decisions related to curriculum objectives and local influences. 
is to plan, implement and assess 
children's development of culturally Through co-operative planning, team teaching and sharing ideas and resources, 
M!ued attitudes, thinking processes, teachers extend their abilities to provide appropriate learning opportunities for 
Skills and knowledge. children. In planning, implementing and evaluating programs, units of work and 

activities, teachers use a variety of methods to enable teaching and learning to 
proceed smoothly. 



Planner 
Teachers should reflect upon their 
assessment of children's needs and upon 
their own personal values and beliefs 
about teaching. At the same time, they 
should consider a wide range of 
information about curriculum goals, the 
environment, the material resources 
available, and the relevant abilities and 
qualities of ancillary and community 
personnel. Teachers can then prepare an 
overview for a proposed program or unit 
of work. In consultation with children 
and other members of the school 
community, teachers make decisions 
about: 

details of forthcoming learning 
activities; 
learning objectives for the class, 
groups and individuals; . , 
resources to be used; 
sequences of activities to be followed; 
methods for assessing learning. 

By involving children in planning, 
teachers can help them develop planning 
skills and an understanding of the value 
of forward planning. When children are 
not actively involved in planning, 
teachers must share and clarify the 
purposes of particular learning 
activities with them. I t  is essential that 
children perceive learning activities ro 
be purposeful and ~.orthwhile. 

Manager 
Teachers should establish and maintain 
supportive learning environments. 
In consultation with children, teachers 
can develop rules for harmonious 
interaction. Rachers and children 
should share responsibility for these 
rules whish typically focus on uFays of' 
speaking, listening and acting so that 
everyone shows respect, care and 
concern. Under these circumstances, 
teachers tend to find that children accept 
the logical consequences which resulr 
from meeting or not meeting shared 
expectations. Within contexts of this 
kind, teachers can espect children to 
make steady progress in developing self- 
discipline as  they \\ark individually and 
co-operatively. 

Organiser 
Teachers and children should be invol\.sd 
in making decisions about the selection 
and organisation of human and material 
resources for each learning activity. 
These decisions are concerned with: 

grouping of children; 
involvement of teachers and other 
members of the school community; - useof facilities, equipment and print 
and non-print resources; 

purposes of talk; 
use of space; 
choice of learning context. 

Changes may occur as  a result of 
teachers' observations or children's 
suggestions. Through experiencing a 
variety of organisational patterns, 
children are more able to suggest 
alternative learning activities and 
contexts. 

Instructor 
Teachers should guide and support 
children's learning by helping them 
build on previous understanding. 
Through planned or spontaneous 
activities, teachers focus children's 
attention on aspects of learning: - 
challenging assumptions, confronting 
misconceptions and highlighting 
relationships between concepts and 
processes. While children sometimes 
init iate instructional sequences, the 
teaching focus generally depends on 
the sensitivity of teachers' ongoing 
observations and perceptions of 
each child's development, previous 
experiences, learning needs and current 
interests. Information from teachers' 
monitoring is used to shape activities 
which challenge children to discover, 
inquire, investigate and share personal 
interests. Sequences of activities vary in 
length according to children's interesl, 
knowledge and concentration. 

Evaluator 
Teachers should make judgments about 
children's performance, including 
aspects of thei r developing attitudes, 
rliinking processes, skillsand 
knowledge. Information gained from 
these judgments should be considered 
with information gained from informal 
and formal procedures designed to 
rnoni~or the effectiveness of teaching. 
These procedures are continuous, and 
the combined information is used to: - guide teacher-child interactions; 

plan further activities; 
- impro\-e teaching and learning. 

Teachers modify current programs as 
necessary, and tailor future programs to 
meet children's assessed needs and to 
enhance their interests and abilities. 

With guidance, children become 
competent in monitoring and modifying 
their own learning processes and 
behaviour. They can also provide 
in format ion about teaching and 
program effectiveness. 



------ 
BY valuing and pursuing professional 
development, teachers can strive for 
effective teaching that meets the 
changing needs of children and 

Professional development area 

As members of a professional team, teachers are committed to providing the best 
quality service to children. They should, therefore, make every effort to develop and 
enhance their professional attitudes, skills and kno\vledge. 

Learner 
Teachers should maintain an open mind 
to new ideas, seeking to augment 
current understanding and skills in 
striving for excellence in teaching. 
Avenues are open to teachers to develop 
their professional expertise through: 

taking opportunities to be innovative 
and to evaluate teaching practice; 
seeking information about 
educational research and theory, 
teaching approaches and strategies, 
responsibilities and community 
expectations of teachers through 
books, journals and the mass media; 
gaining and sharing interpersonal 
and teaching strategies through 
professional development programs, 
seminars and workshops; 
preparing for syllabus and other 
curricular changes and related 
teaching strategies through in-service 
programs at  systemic, regional and 
school levels; 
pursuing learning in areas of 
  articular ~rofessional need and 
interest through tertiary study; 
keeping informed about relevant 
developments in theory and teaching 
practice through professional 
associations; 
maintaining awareness of current 
materials available for professional 
and classroom use through 
information and resource networks; 
building on and exchanging ideas 
through informal support networks; 
discovering more about relevant 
aspects of the school, local 
community and individual children 
through consultation with colleagues 
and parents. 

Since perspectives on teaching and 
learning cover a wide spectrum, some of 
this information will becontradictory. 
Teachers need to review new information 
critically, and sometimes adjust their 
current beliefs. Accepted ideas are 
accommodated within each teacher's 
personal view of educational practice 
and Departmental policy. 

Researcher 
Teachers should gain a great deal of 
professional knowledge inside the 
classroom. They constantly construct 
hypotheses about teaching strategies, 
and test them in classroom settings. 
They evaluate the success of strategies 
by reflecting on their observations and 
records of children's responses. In this 
way, they develop and refine their 
understanding about children and how 
they learn, and about effective uses of 
particular teaching strategies. In some 
schools, groups of teachers collaborate 
to research issues of common interest. 

Practical classroom research is useful to 
all members of the school community, 
and can be considered in subsequent 
school and classroom planning. 

Scholar 
In daily teaching activities, teachers 
should share their love of learning with 
children, and help them to discover 
personal fulfilment through learning. 
Because of the nature of their profession, 
teachers may be called upon by the 
community to provide leadership on a 
variety of issues. In particular, they may 
be called upon to contribute to debates 
about educational issues. 



Integrating teachers' roles 
Teachers gain greater professional expertise by experimenting with various roles. 

Teachers need to learn how to Through interacting with children and colleagues, and reflecting on outcomes, . 

integrate their professional roles teachers critically review and refine their teaching. Over time, they learn to select 
in flexible ways. effective actions and behaviours in particular teaching and learning situations. In 

learning to combine professional roles, teachers can progressively enhance their 
confidence and ability in: 

designing balanced programs; 
managing and personalising learning environments and classroom procedures; - collaborating with children and colleagues; 
integrating theory and practice. 

The demands of teaching are balanced by satisfaction derived from: 
a liking for, and positive interaction with, children; 
an enjoyment in supporting children's growth and development; 
delight in sharing children's discoveries about the natural world and the world 
of human endeavour; - meeting professional challenges; 
continued learning about the world. 

Over time, teachers' professional behaviour and attitudes merge with their personal 
With experience, teachers internalise actions and beliefs, and they feel progressively more comfortable in their professional 
their professional roles. roles. Teachers become increasingly involved with the community, in school 

organisation and in specific aspects of curriculum development. With experience, 
teachers learn to share their expertise and ideas competently and confidently. 
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CHAPTER OBJECTIVES 

1 To diffemtiatc tcaching styles available to the teacher of physical 
cducaaon regarding tcachcr and student daision making 

2 To i d c n e  thc situations in which each srylc may be used advancagcously 

3 To describe the steps to be taken in dcvdoping rnovcmmr challenges 

E ffcctivc teaching red= hm he am- 
bination of carefdy planned and o r g a d  learning 
atpericnccs and thc tcachds abiliry to carry thc Ics- 
son through to successfirl complcdon The teacher 
must bc able to dctcrminc thc needs of the children 
in che dass and sdcct appropriarc learning aahiucs. 
Thesc aaivitics arc thcn organized in a logical se- 
qucncc into units of insuuction and rhcn into daily 
Issons. Following this c a r d  planning, the tuchcr 
must be able to conduct thcsc accivitics in a way that 
is mcaningfui to chiIdrcn, &acndy uses timc, and 
achicvcs h e  sated objccdvcs. Zhe teacher must have 
thc skill or conccpt o b j ~ v e  and rhc process of learn- 
ing desired deariy in mind Once thc contcnt and 
process a-re known, the teacher rhcn Seiects the teach- 
ing statcgy to be uxd to accomplish the lcsson ob- 
jcctivcs. 

If tcaching is to be dtcctivc, rcgardicss of the sqdc 
to be sefmcd in a paaicuiar learning situation, rhc 
teacher must considcr each of rhc fbllowing: 

The teacher must be umcmKd wirh (1) tbc quai+ 
af thepo jhmuc ,  (2) oaticr).in thcrutofs&and 
kmvLu&e, and (3) thc tr@ ofski& and 
to new Leanzing s h a r i m .  The child's best &om 
should be enthusiastically encouraged. The tcachcr 
must scudy why a smdcnc's rrrovanent is not &&vc 
and be able to cake aaion that will result in a more 
successful pcrformancc. Early correction of errors is 
important. 

This docs not imply tfiat all children's responses 
should bc thc sarnc. In thc movement lesson, many 
different responses may meet rhc objcctivcs. Fur- 
thermore, thc tcachcr should provide a widc variety 
of experiences to enhance a broader understanding 
and usc of ti-ic s W  and conccpa Finally, thc t e a k  
must hdp children scc thc relationship bctwccn ncw 
learning and prcvious Icarning cxpericnccs (in other 
words. must teach for transfer). 

I n d i P i d r c a l ~ ~ ~  mwt be rccopizrd. Variabil- 
iry in skills, undcrstanding, past experience, and rate 
of learning must bc considcrcd m the sclccdon of 
teaching sryics if all childrcn arc to bcnciit h m  thc 
ncw orpcrimcc. Thc?ieachcr should suivc to become 
skillful in the usc of a variety of styics, since no onc 
sryic is bcst for all children and in all situations. Scv- 
cral Wccnnt styles may be w d  dfccrivdy witfiin a 
single lesson. 

The ;cachcr r n w t p m d  sf~jkmtt rimtfbr Icmin3, 
.to alhv she childmr w ~ a s p  the matrrial b e  moving 
on w thc n#t part of the &son. The teacher must 
dmlop a sensitivity about when it is time to move 
on, allowing adcquatc timc for learning and main- 
taining h e  chiidrcn's intcrest 

In pcschg n m  matnial the tadcr should awid 
B " b r g S 0 0 n r c c h i n ~ ~ h i r b ~ t m r l t i n c m r -  
~ f i r C a r n m w h o a n ~ ~ ~ t o g n u p t o o m r c c h  
too qurdily. .Material should be presented with arcen- 
don f& on a few derncnts at a time. Thc teacher 



must '& able to anal:,ue thc task and to cicterminc 
\vhac mfonnixion che children need inidally and-at 
&ac stage they cecd funher informadon. 

T;JC p+ $ski% sb0ui.d be h e i j  rclared ro zhc. 
u c  gfshilk in thc spmj% unit and j h ~ l d  rtimuiuzc 
&ildrtn's thinkzny- Children may not see the rela- 
"onship benvcen the usc of skills in the ?ra&cc sit- 
mnon and thc use of skills in he 3ctivirv. Pracricc 
of skills and concepts should preparc- d;ildrcn for 
their usc in an activity. Interest in praaicc is difficult 
co maintain whcn pmcricc is dissimilar to acivity a c  
of skills a d  concepts. 

Thc tcachcr m ~ r r  bc nsponsrZ,c to C ~ J C  'rcanging &zAF 
,fd~iUrcn as the! k u n  proccd .  The teacher must rcc- 
ognizc whcn a change of pace is needed, whm & h e r  
&rificarion is necessary, and when a change in the 
pncticc ppxdures would be beneficial. 

Rgardlas qmrhc tc&ng nylc. rbc cbiIdrtm should 
bc incol~cd JnreUeed? in -.hc icarning pus. ,V- 
though thc childtentcrcd sryla involve thc chiidren 
more in sexchhg for answers on their own, c3.h 
r:lr should cncourage vcrbaliuuon by the srudcnts 
jnri an understanding of whv wc do things a certain 
{\'a?. 

7I1c m a s  @ h e  tcachm arc those who &ach kana- 
rn bow to k m .  The results of c t f d v e  teaching 
snould be a dcsirc in cfiiicirrn to conrinuc learning 
and h e  dcvdopmcnr of skills nedcd to be indepcn- 
rfmt learners. Tachcrs who hcip children find succcss 
and mdcc learning fUn through a varicry of intercsc- 
trig and challenging zctivities cnhancc future Ium- 
L"S. 

STYLES 

In ionducdng laming cxpcricnccs for children thc 
..... .-chcr may dm h m  a varicry of t d w  s tyk  

or :eadung mcchds. Thex styles arc a d y  strat- 
cprs; for orgYlizing d presenting learning apt- 
ncnccs to children. Taching sylcs m g c  from ciirccr, 
tc~chcr-centcrcd. approaches to thosc that are indi- 
rccr md more sriident centered. Figurc 6- 1 piacs the. 
mp310ds to bc indudcd hcrc on a continuum ti-om 
ccaher ccntcrcd to c!!i!d c c n t c d  At one end of the 
~ontinuum is a S E ! ~  in which the teacher makes de- 
i7-cicns cxdusivclv~ At thc oxher cnd is a style in which 
&c children arc k c  prime decision makrs; bctwm 
the nvo is a gradual shift in decision making from 
thc tuchcr to the children. 

Gcncrally speaking, child-centcd teaching styles 
dcc morc 3me to dcvclop. Phning, in .which the 
tqcher must anricipatc the children's possiblc KC- 

Teacher centered Studeat centere4 

Commcnd Task Guided ?robfern Free 
discovery solving exploration 

Direct Indirect 

Figurc 6- 1 

Concinuurn o i  teaching sryla. 

sponscs, must bc cxefully rhousht out beforehand. 
Skill in the use of these approacha takes considerable 
practice by the tcncher. The chddttn also nced time 
to dcvc!op skills in solving rnovcmcnt chdcngcs and 
to ,pin contidcncc in thcir own ideas. 

The ~2mmund~ sryic has been ti-ic most ikqucndy uxd 
mehod in physical cducxion in the pax. This sr)ll: 
is thc most t~;1&er-dirmcd srjc of tadring. 2J- 
though the word cmmnana' comotcs a dimtorial ap- 
proach to !carmng, this is not ncccssarily the case. 

tcacbcis manner in h s .  approach is dcpendcxx: 
on the teacher's personality morc than rfic s ~ k  itscif: 
In the command srylc the t&er is the sole dccision 
maker. Thc tuchcr decides what to do, how to cia 
it, and the quality of the pcrfbrmancc that is acccpt- 
abic. 

The command sryic is dividcd into scvcral srqs. 
First therc is an ccpiananon and dcmonsmdon by 
the teacher of the task to bc accomuiishcd. h v  qucs- 
dons regarding hc- task are mwercd The macnts 
thcn pracricc h c  task with the teacher moving m o c g  
thc ,pup corrcmg errors and offiring cnccunge- 
mcnr. At the ciosc of the pccdce thcrc may bc a 
further evaiuauon or discvsion with rfic teacher 
again reinforcing t!c main pomn of emphasis b b r c  
movkg on to &c ~.cn  part of t!c lesson. 

An cxm.ple of thc use of thc command styte foi- 
lows. tcachcr is introducing the chet  pass. The 
group is sated as the tachcr aplains tfie chest pass, 
its use, and the pina of emphasis. A danonsmtion 
hilows, with thc tcachcr executing rfie pass a rAv 
time and again emphasizing &c major points m h e  
e x d o n  of thc skill that thc children am ro be con- 
sidering. Thc ciddrcn are then dividcd into parmas 
and bcgm pracricc The tcachcr moves among k c  
group corrccdn_e CrrQrs a d  giving cnCo-er,c 
At tfic closc of thc ? r a c k  &c tcacher asks d?e p u p  



to vchalizc the major p i n o  once again. The teacher 
then moves on to the n a t  pm 06 thc Isson. 

Thcx arc scvcnl admncagcs to the command 
sy l c  It provides the most direct route to the objcc- 
tive. Iftune is shorc, it may be the most efficient and 
&&tive mans to present motor skills. Sincc the 
t u b  decides on what will be taught and what 
proccdura will be used for practice, there is little 
time lost in orgvlizing the ,soup. ,Maimurn practicc 
b r  all can bc easily accomplished. 

The command style enables the srudenu to SCC 

rhe objectives d i d y  and thcrcfbre darities the a- 
/ pcmdons for performance. If the explanation and 

danonsnarion arc well done, there can bc lide doubt 
by the students about which zspcc~ of the pcrfor- 
m c e  hey should focus their artention on. If a uni- 
form response is des~rcd, this mcrhod may be most 

I &&vc. This styic is also &&vc with large ,pups, 
since h e  dass may be o r p m c d  quickly and all the 
children am doing the samc thing. The command 
style requires a less thorough knowledge of thc rna- 
tcrial bccaux the teacher alone conuois the flow of 
infomianon. This may bc why it is oken the choice 

I of i n ~ c n c c d  ruchm. i Then: are a h  several disadvantaga to the com- 
mand style. This rrvlc is inscnsirive to individual dif- 
ferences and n&: One way is presented and only 
one rcsponsc is appropriate. Usually &e prcscnution 
k + p r d  to the d e d  average students. so those 
who arc well skilled or not yet rudv for &c mad 

given lit& consideration. 
In addition it dacs not e n c o q e  amdvc or in- 

nowive response by the smdents, because the teach- 
ct tells them how to respond If understanding and 

ccncc?r dc~c!~pmcr,t are dtc gods of the :asor,. C?c. 
command syic is F o r  choice kcause i: does nor 
encourage kiriumg by the srudcnts. 

In ~?ie :askt styic the tcachcr dercrmina thc content 
but tiie children arc: allowed some decision making. 
T h e  rmcficr dcsips a xries of task, leading up to 
h e  unit outcomes. These casks arc brokcn down into 
a xrics of aciviucs through uvhich thc chikircn prog- 
ress to ;~chicve tile find task. These aaivitia should 
begin a t  a lcvel bciow the poorest skilled and progress 
to a level above thc most hi&& skillcd children. The 
task style mal, be used at three ditferenr Ivcls, with 
eac!! rcquirins more decision making by the student. 
At h e  lowest 1 4  the tcachcr prrscna a task, which 
is brokcn down into scvcd lmds of aducvcmcnt. 
hu h e  chiidrcn work on the same task but each 
begins at a comtbrmblc stagc in thc progasion of 
tfic activity. 

At chc xcond levd thc teacher may assign indi- 
vidual chiidrcn tasks on which to work. depending 
on their levcl of ability. This may tic most ~ c c t i v c  
in gymnastics where individual differenca in abilicy . 
vary ,cr~mrly. Each child may be given a task 4 in 
which scvcrid tasks have k e n  developed, designed 
individually for that student 

At the third lcvd more indcpcndm.cc of action is 
required. The student receives 3 task booklet that 
describes JU thc mks to bc complacd in the unit. 
Thc children decide individuallv which tasks they wiil 
work on and assumc responsibility for working on 
each task within thc unit h e .  -4r: this lwei mdcnts 
take more responsibilir). for detcmrining their n d  
and work accordingly in m&p unit obje~aves. 

In thc task stylc the teacher must provide n:- 
sources to aid individuai I m i n g .  Thc tcachcr is a 
duablc  resource, but thc children also should have 
posters. book. loop films. and othcr aids available 
to assist &ern in the I&g process. Thc chiidm 
must be cncomgcd to use a variccy of rcsourccs; 
otherwise they ofren depcnd on thc teacher as thc 
most Efirrcr p a ~ i  to the information they nccd 
. ' ,is mks an: dcvclopcd for thc children, the tcr- 
mind objective or cvaluaavc criterion must be cue- 
M y  spelled OUL The children must be able to de- 
terminc when thcy have accomplished the task This 
criterion may be qwlitadve or quantitaave. It may 
be something that thc child or a parma may evaluate, 
or it may require the tcachcr's evaluation. It is a ,pod 
idea to indudc xvcral means of signing off on tasks. 



Having tachei c%ck each t s k  is ksficient use 
of ~e reacheis f ie .  CMdrer. nerd the opportunit). 
to & responsible' for heir own evaluation as well as 
to ~ i s t  in the c:drration of ochers. 

Safety concerns or prerequisite siciils sl-odd be 
cictrly stated in the da r ipuon  ofthe nsk Efspotdng 
is q u i r c d  a spotter (eirher mclcnt or teacher de- 
pc.nding cn thc activity) should b~ designated. 
.h cxarnplc of a :ask developed as .I part: at' a 

3mastics unit for first ,p.cie chddrcn foilows: 
b. 

1. &Iount the low beam. With a spotter wdk 
fbrward thc length of thc &am. Dismount 

2. Mount thc low beam With a spottcr wak 
backward to the end of chc bcYn Dismount. 

3. Mount thc low beam With a spotter wdk 
s idcwa~ thc lengh of thc 'beam. Dismount 

4. &Mount the low bcam With a spotter wak 
forward to the ccnta of the b u m  Walk 
through the hoop and condnuc to chc mu of 
thc beam. Dismount 

5. Mount the low ban. With a spottcr waik to 
the center of the beam. Stand and turn. Con- 
cinuc waking forward to the end. Dismount. 

6. ,Mount thc low beam. 'Ct7rh a spotter walk to 
thc ccntcr of -Jlc bcam. Turn and walk badc- 
ward to h e  end of rhc bcam Dismount. 

7. &lourn thc low bcam. With a spotta walk co 
rhe center of thc beam. Turn a Y4 turn and 
walk sidcwavs to the cnd of rhc bcam. 

Similar tasks would be dcvdoped for other pieces 
of cquipmcnt used in thc unit. 
T35k may also involve some problem solving. 

fhls may bc accornpiishcd by asking the chiidren to 
apcrimc~t with different uxs of the M y  or body 
p;ua in thc execution of sicills. In *& manner t+cy 
must find the most eEciznt wav of noving on an 
dii iduai  basis. 

The tllsir stvlc allows for individual ciiifcrcnca in 
skill l~vcl and reco-es individual needs in workin,o 
on particular skill; Thc individuai children not only 
sclcc the task thcv b c p  to work on but aiso select 
the 1~7,cl at whic+;hcv- bc@n to w o k  on the task In 

styic the reacheii ability to S~SE is m x h i x d  
b u s c  the mchcr is fice to circulate among chc 
Poup hdping individuals as  they work on various 
-kS. Since individual children s.c: working on their 

succcss and failurc arc knoun only to the in- 
h-idud. All chilbcn, however, shouid atpcricncc 
Succe~~ zs rhcv wvork'ac a levd of pcrf'orrnancc at 
which .thcv a& comt5rtablc. 

The &k s+ also permits mximum ux of fi- 
axid e q u i p m a  This stylc is c~tremeiy hciptil 

in situations in whch the mount  of any particular 
piccc of equipment is limitcd, bccaux it does nor 
require cach cfiild to use the same q c  of q u i p m a t  
at t5c sarnc time. 

Thc advantage of dowing children to dioose h e  
task and ro work on thcir own may also bc this style's 
greatest disadvantage. T ~ I S  sylc rquirrs inucasing 
indcpcndcncc of acnon and assurnpaon of pcrsonal 
responsibiii~ for accomplishing &c tasks. This mav 
be dEcult for some chiIdm. Thc teacher must I& 
alert to thc progress the c!ildrcn an making in 
achieving the tasks and help those who are not sex- 
dircctcd to dccc and complcrc risks along thc wav. 

-- . - 

Guided Discovery 

In the juidcd iiirmy' approach tcachcrdcsiped 
movement mks arc ualizcd but in a m c r  in which 
thc children are able to make individual decisions 
about how to move. However, their attention is fo- 
cused toward a specific rnovcmcnt response, so chat 
thc name of the responses produces simiiar rnovc- 
mcna from the cnare dass. This approach is used 
ctTcctivcly in sirnations in which thc tacher is inter- 
ested in children discovering tfic most suitabic movc- 
mcnt rcsponsc: for a givcn task or in rhe dcvciopment 
of a new skill. In this way children are abic to a- 
pcrimmt with thc w of thc body in achioing 
thc objective and dcudoping grutcr undersunding 
about why particular movancnts arc more &acnr 
and dTectivc. In chis style motor aaivicy begins with 
a g c n d  response to a movcmcnt challenge and pro- 
ceeds rhroush a x r i a  of steps, uch ofwhich narrows 
thc fwus of the response until chc ultimate movcmcnt 
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Guided discovery. 

goal is achieved. Figure 6-2 dcmonsuatcs the nature 1 o i  rapom *at are a rcsuit of fi s*e. 
1 As the childm move, limitations a x  imposed 

thac indicate thc content being dcvclopcd and h a t  
limit thc range of movcmcnt mponxs. The tcacher 
guides the studax in Ehe discovery of how to @cm 
tfie mvancnt task. Thc smdcnts makc decisions on 
how they will respond. 

This is thc fint sryic on the continuum that re- 
quires higher-lcvd thought proccssa. Wherras in h e  
previously dcsaibcd nyla the tuchcr dacnnhcd 
not only thc content but also how it was to be 
achieved, in guided discovery thc tcachcr only defines 
EhC intcndcd outcome of the mowmcnt response. 
This then gives thc 31ildrcn the oppornuzity to a-OF- 
pcrimcnt with the movcmenr, to make cornparisions 
with other movcment responses in thcir repertoire, 
and to analyze thc possible mator responses. 

.Zn example of ,guided discovery follows- 7?lc 
ruchcr statcs thc challenge: "Begin in a standing 
position and jump for dkmce  on the mat" The 
children cxpcrirncnt witb the task. Subchallenge 1 
f-rs their a m t i o n  on the landing posirion: T r y  
landing in different positions. Land so that all body 
parts arc as Eu from thc starting linc as possible What 
position scum to be thc bcst?" Subchallcngc 2 fb- 
cuses on thc takc-off: "How a n  your fm be p i -  
tioncd to gct thc bcst possibic nkc-off?" Subchal- 
k n g  3 focuses on thc usc of the arms in aiding che 
&-off: "Try using your anns in.diffcrcnt ways. 
tvhich ways.hclp you jump the f h h t ~ ? "  S U W -  
lcngc 4 focws on the body position: T r y  jumping 
fiom an upright position. Now ay bending your 
knees and lc~ring f o w d  Which position hdpcd 
your jump thc most!" During uch subchallengc thc 
children ecpcrimcnt wi& thc w of the body pam 

mcndoncd. Addiriond qucsdons may ncid to be 
askcd at each stcp to hdp the childrut focus on chc 
most &cicnt movement. As thc suW"gcs arc 
dcvdopcd, the skill becomcs morc and morc like h e  
standing long jump. Success in this style is dcpcndcnt 
on h e  teacfids ability to respond to tfic children's 
cxpcrimentadon with movemcnc and continue rn b 
cus their artmuon on the task Suggtstions fbr the 
dcvdopmsnt of movcmcnt challenges foilows this 
discussion of styles. The resuit of this qle should 
lead to a positive sdf-c~ncqx by che chid since each 
child wiU find success in solving thc movement dzal- 
lmgcs. The process of learning that takes place will 
givc tfic students tfie tools to apply what has bcen , 
learned m orher movement situations. 

A disadvantage to this srje is that it takes a great 
deal of time-timc for the dddren to be guided to 
the discovery of che movcmcnt solution and dmc for 
the tachcr to think through thc stcps the children 
will n c d  to-&c to ga thcrr. This srylc requires a 
great deal of patience bv tfic nachcr, as do aIl child- 
ccntcrcd methods. Children ofrcn takc more h e  
than we expect to reach the solution. Tachas must 
allow c!!drcn thc time thcy need and not Se too 
ugcr to givc them chc answm Woe rhcy have dis- 
covered them themselvcs. 

Problem Soiving 

P w b h  sol* is similar to ,Quidcd ciiscoverv in.ap- 
pmach, but whcms one similar soiution to the 
movcmcnt probtcm was the goal in guided discovery, 
many ditfcrcnt solutions arc the ouuoms of problem 
solving. Figure 6-3 focuses on the motor responses 
obcaincd using this method. 

In problem solving the tuchcr poses a movement 
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Figure 6-3 

Problem solving. , . 

cfrallcnge that has somc pamnacrs. such as rhe use 
of spacc, pahways, d o c  locomotor mo\.cmcncs to 
be used, and the children try to tind as many soiudons 
to the problem as thcy can. Any movancnc ~ p o n x  
that maxs thc criteria of rhc task is acccpcablc. Here 
again h e  &a is a resource in b ~ p g  the bas 
of the activity to dxir a m t i o n  as needed and in 
hdping individuals work toward p s j b l c  solutions. 

A n  cxampic of rhe devciopment of a movement 
M c n g e  using tbis style bllows. The problem to be 
solved is to ccplorc moving in a variccy of ways in 
,acncraI space with a change of direction. The teacher 
poxs the h1Iowing questions. Each question follows 
a period of cxpaimcnution with h e  previous ques- 
don. .h each step is added, a ncw focus to the move- 
ment challenge is added, which broadens the move- 
ment responses possible. 

1. Staying w i h  &c area and avoiding other 
peoples' xif spacc, move in as many diEcrent 
locomotor mov.mcncs s you can. 

2. 'ma t  nonlocomotor movements can you add 
as you movc in general space? 

3. Can you change direction as you movc? 
Mdiuonal quaions may need to bc asked to 

help h e  driidrrn as thcv sxperiminr with movement 
in rapow to thc qu&uons scared above. In d a d -  
oping qucsdons to aid the children the teacher must 
be carchi not to l a  pemnd urpecrations for possiblc 
solution; intcrfcrc with the children's own soiutiow 
to the fask. This style takes considerable time- Cbil- 
drm raced rime to churk, to incerpm the challenge, 
a d  explore possible solutions. 

lhis sryle is cxccpt iody well suited for accivitics 
in which c o n c e p ~ a o n  is important If the chai- 
!mgcs ax wdl designed, there is gruter cognitive 
lnvolvemcnt than in guided d i x o v q  and p t e r  

individualization of responses as childrcn work to 
solve the movcmcnt chdengc on their own. 

Movement challenges mav vary in comp1ecir)r 
with the abilicy of rhc goup. 'Vich youngcr children 
the challenge may be rcladveiy simple, wirh only onc 
or nvo eiuncnts involved. As the children dcvdop 
skill in rhcsc driid-centered approaches, challenges 
bccomc more complex and include subchallenges to 
solve as  well. The outcomes of these movcrnwc~5a.i- 
lcngcs might be the devdopmcnt of skills, the ,an- 
demanding of concepts and reiariomhips, or varia- 
dons in skilIs and strategies. 

Exploration 

. ~ h &  is the most childtcntercd style on chc 
continuum. In chis style thc movement task is dc- 
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signed to enable the children to movc freely as they 
desire, within the limits of  day. This scyie is similar 
a, problem solving, but ehe childm aplorc  movc- 
ment in a mote g n d  wav with minimal teacher 
direction. This styie may be wd to i n d u c e  con- 
cepa, idcas, new equipment, and the Like or to eiiat 
original mponscs and idus fiom the children. 

This style is most ~ c c c i v c  with young children 
who arc involvcd in their first physical education a- 
ptriencc. It enables che children to work on  thcir 
own and aplorc chcir own capabilities. This sryle is 
gtYcd for everyone's immediate succcss and shouid 
d r  in grater  codidmcc in onc's ability to move 
md in moving. 

This does not imply: chat the teacher puts our the 
equipmart and allows the childm to have ficc play. 

Tasks w d  in this style art dimed by the tuchcr in 
somc way. For example, the teacher may ask "Eow 
many diffcmt ways can you move on the balance 
beam on two feer?" or "Pick a piece of equipment 
and KC how many ways you can w it." It is im- 
portant for the teacher to bc rcsponsivc to the chil- 
dren's needs by suggesting new challenges when it 
is time KO movc on. It is of value to have the children 
share some of their movcmcnt cxpericnces .with 
o&cn to inacase the movement possibiliacs for 
-cvcryone. 

The style of teaching one may choose is depcndmt 
on  the parricdac learning situation. An illusparion 



Table 6-2 ' 
Steps in developing movanent challenges 

-- - - 

Gtsring force Adjurdng tbrcc for disrancc "Wich a rncdum-sizcd 5alL 
throw to a p m c r .  .iircr 
-1 succsslid chrows. 
movc a sccp back md rc- 
peat." 

hdjusdng force to stlc of 'Sciccr 3 diffcrcnr suc balls. 
ball thrown Pmxice throwing cach 

to your pymcr. .llovc 
back a h  -1 throws w l d ~  
a&." 

- - 
- W % ~ C  did you do to set thc 

ball to vour parma LS &c 
disrmce i n c r c ~ i "  

"tiow did your throws dtmgc 
as vou used diffcrcnc-sizd 
balls? What ci-.mp riid 
vou make as the bails got 
havicr? Lighter? Smallcrf 
Lqcr ' "  

of the w of each s ~ k  in teaching a ball skill is given 
on pp.78-79. Table 6-1 sumrnvizcs the use of each 
of the prcviousiy discussed sryies. Factors that indu- 
cnce the sryle chosen indudc du age and c . . e n c c  
of the children, the .stage of luming, the content to 
bc t a u g h ~  the lev4 of h e  cask, chc rrsourccs avdabic 
including the amount of quipmenc and space, the 
numba of nudam, the time available, and the per- 
sonaliv of dx teacher. 

BUILDING AMOt'EMENT 
CHALLENGES 

Thc success of i n h  or child-centered styles of 
ruching lies in the t u c f d s  ability to develop movc- 
mcnt challcngcs wi& k: children. ,Manv times these 
cfidcnges arc unsuccasfid b u s c t  teachers have not 
hrrnulatcd in their own minds what the outcoma 
ofthe aperiencc should be This docs not mcan the 
tuchv should be looking for a specific or  single 
ouccomc, but it docs mean cardul planning must be 
udlizcd to enable &c cMdm to mcct the purpox 
of the activiry. 

The first stcp in planning moverncnc cfiallcnges 
is to iden* the movcmat conccpts with which the 
children will be working and to dctcrminc the lcvel 
of understanding &ac cm bc cxpcttcd by the indi- 
vidual childten in thc -goup. Once these concepts 
and chiidm's needs have been idcntiftcd, the tacficr 
must dctamine the ourcomes to be achieved. Per- 
haps the outcome m- is m explore different ways 
of moving in space. It might be moving in spacc 
while changing phways,  sped, or  locomotor move- 
mcns, or it might bc creating appropriaa hrcc in 
dur,wkrg a ball to a parma under varying condiriors. 

Once the outcomes have bccn dccrmined, thc 
tcachcr designs the acdviry through whim the out- 
coma will be achimrd. These activities rmght inciudc 
individual, parmer, or even small group wvork At 

- 

dis sage the tacher must estabiish the framcwoc-k 
in which the children will w o k  Ofcen ddrcn are 
unable to mea h e  outcomes bcc;~ux the teacher is 
too vague in stating the challenge for them "Move 
as tfie music tells you m movep is the typs of state- 
ment that un only mutt in tiusnation for bodt the 
children and h e  racher. 

Planning must go one step M e t .  It is not 
enou* co put the children inro the aaivity and as- 
sume they will achieve h e  objccrivc. The children 
may enjoy +c activity and r d y  ncver dcrs tand  
what its purpose was. The teacher must anticipate 
the autcorncs of the children's participation and de- 
velop questions h a t  wJ1 respond io their movcmcna 
and keep them on task Thls is the most c r u d  part 
of planning movement challenges. Questions should 
cncoursse crccuvc or innov;ldve solutions to &e 
chall'cngc. They should enco- alI ta have the 
courage to try something nav. .hd  they should be 
questions in which a yes or no answer would bc 
inappropriate. Children should be cncour;lgcd to vcr- 
bake their rtsponxs to partners, to 4 p u p s .  
or to &c cntirc group. B q i g  teachcrs my-find 
this a dimcult nsk Howcvcr, as the tuchcrs ,gin 
cxpericnce in working with children, chry wid bc able 
to dnw on past experiences in a n t i a p a ~ g  thc rc- 
sponscs children mi& makc. One cannot deny that 
"If you become a teacher, by your pupils you1 be 
taught." as sugggtcd in Thc Kiq Md I. 

Whcn working with and responding to children 
during thc movement activities. the tuchcr must cn- 



' DEtmCLOPIVG THE BALL SKILL OF BOUXCL'SG (DRIBBLING) 
WITH A VARIETY OF-TEACHING STYLES 

Otjcdvr: To dribbic a ball in goqlcrai seacc under 
control by pushing chc ball sliedy ahcad with thc 
fingertips, bdow waist hcight, looking up to avoid 
others and protecting the b d  by kecping the body 
bcrwcen the baU and an opponent 

COMM&ND . . ..,,- * . .  *-- 
< - 

1. The tucficr gives' an explanation and dun-' 
ornuation of tfic dribblc, anphiz ing  the 
points above. The &drat arc scatcd- 

2. Each child gca a bail and practices dribbling 
as rhc children mow in gcncral space. ?he 
fea&er calls out the change of hands, , . ' 

3. As cfic children pracricc, h e  teacha off- sug- 
gsdons for impmvancnt and reinforamcni' 
of good dribbling, 

4. At the dose of tfic pracdcc session the rracfK 
leads a summation of &c i m p o m  poinrs to 
rananbcr about dribbling. 

TASK 

Dribbling: Whcn you'compltc she unit you should ,. . - 
be able to: 

1. Exmrtc a dribbie witfi good control wirtr a- 
&a hand 

2. Protea the b d  while dribbling. 
3. Dribble into an opca spart, . 
4. Dribble mund an opponent-- 
5. Use d.lc dribble ro draw an opponent ar craze 

space for C ~ C S ,  - . - 
Exmuon of &c s W .  , 

I. lnciude a r&rcna for them to cfiedi 
3, A dcscripaon ofthe skill, wi& common errors 

atd  - * .  . . . 
3. Suggest the use ol-a ioop'hl;h 

Task I: Pracdct driibling thc ball wilfx the prrfirc;d. - - , - - .  hand in chc space dcsignatd --'- * 

a Pushcs tfic ball with &c hgutips; 
b. Conmis the ball just bdow w a k  h$t 

. c. Dribbles the ball- withouc wading it 
Tssk 2: Raaia dribbling die ball with the nonprc- 
f d  hand in the space daipaccb - . . . -. 

a. Pushcs the ball with tfie fingerti& 
b, Con& the bail just bdow waist heigbi 
c Dribble &c b d  yid~out wading it *- 

Task 3: Dribble around the cons 5 kct 3pa1-q cfiang- 
ing hands so thc hand ~ c s c  fram ck object is used 
-hr dribbling as you pass-the objcs  T .  

. a. K q s  tfic ball moving. 
b. Keeps the bod:/ bcrwccn h c  objcct and tfic 

ball. 
Task 4: Working with a parmcr, uy to dribble rhc 
baU around your parmcr as your p m c r  a m p t s  to 
get the bd. 

a KT thc body between the ba.i~ and tht 
opponcnt 

b. Keeps the b d  moving. 
c Dribbles at a lev4 that is c a y  to conml 

and keep the ball from the opponent. 
Task 5: In a p u p  of aghq in the space pmvid4 
.a& dribble the tall avoiding wnmx wirh the 
L. - - ~otfim, 

a. Dribbles without watching the ball. 
- b. Keeps h e  ball moving. 
c Prowus the ball, 

Task 6: In groups of four to six (thnc p e r m ) ,  
C 1 

dribblc, drawing an opponcnt to aearr spaas fbr 
3C - - 
trammata. * -. 

a Kcrps the bail moving: 
b- Dribbles +out looking at the ball. 
c Proteas thc ball against opp"mm, . - 

1. Establish a signal for listening 
2- Children arc-~ca~emlinsJfspaccwitbin tl# 

assigned boundaries. - -*- 

3. Each child has a balL - 
4. Problans: 
a Ixt'sscchowmanydifkntwaysyouclrz 

bounce thcbaIlhyoursclfspacc What 
body pamcanyouux?  whichpampl- 
a b l d  you to have &e mast conadlf 
(Hands) What Icvd was it casie (Me-. 
dim) . - 

b- Now Ids boma thc b d i n  pd space 
T~using*bodyp=,- 
d i f f m p a r r s  oftile hand Which cnabkd 

: - - you w have &e best 0311mtr ~ i ) :  
1 ':- N~oIIdstrptofirxdtheI~atwf~idzao 
-:.' bound; me L U  hr gTcxcst collna~ 

' - -. . c. .#,. -'. . .. - . . " 



. . . . .  ... 

. DEVELOPLUG THE BALL S ~ L ~ F  BOG%-CMG ( D R I S B L ~ G )  
WITH A. VARIETY OF . . TEICJ3ISG STYLES-conid. 

. . .  

high, low, ar.d in h e  ~ddic. At which : 4. rrobl-: 
. I d  could you mo\r L\C casiaz? (Low) .. a How manv ivays can you move thc ball in 

c. Movc in gcncral spacc, dribbling the ball- 
. . . 

y o u  seif space? Anocha way? S o w  mow 
As you mow in s e n a d  spacc whilc drib-. &c ball in gened spact. Can you move it 
bling, what do you b e  to do to avoid in mc samc ways? Different ways? . '. . . 

bumping.into others? (Look-up) ' .>'-:?:::,;' . -. b. Gn you c h a n ~  the body pans used to 
d Now we are going to aitcmady incr& control the ball in xft' space? In gcncrd 

- and dmasc chc amount of space ~vc-hvc- . ,. space? Did you kccp tfie ball undcrcontroi?' 
How did .your dribbling change a i  the. : c- At whar Icvds .un you control the ball in 
space changcd? (Bounced doscr m - - . YE space? In p ~ c r a i  spacc? . . .. . . 

body, took smaller mps, conaolIcd tt.lc . --. 
,- EXTLORrlTION hagtit of tiie dribble, ctc.):. . . . . ._ -Y .. .-- 

5. Summark the fin* of  the &1dr&.& This mcrhod would not kused m drvdop the drib 
. .. . .. . . .?.. + tgarding an cffcctivc dribbic - -- . - . . bling objativc. . .-.,,; . 

* .  . . . .  
.- - 

.-  .:. . . :  - .  
P R O B ~  SOLVING* : ~ ~ p i s ~ ~ ~ ~ t r a s i e ~ ~ c d n g : d ~ ~ ~ b ~  .. -.':-- 

ot+vr,rinccthcctrSldrrnucnocdiratEdrowudaspccibic,: 
1-3. a b v e  " . - .  -. - . . .. . ( _  '. . . 

. .... . . ." J . ..... 
. ...,_ . . , '. . . 

coungc individual'chddrcn to find their own ways 
of rno\ing and thcir own solutions to the movunent 
tasks pmemed, The tmcher must be careful not to 
pass judpcnts regarding their m k c n t  r e s p o ~ b  
to the dddrcn, which results in limiting h e  possibIe 
movcmenr responses of the children. Singing out 
individual chi1dr.cn to show their moverncnrs co k c  
group may unconsiousiy cornmunicatc to childra 
that a particuiar type or' raponsc is desired. This is 
not to say that whatarcr movement response a child 
makcs is appropriate. As the teacher circulates among 
thc children, additional questions and s u ~ e s a o n s  
may 'bc nccdcd to keep thc chiidrcn on task. Thc 
tc~chcr must learn to accomplish this in a wav &at 
c n c o u q s  thc individual creative. responses of &A- 
drcn; Table 6-2 s d c s  che steps in developing 
movrmcnt chdcn_ees witf: an csmplc $or developing 
t h ~  COllCCpC O ~ L X ~ M ~  ~ O ~ C C .  

DEVELOPISG CRE,Am?ITY 

Every human being can bc crcaavc. Howew~cr. %if-. 
confidcncc is required bctbrc a chiid cm bc c ~ u ~ \ - c .  
mci thc cnvironmcnt must bc one in which crcxivc 
solutions to chdcnges arc cncoura~cd. Crativiy 
t&cs time, m a  amplc time must be providcd if cre- 
anti\.& thinking is to take place. 

E v q  phys~cal cduution experience should cn- 
courage crudviry. O h  c r u a v q  is thought to be 
a part of only the dancc'ctpcricncc. Dancc does pro- 
viac che opportunity for the child ro a p m  idas  
h u s h  movement. Howcvcr, 311 physical education 
should rcquirc crcaave thinkins. whcthcr ~t bc crc- 
atin0 a pmnasuc routine. determining a group saat- 

? 
egy m a p n e ,  or deciding how to ounnr an op- 
ponent in soccer. 

In dmeiopmg crrarive idas a person moves 
through smcral steps. The first sGp ~nvolves' beins 
interested in somding. Durins this intensst phase 
the children seek as much informadon as possible. 
What are t!!c facts? U'hat are chc p m e r c n ?  Once 
the intormation is pthcxed. thc children apcrirncnt 
with possible solutions to chr challenge until t!q 
find one thcy cspcciall!. likc. This solution may thcn 
be dmcloped h&cr. Thc children have then mched 
the sage where they wish to share their creation with 
others. .it this point somc evaluation by the _ p u p  
m y  rake place, with the teacher cncoun_@ng che 
children to tcil what they likcd about &: ideas ex- 
prcS.seul. 

Crudvicy can only bappcn in an an-ironmcnt 
conducive to creative ihinking. The ~rchc r  must bc 
the rnodcl for such bchavior by doing the tbllowing: 

E n c o u w  thc childrcn to dn.clop their own 
idas 



Demonstrate rhcy v i u c  arw ideas 
Givc rcassurancc rc; ckiidrcn engaging in the cre- 

aavc process 
Havc r rsou~cs  ~vailable tiat cncour9i. the dzil- . 

drcn's icarcn for ides  

A number of different tcxhing styles may be uscd 
in &c tcacfiing of physicd education. That styles 
invoIve varying d c g c a  of teacher and child decision 
trdcing. The command s ~ i e  is the most tt;i&er ccn- 
tc:4 witfi the tcacfier making hc decisions of whac, 
how, and when cmain skills or conccpa lamed In 
chc task sryic the teachcr decides how and what will 
bc lcamed, but cfic children also have somc dcdsion 
making in se!ecring the w k  or the Id at which they 

i work on tfie learning task Guided discovvy udlizts 
an approach in which thc tuchcr guides the srudcnts 
&mu& a s a i a  of activities leading to their discovery 
cf rhe correct soluaon to the movement nslc Prob- 
h solving and exploration ye much more child 

I c a t ~ d ,  as the lcaming ailows rhc children to make 
rrlorc dccisions rrgarding their movement responxs. 
Iri p'obicm soiving tfic tcachcr imposa certain pa- 
r a i i c t s  such as the locorntor movcmcnts, space, and 
q-dues  of movement conccpa co be uxd Move- 
mcnt W c n g c s  in the ucplorarion method arc gcn- 
e d .  with a minimum of pidance by the tuck. 

Each style has value for leaming in physical cd- 
cation Not all ciddrcn learn best by thc s a c  stylc. 
SCEXE material may be bcrcer aught by one style dmi 
mother. The time avaiiabic for !&g md the ds- 
s t r u i  outcomes ako dFcct &c sclccdon of tuching 
SF>. The reacher m u t  dercmnine the relacionship 
I.--, -,.vcm . what is to Sc Icamcd and thc process of 
fc-?zing in scl&g tfic best teaching style for thc 
slrmion. 

Devcloping movcmcnt &denp is an i m p o m t  
p-A of chiidccnccrcd mahods. Thcx must be are-  
f i i y  planned. Steps in planning indude idcn-g 
w5at is to be learned and what outcoma. arc to be 
sought, xlccring the a e t i c s ,  and dcvcloping qucs- 
CGN to help children stay on task and to &I-$ tfie 
rnovcmcnt task. 

T- cnsurJgc  risk caking in probiem soivtng 
E n r o ~ ~ g c  noncradxlonai use of rhc bciy L.: 

~ ! ~ J ~ C I S  

.&K questions chat rcquirc thinking 
Xci icave creativity to chance 

Crcszivity, tile highest l ~ d  of lcaming, jk?ii> 
be mc~uragcd in dl aspects of physical cduaaon. 
Crcatrvc responses will bc thc mult  in an cnviron- 
mcnt that cncounges thtnking and the developma;: 
of one's own movement ideas. 
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'Australia's National Curriculum Project: Recent 
Developments in Health and Physical Education' 

Introduction 
This paper has changed repeatedly since the abstract was first penned for this paper in March of 
this year (1993). At that time, the National Curriculum Project was proceeding at full steam 
and, despite a number of widely reported criticisms of one or two curriculum areas (see the 
'The Australian, for example July 14, p 14), the federally sponsored reforms were expected to 
be released for adoption by the states in late July of this year and introduced in schools in 1994. 

For those of you who have had access to Australia's print media in recent months, you would 
be aware that this project has now been abandoned following the rejection of the concept by a 
majority of state governments, who have the responsibility for Education under the Australian 
constitution. However, the Federal Government have the political will and the economic might 
to ensure that this project can resurface at a political opportune moment. Thus, interest in the 
project is likely to be sustained in the medium term for political and pedagogic reasons. 

Despite the inability of all of the states to agree on the introduction of the National Curriculum, 
several of them have indicated that they will be using some of the materials that were developed 
through the National Curriculum project. This paper reports on the development of Australia's 
National Curriculum project and on what has occurred in Health and Physical Education 
Curriculum as part of this innovation. 

In the beginning ... 
One of the perennial education questions is 'what should schools teach?' Historically, answers 
to this question in Australia have been generated at the state level by a Department or Ministry 
of Education. While there have been some similarities in the response to this question from one 
state to another the states have, at a political level they operated autonomously. There has, 
however, been substantial copying and 'borrowing' of material at a bureaucratic level and 
between professional organisations. A good example of this, is the South Australian produced 
curriculum package 'Daily PE Program' (1982) which was championed by ACHPER. 

During a meeting of the state and territory Ministers for Education in 1989, a meeting of the 
Australian Education Council (or AEC), it was agreed that there was a need for the 
development of national system of education. This agreement has become known as the 
'Hobart Declaration' and the 'National Collaborative Curriculum Project' commenced. There 
were a number of reasons publicly proffered for this significant reform at this time, including, 



the development of greater consistency and transferability of education across Australia and the 
development of national standards. It was also clear that this would also provide a vehicle for 
making comparisons between the states, thus providing greater accountability, and that it would 
reduce the states grip on education. 

In 1990, the Ministers and their Director-Generals of Education agreed on ten national goals for 
schooling, and on the development of a national framework based on the following eight 'key 
learning areas' : 

The Arts English 
Health LOTE 
Mathematics Technology 
Science Studies of Society and Environment 

It was also announced that these areas would be developed across four bands of schooling; 
Bands A and B - corresponding with current primary school years; 
Band C - compulsory secondary school years; and, 
Band D - post-compulsory secondary school years. 

The Health area, it was reported, was to include physical education, sport, personal 
development and human relations education. 

Strategies for the development of the curriculum 'statements' for each of the key learning areas 
were developed in 1991 and design teams were appointed to the various areas by 1992. A 
consultative process, based on a corporate managerial model, was put into place for the 
development of each area (AEC, 1992 a). 

The National S ta tement  on Heal th  
In November 1992, a draft statement for the 'Health' area was released for general distribution 
(AEC, 1992b). This document contained; a rationale for the inclusion of Health in schooling, a 
list of outcomes that could be achieved through the Health area, and a proposed conceptual 
framework. 

The following list of outcomes were listed in this initial statement (AEC, 1992, p.8); 
"The Health curriculum provides students with learning experiences which enable 
them to: 

- develop knowledge, skill, values and processes to care for themselves and others 
and to take an active role in managing life circumstances; 

- develop an understanding of how people grow, develop and function effectively 
and an awareness of how biological, physical, cultural, political, interpersonal, 
economic and spiritual environments impact on well being; 

- have fun and enjoy themselves through participation in physical activity, acquire 
knowledge about physical activity and develop confidence and competence in the 
acquisition of movement skills that will enhance participation in a wide variety of 
activities; 



- extend their awareness of the implications of inequities in health status, access to 
care and resources and develop an understanding of the process necessary for 
individual and community action to redress disadvantage and inequity 

- develop a sense of their own and others worth, dignity and rights as individuals 
and as members of various groups; 

- acquire and extend the knowledge, skill and strategies necessary for effective 
communication, interpretation of information, appropriate action and evaluation of 
experiences; and 

- extend their understanding and appreciation of the social, cultural and physical 
impacts of the use of natural resources on the well being of current and future 
generations." 

These objectives, according to the draft document, were to be pursued through the development 
and implementation of programmes based on the following three conceptual strands: 

Strand 1 - Human Functioning; 
Strand 2 - Community Environments and Health; and, 
Strand 3 - Communication, Investigation and Application. 

The document indicated that Strand 3 was a 'process' stand which was to be developed through 
the other two 'content' strands. The content strands were then described in some detail and this 
discussion included suggestions regarding how the strands could be developed over each of the 
four bands of schooling. The content or 'components' of these two strands were listed as 
follows: 

Strand 1 - Human Functioning Strand 2 - Communitv 
Environment and Health 

Patterns of growth and 
development 

Consumer and community 

Movement and participation Environmental interaction 

People and food Community Practices 

States of Health Health of populations 

Identity 

Interaction, relationships 
and groups 

Challenge, risk and safety 

The Queensland Response 
The AEC's 'National Statement on Health' document was widely circulated and written 
responses actively sought. In addition, a number of meetings were scheduled in each capital 
city, and the various Departments or Ministries of Education coordinated a prepared a state 



response. 

The Queensland response was generally very supportive of the national 'Health' statement but 
it questioned a number of specific points. For example, it reported that there was much concern 
within Queensland regarding the naming of the area 'Health' and a number of alternative 
suggestions were made, including, "Health and Physical Education", "Health and Physical 
Activity" and "Health and Human Movement". In all fourteen substantive recommendations 
were submitted (Dept of Educ, 1992, pp 30-3 1). 

The Senate I n q u i r y  i n t o  Physical  and Sport Education 
In addition to obtaining feedback from school systems, and other interested parties, the 
construction of a national curriculum has been informed by a number of wider developments in 
Australia over the last three years. These were identified by the AEC, and no doubt drawn to 
the attention of the various writing teams that were assigned to reconstruct the various areas of 
curriculum. The Ebbeck (1990), Finn (1991) and Carrnichael(1992) reports, for example, each 
had major implications for those contemplating the redevelopment, restructuring and 
management of schooling. Similarly, the competency debate that was initiated by NBEET in 
199 1 (National Training Board, 199 1) has and will continue to have far reaching affects on the 
education system . 

With regard to the 'Health' learning area, there have been a number of developments that have 
paralleled the national curriculum project, including, a Senate inquiry into Physical and Sport 
Education. While the group that were selected to prepare the draft 'Health' statement chose not 
to examine the current status of physical education in Australian schools, this was one of the 
major objectives of the senate inquiry. The senate inquiry's report contained a number of 
recommendations for the 'Health' writing team (Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, p xvi): 

"Recommendation 1: That the National Statement on Health be renamed the National 
Education Statement on Health and Physical Education and that any subsequent 
documents reflect this more appropriate title. 

Recommendation 2: That the National Education Statement on Health and Physical 
Education be reconsidered to ensure full recognition for physical education as a 
national priority by identifying it as a separate strand. 

Recommendation 3: That, before the National Education Statement on Health and 
Physical Education and associated Profiles are finalised, wider and better 
consultation take place, and that this consultation allow sufficient time for considered 
response. 

Recommendation 4: That the National Education Statement on Health and Physical 
Education and Profiles be written to produce structured and comprehensive physical 
education programmes for implementation in both primary and secondary schools. 

Recommendation 15: That the Australian Education Council establish appropriate 
mechanisms to ensure States and Territories implement the National Education 
Statement on Health and Physical Education in a consistent and timely manner. 

Recommendation 28: That a minimum weekly time allocation for physical education, 
particularly in primary schools, be included in the National Education Statement on 
Health and Physical Education." 



1 I The Health and Physical Education Profile 
Following the release of the 'National Statements' in 1992, the next stage of the AEC's 
national curriculum project was the development of a 'profile' for each of the learning areas. 
The profiles were intended to provide an indication of what learning experiences students 
would typically progress through based on the previously released 'statements'. 

The 'Health' profile was distributed in March 1993 and a number of changes to previously 
distributed 'statement' were evident, including, the renaming of the area to 'Health and 
Physical Education'. Essentially, the profile is divided into three main parts; 'level statements', 
'overview of outcome statements' and 'outcome statements and pointers' (AEC, 1993). 

I Level Statements 
1 I 

I The 'Health' statement that had been distributed in November 1992 identified two content 
I strands. In the profile document, these two strands have also undergone a name change and 
I 
I they are referred to as: 
I 
I Strand 1 - Human Functioning and Physical Activity' and 
I Strand 2 - Community Structures and Practices' 
I 
I (previously 'Human Functioning' and 'Community Environment and Health'). The Level 
I Statements provide an overview of what could be achieved in each of these two content areas. 
I 
I However, rather than pursue the concept of 'four bands', A,B, C and D which was contained 
I 
I in the initial statement) or the 12 years of schooling (current sum of primary and high school 
I years) the authors have developed the two content strands on the basis of eight levels (1 to 8). 

Overview of Outcome Statements 
In addition to identifying two content strands, the initial statement also indicated a number of 
'components' (areas of content) that would exist in each strand (these were listed earlier). In the 
profile document, these components are developed on the basis of the eight levels that were 
identified in the Level Statements. For each component and for each level a brief statement of 
purpose is provided in the form a behavioural objective. This exposes the mechanistic 
positivist approach that had driven the process. 

Outcome Statements and Pointers 
This section provides an extension of the 'Overview of Outcome Statements' by suggesting 
learning activities and or experiences for each of the objectives that had been identified in the 
previous section. The introduction to the profile stresses that these experiences are suggested 
examples only and that the lists were not intended to be an exhaustive nor prescriptive. Schools 
will need to determine this in light of their practice. 

The response to the profile has been mixed. Many teachers have expressed concern about the 
choice of the eight levels rather than using an existing framework. However, it has been 
recognised that this is an advantage as it will allow schools greater flexibility as it does not 
impose a requirement for a particular year. Furthermore, this arrangement legitimates the reality 
of students working at different levels in different areas of content. 

There has also been criticism that there has been insufficient consultation (see Senate Inquiry 
into Physical and Sport Education) in the develpment of the profile and that the time between 



the release of the 'statement' and the 'profile' was too brief. However, it should be noted that 
the 'National Health and Physical Education Profile' was also distributed as a draft version and 
that it also is part of the consultative process. A subsequent draft will be developed by the 
writing team in early June (1993) based on the responses they have received about the 
statement and the profile document. Furthermore, the draft profile will also be subject to 
refinement and further modification following its trialling in schools. 

A major criticism of the documents has been the apparent reduction of emphasis in physical 
activity and there has been a suggestion that an additional strand dealing with physical activity 
and human movement should be added to the current two content strands. However, this is 
really a question of interpretation and the comments may be saying something about the current 
context of physical education in schools and current teaching strategies. 

Several educators (including Taggart, 1993) have been critical of this suggestion for a separate 
physical education or human movement strand on the basis that it perpetuates an inappropriate 
divide between Health and Physical Education. 

Recent Developments 
There were two interrelated components in the development of the national curriculum for the 
Health and Physical Education learning area; the development of a national statement and the 
preparation of a national profile. The documents discussed thus far were draft versions only. 
The second draft of the national statement and the national profile was completed in June this 
year and it was due to be circulated in July. However, the rejection of this concept by a 
majority of states' has interrupted this process. 

A limited number of the profiles have been circulated formally and "informally" and this 
document contains, as was anticipated, a number of revisions. However, it is not clear which 
of these changes were the result of political pressures and which of these changes were logical 
outcomes of the consultative process. 

The most obvious change to the initial profile document (AEC, 1993) has been the 
modifications to the areas of content and the way they have been reconstructed. The two 
conceptual content strands have been maintained but there are now seven areas of content 
which have been referred to as strands. The seven strands are as follows: 

Human development 
Human movement 
Physical activity and the community 
People and food 
Health of individuals and populations 
Safety 
Human relations 

Thus far we have not received any formal indication from the various Departments of Education 
regarding its use of the National Curriculum material following the project's demise. However, 
as Queensland was one of the states which maintained its support for the project, it is believed 



7 that they will be proceeding to implementation phase with the Health and Physical Education 
profile. At this point few details are available. 

Analysis and Conclusion 
It is clear that the development of a National Curriculum was always going to be highly 
contested process. This not a new phenomenon. The history of Health and Physical Education 
curriculum development can be characterised by a continuous centrifugal and centripetal 
gathering and redistribution of materials and practices. The "Daily PE Programme" that was 
referred to earlier, was produced by the Physical Education advisory branch of the South 
Australian Education Department. It borrowed in a centripetal process, from the work of 
educators in a number of schools. This was then adopted by the national group ACHPER and 
centrifugally 'spun out' to other states and regions. After more than a decade of use and despite 

I criticism by some educators (see for example Tinning, 1987 or Kirk, 1990) the programme can 
be found in a great number of primary schools. At what level this programme has been 
implemented, however, is open to conjecture. 

The Health and Physical Education curriculum that has been developed for the National 
Curriculum project in some ways mirrors ACHPER's attempts to establish minimum national 
standards for content and teaching practices. Similar centrifugal and centripetal processes are 
being utilised. The fundamental difference between this and ACHPER's attempts stems from 
the ethical values that drive the process. There is a clear distinction between the ethical approach 
adopted by ACHPER, which claimed its legitimacy from the free association of HPE 
professionals and those of the AEC.. The ethics of the AEC, as the corporate 'miner', relies for 
its legitimacy upon the political power of the state and its monopoly position in the process of 
schooling. The comrnunitarian ethics of organisations like ACHPER may have provided the 
driving force and thereby conferred legitimacy for previous attempts at curriculum 
reconstruction; this was essentially, a democratic process. It remains to be seen whether the 
AEC product will attract the same levels of respect. 

Notes 
1. This paper was presented at the 36th ICHPER World Congress held in Yokohama, Japan, 

August 18-22, 1993. Parts of this paper draw on the work I have been completing as part of 
my PhD project at Deakin University. Some of this discussion was included in a paper titled 
'The National Curriculum Project: What's happening in the Health and Physical Education 
area?' which was published in ACHPER ACTION Winter, 1993. 
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'Statements' and 'Profiles' have been developed for all of the identified 
key leaarning areas, including, Health and Physical Education. The 
Health and Physical Education statement and profile were finalised in 
1994 and they since been distributed by the Curriculum Corporation. 

At this stage (January 1996), there has been no formal response from 
the Queensland State Government about the status of these 
documents or about Queensland's intended level of compliance. 
However, there have a been a number of schools in Queensland 
trialling their use (at the request of staff in the Departments Health 
and Physical Education policy unit. Informal reports about these trials 
have been very positive. I would expect that Queensland will embrace 
the National Profiles and Statements for Health and Physical 
Education and that a new cumculum document based on these 
documents and the trials will result. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

with planning, children with disabilities, regardless of the 
type and extent, successfully participate in AUSSIE SPORTS 
with no physical or emotional harm to themselves or others. 
In many cases, little change is required in the teaching 
approach, presentation or  session content. It is important to 
remembci that the principles of teaching and coaching 
remain the same, regardless of whether a child is able- 
bodied or disabled. 

Children using aids to mobility, in particular wheelchairs, 
may need some help in the form of modified equipment. 
For example, in bat and ball games they may find that they 
are more successful with a larger ball and a smaller and 
lighter bat. This will enable them to be involved without 
risk of injury or embarrassment. 

Also, some modification in k l e s  may be required to take 
account of their natural energy but possibly limited attention 
span. For instance, allowing them to catch a ball after two 
bounces rather than one, or requiring them to 'run' for only 
half the distance. It may also be necessary to scale down 
the playing area, in order to increase the amount of activity 
in the time available. All of these modifications will also 
assist able-bodied children with coordination difficulties. 

Activities that require children to be out of their wheel- 
chairs, if they are able, or even just seated in a different 
position, are of great benefit. Remember that children with 
disabilities, like able-bodied children, will rarely attempt any 
activity that is likely to cause them physical harm, so be 
guided by them. Generally, not enough is expected - 
physically, emotionally or socially - of children with disa- 
bilities. Don't make unnecessary aIlowances or lower your 
standards. If in doubt about an activity, ask the child. 

.. . 

Remember that progression is not measured solely by the 
degree of difficulty of an activity but also by the improve- 
ment in a child's response, skill level, degree of participa- 
tion and display of enjoyment. 

AUSSIE SPORTS - with its emphasis on participation, skill 
development and enjoyment in a variety of modified sports 
for all - lends itself readily to the process of integration. 

The principles of teaching 
and coaching remain the 
same, regardless of 
rvi~ether a child is 
able-bodied or disabled. 

Generally, not enough is 
expected - physically, 
emotionally or socially - 
of children wC.4 
disa bilities. 



General Considerations 

Medical 

A number of children with disabili- 
ties will be on regular medication. 
This is a normal part of their lives, 
and they are all monitored by their 
doctors and parents. Make yourself 
familiar with the child's medication 
procedure, but remember that the 
administration of medicine is not 
your responsibility. It is important 
that children be allowed the 

. . 'dignity of risk': that is, while you 
should be aware of a child's 
specific medical requirements, you 

If is hporfanf that should not dwell on these to the 

be the extent that levels of participation 
are restricted because of unrealistic 

'dignity of risk' . . . fears. 

Medication 

Some children who exhibit a 
pattern of fidgety, restless and 
distractive behaviour, and who 
have been diagnosed as hyper~c- 
tive, are prescribed sedatives to 
correct this over-activity. The 
desired effect of the medication is 

. . . .  ..... :. -. :... . an enhancement of attention span 
. . . 

4 ..-+- C' '. , 
$iiz:... :.I , - . 

and concentration, and a reduc- 
g:;e2$;.,, ::::.:- tion in motor activity. If side- ... "-.'%.; .- - ~ g - ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ . ~ : , ~  -. effects occur, they can result in 
&&$+..;;. . .. 
$;-Pi+ F : ?..-. >.:. 

excessive suppression of motor 
yg.g;'ii.>.. ., -.,. 
.:;+?-;,<:: - . : activity, sedation and, occasion- 

. - &&~=32y;;:.c. . - . .. 

Placing in the lateral recovery position 

ally, quite noticeable depression.. 
Some children with an intellectual 
disability, brain damage and 
severe behaviour disorder are 
prescribed tranquilizers to help 
with self-control. 

Epilepsy 

Children with epilepsy can partici- 
pate fully in AUSSIE SPORTS. 
Seizures may be a fact of life for 
these children even when they are 
under medical supervision and 
control (see C-6 for more 
information). 

If a seizure occurs, the following 
steps should be taken: 

N o  restraints should be applied 
and the seizure should be 
allowed to take its course. 

At the onset of a seizure, the 
environnlent should be made 
safe by removal of all obstacles, 
thereby minimising the risk of 
injury. 

* As soon as possible, place the 
child in the lateral recovery 
position (see box at left). This 
keeps the tongue out of the 
way, maintains an open airway 
and allows free drainage of 
secretions and vomit. 

---= 
Once the seizure has stopped, 
ensure that the tongue is not 
blocking the airway. Keep the 
child in the lateral recovery 
position until fully recovered. 
Make sure the child is war6 
and comforted, and send 
someone for assistance. 

- If a seizure occurs in water, 
stand at the head of the child, 
ensure the child is floating on 
its back, give support under the 
armpits and rest the head in 
your forearms. This allows for 
freedom of movement yet keeps 
the child's head in a safe posi- 
tion out of !the water. 

- ~ o l l o w h g  the seizure, the child 
may need to rest, as such an 
incident can be physically and 
emotionally debilitating. 



Heart conditions are the most 
limiting of all debilities as regards 
participation in sporting activities. 
Children with them tire readily and 
require frequent rest periods. Such 
children should be encouraged to 
participate at a b e l  cornmensu- 
rate with their capacity. Many chil- 
dren with Down's Syndrome have 
a heart abnormality (see D-6). 

Bo we1 and bladder 

Some children have bowel and 
bladder control problems. This is 
particularly so among children with 
physical disabilities such as cere- 
bral palsy (see C-5), spina bifida 
(see C-8), congenital deformities of 
the internal organs, and traumatic 
paraplegia or quadriplegia. 
Children may have colostomy and 
ileostomy bags and therefore 
require extra help, especially when 
changing for swimming. Devise a 
management plan to deal with such 
instances, e.g. take an adult with 
you who is free to assist the child 
with changing, and allow extra time 
for this purpose. 

The foregoing list attempts to 
address the most common 
medical problems encountered in 
working with children with disa- 
bilities. It is by no means exhaus- 
tive. People working with children 
with disabilities should complete a 
first aid course. 

~ i d s ' a n d  equipment 

Appropriately selected aids nlay 
provide greater independence. 
and increased skill efficiency and 
mobility. They need to be readily 
available and in good working 
order (see Section B for further 
details). This is of particular 
importance if a wheelchair is a 
child's means of mobility (see 
B-26 for more information). 

Gross and fine motor control 

Children with damage to the 
motor area of the brain may have 
diiiculty with gross andlor fine 
motor control, and may also have 
problems with visual perception. 
These children find it difficult if 

not impossible to hold or grasp 
objects, and this will often require 
you to improvise equipment (see 
B-24). Such children are 
frequently poor at any activity 
involving completion of a 
sequence of prescribed move- 
ments. These factors need to be 
considered when planning a 
program (see Section B). 

Behaviour management 

Management of behaviour is basic 
to the cunculum. Much unaccept- 
able behaviour is controlled if the 
curriculum is suitable and satis- 
fying to the child's needs. 
Expectation levels are critical to 
the level of performance. Children 
with disabilities can, and do, 
exhibit a .wide range of ineffective 
behaviours. Generally, it is 
tempting to over-protect and 
make allpwances for children with 
disabilities. It is also tempting to 
underestimate children's abilities, 
by dwelling on what they cannot 
do, rather than on what they can 
do. Take the positive approach 
that they can and will accom- 
plish the task. Keep in mind that 
active children are interested, 
happy and well-behaved. 

Integration is being achieved in 
the community, so it is important 
to adopt a firm, positive but 
realistic approach, in order to 
increase the number of children 
with a disability participating in 
school and club sports groups 
(see Section E for further 
information). 

Take a positive approach 
that children can and will 
accomplish the task 

Focus on enjoyment and 
on what the child with the 
disability can do . . . 



~od'i'fication of activities 

For most sports represented in the 
A USSIE SPORE Activities Manual, 
modified versions appropriate for 
children have been developed. 
These are, more often than not, 
suitable also for children with a 
physical and/or intellectual disa- 
bility. Also, they lend themselves 
to further modification. The 
following suggesrions may be 
helpful: 

Scale down the playing area 
even further, but try to retain 
[he proportions given. 

Whenever possible, if the 
equipment suggested is unsuit- 
able, replace it with equipment 
modified for the specific phys- 
ical capabiliries of the child (see 
B-24). - Reduce the number of rules 
where necessary, or design and 
introduce your own modified 
rules and controls. 

Allon! the children to make their 
on:n rnodif'ications to the rules 
- they are often more in tune 
with their needs than are 
teachers or coaches. - Reduce the playing time. 

Regularly rotate the children 
through various plq9ing 
positions. 

Ensure the safety and control of 
all children at all times. - I'hysically assist the child 
through the skill or activity. 

- 
Parent and community involvement 

One of the key elements of tile AUSSIE SPORTS program is the 
support of parents and other interested community groups. Parents 
have an important responsibility to encourage their children, whether 
disabled or able-bodied, to 'give sport a go'. Local sports clubs share 
this responsibility to give all children the opportunity to participate in 
enjoyable sport. Community organisations such as service groups can 
be instrumental in improving sport for children with a disability b), 
providing financial and/or service support to schools and sports 
clubs. 

Both the presence of spectators and the opportunity to play ~ l i th  
more able children may have a positive effect on children with disa- 
bilities. They may improve their skills and performance through 
observation and copying. The presence of others can help to raise 
stress-tolerance levels and improve their ability to socialise. 

Encourage parent and community involvement in your prQgrarn. 

Teach ba~jcskills separately to 
ensure positivc ouico~ncs, enjoy- 
ment and succcss. 
Break skills dowm into small 
manageable steps (see IM). 
Use other students as models 
(see B-8). 

The following precepts and  senti- 
ments* should be fostered: 

encouragement to learn 
conipetence 

- praise to learn appreciation 

fairness to learn justice 
Emphasis on ability 

security to learn faith in others 

At all times the emphasis must bc 
on the ability of the child. Focus 
on enjoyment and on what the 
child with the disability can do 
rather than on  what that child 
cannot do. Children with a disa- 
bility are entitled to be treated as 
individuals with personal needs, 
abilities and goals. The goals must 
be carefully set, s o  that they are 
achievable and accompanied by 
positive reinforcemcnt. 

approval and acceptance to 
learn positive self-esteem - 
friendships to learn social skills 

tolerance to learn patience. 

From: P/~.)tsicnl Disabilify: a R e f m ~ c e  for 
Sci>tmic. N.S.\V7. Educztion Depanmenr. 
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PHYSICAL DISABILITY 

Only the mo3r common of the many types o f  ph>.sical disal3ility encountered 21-e co\-ered in 
this section. Keirher are specific disabilities descril>ed in detail: such infornlation is I3est 
obtained from the chilcl's parents. cloctor o i -  suppo1-t staff. Rather. this manual addresses 
particular conside~irions th;tt nccd ro I,c takcn i l l t o  account \\-hen designing :In -4L-SSIE 
SI'OKTS progriim. 

Children \\-it11 ph!-sical clisal~ilitics Inay 1-:1nge fro111 1301-clerline to profo i~nd in [heir disability. 
Tllere are children n-ho ha\-e a minimal motol- d\-sfcinction (clumsy children) i ~ n d  ot1le1-s 
cvl~o  are classified as  p:~r:~plegic or- cli~:idraplegic. Although many of the activities si~ggested 
in this and othel- sections are applical>le. these nrc;is of disabilin- are  not specificall\- 
covel-ed in this m;lnual. 

M;tny cllildren n.ith more se\:ere ph!sical dis:il>iliries have in&\-idc~;il physiothe~ip\-  2nd 
occupational thenp!- prog~-:ilu.s. .I'c:~chers :~nd  co:iches should consirlt n-ith the 11ct:ilrh 
professionals and \\.it11 pill-cnts to  m:isimise the I>enefit for each child. 

AFJPUTEE In:ln!. child :impiltccs \\rill I x .  a ldc tell yo11 ho\v :~cri\.iries rnighr Ix- 
t o  p : l~~ i~ i~ l : l t c  in :ill I-cpillar activi- mtxlifictl ro Iwsr u i r  rhcir 
tic.s \vi[li ~ c \ Y -  it '  :III!.. riicxIific.:i- :~l>ilitics 

1)clxndinp o n  their amputation. tion..;. X-lost chilclr-en \\.ill I,e al,le t o  

Specific considerations 

If :I cllilcl is a recent :~rnl;utee, you 
may find a n  inirial reluctance t o  
particip:tte. d u e  to thr  child's self- 
con.wiousncss. l'ou \\-ill also need 
to  consider the '\\.c:rr :lncl tc:~r' o n  
rhe child's s tump. 7'111s ~ r t~~ icu l ; l r l y  
applies t o  leg ampuwzl;. In the 
el-ent o f  c.onst;inr irrir:~rions. you 
mils need t o  1 1 s ~  one ol'thc 
\.:rrious gcl-rypc. \:~l>st:~nr.es ;tv:~il- 
;tl>le r o  wc!uc.c rhe f'r.iirion on  and  
:~roi~ricl rlie ir.rii:trctI :ir~-:i. 

13e prcp:rrccl t o  modif!- .iliills to 
:tccommtxl:~rc incli\.iclu:tl .irrt.ngrhs 
in relation t o  srar~inp. s~ol>ping. 
r\visring :lnd 1111-ninp I>!- Io\\.er 
lin-rl-, amputees.  For :I child \i.ith 
o n e  :11-1ii. c;rtcIiin~ is Ixsr clone hy 
trapping a n d  turning rhe li;incl, t o  
Ix~lance thc  1x111. 

Consider the  child's ~txr-ring 
Ixllance and tr:lnsfer~)i \\.eight 
during Inovement. Take a r e  t o  
ensure that Imth sides and the 
upper  and  loner pans of the 
I > d y  a re  developed in halance 
\vith o n e  another. Ensure ;I '\vhole 
Ixxly' approach.  as  muscle irnhal- 
:mce ri~alics rhc cliiltl more 
s u ~ c ~ ~ i l ~ l c  t o  i n j i~n .  



EXERCISE-INDUCED 
ASTHMA 
An asthmatic child n-ill. from time 
to time, suffer an attack of exer- 
cise-induced astl!ma (EIA) either 
during or after exercise. In such 
an attack, the muscle in the air 
passages tightens and the airways 
are narron-ed. jusr as [hey are 
during other art:~ck.s o f  :~sthma. 
Breathing in and out Ixcomes 
difficult, sonie air is rr:\pped in the 
lungs and the osypen level in the 
bloocl is lo\vcr t11;1n normal. 

Specific considerations 

EIA cxn often be pre\.entecl, or at 
least nx~rkeclly reduced. if the 
child inhales a 131-onchoclilator 
(puffer). To be cftecti~.tt. the 
inhaler (puffer) milst Ile i~secl 
before exercise Iwgin?;. (Alwut 3 
5 minutes kforehand is ideal.) 
The child should use pre-exercise 
medication if eser.c.ise regirl:~rly 
cxuses asthma. .\l:tkc sure the 
child brings a hrc~ncl~oclilator 
aerosol (puffer) to [lie session and 
is not eml>arrassccl to use it if an 
attack is felt to Ix imminent. 

If a chiid 11:ls :In olxious \vhecze. 
in spite of prernedicarion, exercise 
will lx hazariloirs xnd should Ix- 
avoided. A recent cold or sore.-. 
thro):it. or a recent :tsthnia attack. 
increases the risk of EIA. 

A warm-up before exercise is 
useful in preventing EIA. 
Encourage children to breathe 
through their noses when exer- 
cising. A 30-second sprint, 6-7 . 

times in the half hour lxfore 
starting, may enable sustained 
exercise to be performed without 
EIA. Remember that all AUSSIE 
SPORTS sessions should 
commence with a warm-up for all 
children (see B-12). 

A warm-up before 
exercise is useful in 
preventing exercise- 
induced asthma 

Asthma does not necessarily occur 
d tc r  all forms of exercise. 
Intermittent fomis of exercise are 
not likely to provoke EIA. Many 
children can play doul>les at 
tennis without provoking ETA, but 
get severe EIA when they ch:~nge 
to singles or  g o  onto the sqi~ash 
court. Rest pericds neecl to 1 3 t  

I>uilt into each session. 

Sometimes a scarf o r  mask over 
the nose and mouth on  a very dry 
or cold day may help prevent EIA. 
Exercising in cold temperatures 
can Ix a significant t r iger  for 
asthma. If a child is particularly 
allergic to grass pollens, it would 
be wise to avoid play in grassy 
areas. 

Sl~ould a child develop asthma, 
stop the activity and follow the 
child's treawnent procedure. A hot 
sho\\~er, in which a child can 
I>re:~tlie 1110ist. \yarn air, will help 
if \vheezing commences. Drinking 
warn1 water has the same effect 
for some children. Breathing 
warm, moist air as occurs in swim- 
ming in a heated pool may be 
beneficial. 

Avoid stopping any . 

exercise abruptly; follow 
the usual cooling-down 
procedures 

Swimming is a very good exercise; 
however, avoid having children 
swim in cold pools. Some children 
may be affected by treated water 
in swimming pools. Breath- 
holding activities. such as 
retrieving objects at the bottom of 
the pool. sl~ould be avoided. 

In athletics, distance and cross- 
countly n~nning may be 
haz~rdous. Ball sports, gynlnastics 
and trampolining are appropriate 
activities Ixc~uce  of their intermit- 
tent nature and good social 
intenction. 

Avoid stopping any exercise I 
abnrptly: folio\\- the usual cooling- j 
down pr<xedures (see I3-14). I 

There is no reason why a child 
with asthma cannot participate in : 
111ost sports. AS the child lxcomes i 

increasingly fit. the same level of 1 
exercise may cause less asthma. i 

I 

Many children with asthma view 
tIiemsel\~es neg~tively conlpared 
with their peers and develop lo\\< 
self-esteem. The ultimate goal 
should Ix integrating the.% chil- 
dren into the school AUSSIE 
SPORTS program. 



CEREBRAL PALSY 
Clinically, there are four major 
groups of cerebral p:~lsy, and 
within each group children can bc 
classified as having :I nlild, 
moderate or se\-ere disability. 
Some children c:rn \\-:~lk. while 
others musr use a n lieelchriir. 

Spastic is rile iiiosr c.oninion form 
of cerebral pals). 2nd one in 
\vhich the musclez ice! stiff. 

Athetoid is ch:~l-acrer-ised I,), 
contintlo~is nlo\.enlent of al.ms, 
legs, head, neck and tongue. as 
tile child attemprs ro maint.~' ' ~n i t  

normal posture. SLICII :I cllild may 
take up ai3nornial po5riires. 

Ataxic is c11ar:icteriseci 1,). a pool. 
sense of Ixilanre. so n-alking is 
difficult. 

Mixed type cerebral palsy is a 
combination of the :~l,o\,e- 
rnentionecl conditions 

Specific considerations 

Depending on rl~eir degree of 
disabiliry, some chilciren wit11 
ccrel,ral palsy require palnes th:~t 
have slo\ver responses. These 
games can be de\,isecl I,!. using 
larger, deflarcd Ixills: srnaller, 
lighter bats \vith thicker handles: 
aatiori;~r). o1,jects for striking; 
gross l~,oci>. mo\.eniciits and 
simple repc.titi\rc mo\-e~nents. For 
some, the playins r;:lrc.a needs to 
I>e reduced in size anti lighrer 
equipment pro\.icicci ( ice U-14). 

The mosr iiiiporla~~r ion~idcra~iori 
is to ei~sure rh:~t I I I L J K ! ~  rerision is 
neither too high nor roo lo\\>. 
Concentr.~te on i n ~ e n ~ c  tr;~iniiig 0 1 -  
a skill so that it bccnnies uncon- 
scious and 3irtoiii:1tic;1lI~ done. 
A~ti\~i[ies thst can i>e per-formed 
l~h i l e  sexed or standing \virh 
suppon are the mosr suitable. 

Among children with cerebral 
palsy, as with all children, the 
thought of a difficult task and the 
element of competit~on creates 
body tension. It is important not 
to put rhese children under any 
unduc pressure. ~ i i i l i  .is rccluiring 

them to pcrfol-m :I skill clilickl!. or 
under- compcriti\lc pressi~rc, :I- 

this esacerl,:~tcs the situ:~tion. 
Conccntratc on tcacl i in~ thciii ro 
rc,I:1s. 

The most importan! 
consideration is to 
ensure that muscle 
tension is neither too high 
nor too low 

Always allon. children enouyh 
tirlle to complete 3 1 1  acri\;it).. Some 
in;!)' rieetl to st:lrl e:lrlici- :!nci. 10 

1 contrnuc \villi rile snrnc task. \ \ . I ~ I I c .  ; 

othcrs \vho :lic2 in :in intcgl-arcci 
sct~ing i-cl,car 111c :~cri\,it! in a ! 
diflcrenr \\.a!. ?I.~ke effcctivc 1 1 s ~ ~  1 
01- prxise :inti csiiioclragcmciir. i r  ' 
~ o c s  a long \\ :I\ . '  

Ll:~ny chilclr-cii \\ 1111 ccre111-al p;~lh>. 
I~:i\,e :iciclition.ii disal~ilitics. hl:~n!. 
II:IVC IUI . I ICC~ c'!.cs. r few experi- 
ence a hearinp loss. some ha1.e 
speech and language disorders. 
sorne I l : a \ ~  epilepsy, and many 
have visual perception problems 
[hat make motor planning difficult. 
These need to 1,e taken into 
:~ccount \trlien orpanising the activ- 
itics to bc tnu~lit. 



/ EPILEPSY 
i The exact aluse of epilepsy is not 
i kno\vn; ho\vever. when a seizure 
i occurs the cliild is un:tble to 
1 control body rno\.enients. 

Specific considerations 

With children \vho 1m.e epilepsy. 
precautions sl~ould Ix taken in 
t\vo areas: clirnl,inp and s\vinl- 
ming. Clinihing ins!- ncecl t o  I X  
limited or I,annecl. \vhile s\virn- 
ming should I>c c.loscly su1x.r- 
\liwcl. Any child \vho li:ts zl 

seizure during s\vimr~iing should 
not return t o  the pcxd o n  that day. 

Kno\v \vho is epileptic. Sorile chil- 
dren \\fear :I helmet for safety. 

Always allow an epileptic child to 
stop before the stage fatigue. 
Pushing o n  through this p h ~ s e  can 
produce seizures. If seizures are 
going t o  happen tlie)r ;ire more 
likely to occur during the ctx)ling- 
down phase, rather than during 
the activity itself (see A-8 for \\.h:~t 
t o  do wlien a child is h:t\ling :I 

seizure). 

Avoid r;tl>idl y c.lianging :~cri\.ilics 
:~nd/or the c n ~ . i n ) n ~ n e n ~ .  

During water acti\.itics, such as 
antwing,  the  1xtson:il flot:~tion 
clevices used sliould Ix. of a type 
that keeps tlie child's I'lcc 1113 at all 
times. 

\ 
If unsurc, seek  mcdic:il :~ssist:incc. 
immediately. 

DIABETES 
Dialxtes mellirus is it disorder in 
\vliicli a lack of insulin prevents 
the Ixxly from I>uming the sugar 
glucose. its main fuel. 

Specific considerations 

A di;~lretic may require extra focxi 
I>cforc. during or  after regulr~r 
$1 re11 CIOUS eserci.se. H-.I\.~ a supply 
of sug:tr h:~ntly ;I[ 311 times. Be 
a\\rlrc that peer rclationsliips m;t!. 
sometimes IX affected if children 
ncecl t o  cat lollies during a 
.*ssion. 

Know if a chilcl is a controlled 
dblxtic.  Esercisc should not IX 
i~ndcrt:tkcn \\.hen dialxtic control 
is pcxx. as control usually deterio- 
fi~tcs fi~nlicr. 

lk :\\\:\re tli;~t the clialxtic regime 
is clem;~ncling ;tnd that children 
may Ix unclcr :I l o t  of pressure t o  
:~cliicvc. .gtx)cl' I > l o c ~ l  sug:lr Icvels. 
.They may sllo\v liustc~tion. anger 
and. in some cases, depressio Y .  
I'l~!.sicr~l :tctivi~y. p:~~'ticulrlrly if 11 1:; 

c.ompaiti\,c. nlay heighten these 
kclings. 

I f '  :I cliild is o\;crcscnccl and gocs 
inlo shock or  :I dialxtic cofn;), 
knc nv the cmcrgcncy procedcr res. 
\X7hiIe the child is i~i-Zhtxk, a 
ial>lct o r  ;>o>\vdcr nlay I>c pl;lccd 
i~ncler thc tongue. Any glucow 
\\.ill suffice. Ila\:c an  emergency 
s ~ I ~ ~ I B  o n  h:~ntl. 

In most instances. dialxtic cliil- 
dren will I x .  a l i e  to tell y o i ~  wlien 
they require rest t o  avoid o v ~ r e x -  
enion. Allo\v them sonic time out 
in a shaded place. 

Know what to do if tlie child goes 
into ;I dialxtic coma. An uncon- 
scious cliild should be placed in 
the lateral recovery position and  
ohserved until niedicd assistance 
arrives. Do  not give fluid o r  
tablets a s  these may cdu.se 
choking. 



HEARING 
DISABILITY 
Children who have hearing disa- 
bilities may be included in one of 
the follonling three categories: 
Mild hearing loss: these children 
usually rely on aided hearing and 
gain some help from lip-reading. 
Sound is often distoned for them. 

Moderate hearing loss: these chil- 
dren rely on lip reading, attentive 
listening and aided hearing. They 
may also rely on sign language as 
a communication medium. 

Severe and profound hearing loss: 
these children will depend greatly 
on visual and non-auditory cues, 
manual gestures and signs, as well 
as lip-reading and aided residual 
hearing. 

All children with a hearing disa- 
bility may experience balance 
problems and skill acquisition 
difficulties because of coinmunica- 
tion shortcomings. With all, the 
slower rate of learning most often 
occurs due to the conlmunication 
problem, NOT to a lack of ability 
or intelligence. 

Specific considerations 

I'ositioning IS \,itall Position chil- 
dren \vith a hearing disability near 
the front or side of the group. 
They should be aide ro sce y o u ,  
panicularly your f ~ c e .  to enal>lc 
them to lip-read. This means th;it 
they should not have to look into 
the sun. 

When speaking do not raise your 
voice, j"st speak naturally and 
clearly. Avoid exaggerated lip 
movements. Hand gestures and 
facial expressions help make the 
meaning clear, but remember to 
always keep your hands away 
from your mouth. 

Keep instructions short and 
simple. If they are not understood, 
rephrase them using different 
frequencies and words. Give all 
the necessary instructions before 
the activity has begun and, if 
possible, avoid background noise. 

Sign language is a visual-gestural language using distinct movements 
called 'signs', instead of spoken or written means called words. These 
movements include shapes made with the hands and arms, eye and facial 
expressions, and head and body postures (see Appendix 4). It is supple- 
mented by finger-spelling, i.e. spelling of words with the fingers repre- 
senting letters in the alphabet. Sign language, just like any other language, 
oral or written, is a communication tool. 

Australian Sign Language - AUSLAN 

AUSLAN is the native (first) language of many people with hearing disabili- 
ties in Australia. It was developed by deaf people, over many generations of 
usage, from !he British Sign Language and home-made signs. It has its own 
grammar anu syntax. 

I 

AUSLAN is not universal, but deaf people are quickly able to communicate 
with deaf people from other countries through basic gestures and body 
movements. AUSLAN differs from signed English; while both-share similar 
signs, they follow different grammatical orders. 

- 
Te;~cl~  skills i):forc :~pplying them. IJsc :I \\.llistlc sl>:~~.ingl!,. if  ar all. 
Use dcmonstr:irion as  the most as its sound is amplified I>y 
importam. cue. Demonstration and hearing ;lids. Encourage children 
verbal instructions should not be to speak and use signs, esrjecially 
given simultaneously. Be patient if they d o  not understand ~ ~ h a t  is 
and give plenty of feedback. required. 

When starting races in athletics 
and swimming, either stand ahead 
and use a flag or  a drop of the 
arm, or stand behind to tap the 
child on  the back. 

Make effective use of the buddy 
system. Use your more competent 
students as  buddies and change 
them regularly. Use the buddy to 
get attention unobtrusively. Allow 
time for the child with a hearing 
disability to get clarification from 
the buddy. 

Teach children with a hearing 
disability to use their eyes and to 
use visual materials as aids to 
clarify activities and situations. 

Where necessary, hearing aids 
should be removed for contact 
activities, swimming and water 
sports. 

Where applicable, learn Australian 
Sign Language, even if only a few 
basic key words and cues that are 
used in all sessions . 



1 MUSCULAR 
I DYSTSDDHY 4 . -  

The  most coliimon r!-pe of 
' muscular dysrropli!. is the 
: Duchenne type. M-irli 1.~17. r:lre 

exceptions (mi!- Ix)!-.i. :ise affectecl. 
The  muscles o f  !he upper liinl>s 
and tnlnk eshil~ir  :I proel-essi1.t. 
ciisrrilxltion o f  \\.e:~kne.i.s. and  niost 
cliilclren as  rlie!. ger olclzl \ \ r i l l  
de te l io~xte  froni Iwinp :~rnl,ulanr 
t o  k i n g  \vhcclchair I>ouncl. These 
chilcll-en do nor h:i\.c :( long life 
expecranc!.. T11c.l-c. is sorile 
evidence of intcllecru:il dcficicnc)., 
t>ut thert. is n o  prc>gressi\rt clcreri- 
oration of intel1cctu:ll fiinction. 

Specific considerations 

Using ssncll>:~gs :111c1 o r l ~ c t l -  equip- 
ment (consulr d o c ~ o r s  ro find our 
:~l>oi~t  such ecluil>mcnt 1 can fix 
joints in the position opposite lhc 
tendency to\v:il.d contr:~iturc. 
Ho\vc\.cr. sonic ioint contr:icturcas 
s h o ~ ~ l c l  riot I>c ti.carc.cl :I.< rhc.\. 
seny ro c.oll:pc.li.\:irc. 1;)s dc+l'ic.ic.l~~ 

niuscles. For esample,  a flescacl 
e l h o w  is more  ilsefill than :I 

s t ~ i i g h t ,  stiff cll>o\\.. 

A large restraining strap :icross tlie 
al>domen and  dwsr  is :I grc;~t help 
to a child confined t o  a whcclchais 
as ir allows the  child t o  lean 
( i ) ~ x v : ~ ~ l .  :lnd frees tiic* :irms I (  )I. 
;rction. Loose-fitring clorhing i.s :tl..;o 
irnlx)~-r:in( for e:lsc. of' rno\lclnciir. 

Cllildren with muscirl:~r dysrrophs 
~-c.slx)l~d well t o  prosc ims in 
w;trcr. a s  the Ix)cly is supported 
and d(ws not II:IVC' t o  \vork :ig.iinst 
gn\.ity. 

For infornxltion o n  \vhcclctiairs 
;111cl otliel- equipment that may 
assist. scc 13-26 ancl 27. 

Sj>in:i I>it'id:l I> :I clc.\ ~. lo~>~uc.nr; i l  
clcficil 01' the .;li~n:~ I c.olumn 
i-c.s~~lrinp in pc )( IS ncm c it1nc.r ion 
:111c! ~>:ll~:ll!.,\l~. .I-Ilc 1 \ 1 ; 1 i o l ~ l ~ ~ ~  <)1' c.Il11- 
clscri \ \ . ~ r l ~  . ~ X I ~ : I  1-l ' icl:~ \) .I \  c. rlirec* 
m:ljor ~>i 'o l>l~*ni~.  

otlicrs calipcrs :tncl cri~r'hes. \\-hile 
:I re\\. :ire :il>Ic to \\.:11k \\.i111oi11 
aids. 

Incontinence: rliozl cl1ilcirc.n 1i:1\-e 
p n ~ b l e m s  c o n r r o l l ~ n ~  rhcir t>o\\.el 
;ind bl;ldder (see .A-9). 

Hyclroccplislu~: most 1131 e prob- 
lell~s ni th  circulation of [he fluid 
in the brain. Trestmenr usually 
involves the insenion of a shunt. 

Specific considerations 

Iiec:iusc of poor sciis:~liori in rllc.il 

lo\\rer li11il>s. i t  is ~ I ~ I ~ < ) I T : I I I I  f o r  

c.liil<lsc*n \vi111 sl>in:~ I>ilid;i t o  \\lc;~r 
>hoc.z .111tl r o  makc sul-c tli:rr ~he.ie 
: I l l *  I > L l l  0 1 1  ~)l~o~>c~i~l!~.  so tI1:11 toes 
:I nor c~~r . lcd  irn<lcs 01. rhc 5ocks 
\\ . i - i l l I ,  l<* ' I ,  

- 1 

\V:arc.ll 1i)r svd :irc:ls o n  thc Schc.ct 
:~ncl Icg> c:iiised 1)). cscessi\.e prcs- 
3~11-I: 1'1.0111 c:~lipcr-s. These may 
incsc.:~zc \virli pl~ysici l  activir!. and 
\vhcn the \\vcatl~er is llot. 

1 Children with spina bifida may 
1 also have associated disabilities, 
f including visu:il problems and 
I ~><mr  scnxurion in t h e  lo\ver linil>s. 
i A few li:~vc signific;inr inrellt.c?il:~l 
' <lcsfici~s. <)tl~c-r prol>lc.~i~s oStc11 



Wiicclch:~ ir ma n:lpement is the to tly :I numlxr of prcsent:rrions 
s:lmc ;IS for chilciren \\it11 ccrci,r,~l and nic~hods in order 10 ciisco\ler 
1~11sy (see 13-26). rilosc wi~icli 11iosr suit the indi- 

vicli~al c-hild xnd gsoi~p. 

Sol-l>icitlcn I>>. metlic;~l pi.;~ctitioncrs 
lor c.lIi1ill.cn \\.irh ;I colosromy, 
ilcostoiny or u~-in:ln. cli\rcrsion 
I>cc.:\irse of the possihiiiry of injury 
10 the ;~lxiorner~. Ho\\.ever, these 
cliiicll.cn can srill I,e incli~dcd in :III 

ALiSSIE SI'OKTS scsslo~i. \Vhiic ;I 

gi1111c i..; k i n g  pi;c!.zti. rllesc cl~il- 
ell-en coiiltl \\.or-k c:n sk111s \\,ith a 
cnrd s!,stern (see 13-22 1. 

Acri\-irks rhar strcnpthcn t11e 
upixr Iwdy are mosr impon:lnr fo1-  

children \vitl~ spina bilid:~. They 
\\.ill still, ho\ve\.er. need exercises 
and acti\,iries for rile Icg mi~sclcs, 
pa~-ricularl!- if the). are mobile. 

Like cerebral palsy, spina bifida 
affects [he nervous sysrern and 
may be accompanied by learning 
difficulties, such as memory prob- 
lems, poor comprehension, poor 
spatial awareness, nor knowing 
left from right and sequencing 
problems. Therefore, it  is essentinl 

Activities that strengthen 
the upper body are most 
important for children 
with spina bifida 

1 3 ~ .  ; I \ \ . ; I I - ~  tl1:11 ~-hilii~~c.n ol'ren I1;ivc 
~in~.c*;rli?;~ic esj?zcr:~tions. r11:lr nre 
~ i rhc r  too IligI> o r  roo lo\\.. Ofrm 
ti1ci1- C J I ~ I - ~ ~  IC>\.C>I i.i JIO[ :I~\\.:I\.?; 

Ijigl~, dile to chi>cr-y!. beiiig 
cspcnded in rnovin~ ;~l>cx~r 

Girl:; \\'it11 spin:i Oil ' ic i ;~ otren reach 
sexual maturiry earlier rh:in orher 
girls. This will need to be consid- 
ered when planning for clianging 
and toilet arrangemenrs, pnrticu- 
lady when swimming. Boys with 
the disability often have delayed 
onset of puberty and physical 
de\lelopment, and therefore find it 
difficult to keep apnce with other 
Imys. 

VISUAL DISABILITY 
Degrees of visual disability range 
from an impaired perception of 
colour, light and shadow, with 
some peripheral vision, to toral 
blindness. 

Specific considerations 

Address children ~vith a visual 
disability by name and speak 
directly to them. not through 
other children. Yo11 must let then1 
know tvl~erc yoct are 3t 311 ti~lles 
and identify yourself and all other 
persons. Have tllern near you for 
instn~ctions :~nd denlonstntions. 
Tell them when you are leaving 
and \where rnen1lx.r~ of the group 
are going to Ix in the playing 
arc\.  

Use a normal tone of voice and 
ensure that no one else is making 
a sound \\~Ilcn you are giving 
instn~aions. Make sure that your 
inst nlc~ions ;Ire uncierstooci. 

Cohtinued on next page. 



, ". , ." , When guiding a child who is 
blind, let the child take your arm; 
never lead the child. When 
demonstrating, allow the child to 
'feel' the person demonstrating the 
activity or  physically guide the 
child through the skill. It will also 
help to work at a slower pace, e.g. 
replace rufining with walking. 
Circle and line formations are 
effective for group organisation 
(see B-17). 

In an integrated setting a buddy 
system may be helpful. Place a 
sighted child with a child who is 
\~isually disabled, so that the child 

For a child with partial with sight may assist and be the 
eyes for the other. 

sight, equipment that is 
painfed yellow or white is Methods of contact or connection 

helpful can include hand to hand, ribbons 
or elastic tether. \Then running, - the best method of contact for a 
child who has no useful vision is a 
looped rope. 

Using t~alls with bells and rattles 
in them helps children who are 
visually disabled follow the balls' 
movements. Ensure that the colour 
o f  b;~lls ilsed contrasts wit11 the 
environment: that is, never use a 
white hall on  light background. 

Ensure that a child with a visual 
disal~ility knows where things arc 
coming from and going to. Things 

appearing and disappearing into 
disembodied space are confusing. 
Boundaries are best marked by a 
change in texture of the playing 
surface. Leading 9. child around 
the playing area before 
commencing a session helps the 
child to become oriented. Races 
are best mn on lawn with tracks 
mowed into the grass. 

For a child with partial sight, 
equipment that is painted yellow 
or white is helpfiil. Where 
possible, use larger equipment 
and balls that are soft, such as the 
new mini-volleyball bail. For 
races/relays, use guide ropes and 
auditory signals at the starting and 
finishing lines, and keep the 
distances short. 

Children who suffer from sensi- 
tivity to light will perfom1 best and 
more comfortably in shady areas 
that are free from glare. They will 
need to wear sunglasses and hats. 

Call out the game's progress. 
which is nati~rally ot>served by 
children with normal vision. This 
will help create an exciting atmos- 
phere for all children. 

Some students m;iy Ix in danger 
o f  retinal clet;~chment. Care must 
be taken to ensure they do not fall 
or rcceiite sharp knocks. 

- ?  



1 DOWN'S SYNDROME 

1 The name 'Down's Syndrome' is 
derived from Langdon Down, a 
physician who, in 1866. identified 
a set of characteristics and s!.~iip- 
toms coniriion to a num11t.1- of 
children. These symproms. now 
termed 'Do~vn's S\.nclrome~. lia\.e 
been found to be caused I>\ -  a 
genetic abnormality. 

Ability and ;icliieve~iient \.arit.s 
greatly rimongsr children n-irh 
Down's S\.ncl~-ome. E;~l-l). intel-\,en- 
tion has a significant infli~ence o n  
their rdte and degree of 
dc\;clopment. 

Specific considerations 

* It is of tlie utmost impon:ince 
th:it you kno\\- \\.l1icli children 
\\.ith Do\\.n's S\.nd~-ome have an 
zitlanto-axial insral>ilir)- :incl tlie 
extent of this dissl>ilit!.. The firs1 
Iwne o f  t i ~ c  neck is callcd the 
atl:is Iwne (commonl!, c;illed a 
collar) anti supports the head. 
The second bone of the neck is 
the axis tmne (conimonly called 
tlie pcghone) and is the pivot 
on which rlie atlas and hence 
the head rorntc. Any nirilforn~a- 
tion in these I>oncs can c;luse an 
instal>llity in rlie neck. 

atlas pivot 

axis 

Children sffected in this n.ay 
must nor participate in acrivities 
such as diving, forward rolls and 
some trampoline skills. In fact, 
any activities that place pressure 
on the first nvo bones in the 
neck, especially when in a bent 
position, should be avoided. 
Only a small percentage of chil- 
dren with Down's Syndrome 
have this condition which is 
detected by x-ray. 

Many chilclrcn \virli Down's 
Syndrome l la \~e problems with 
exercise I~ccause they have 1ic;il-r 

clcfccts. These may prevent rhcm 
from doing vely strenilous activi- 
tics. Vary the pace of ac-tivitics 
tlirouglio~~t tlic session r o  :~llo\\. 
for their 1imit:ltions. 

Children with Down's Syndrome 
are very susceptit->le to infection, 
especially of the l i~ngs  and intes- 
tine. Be a\vare of this o n  very 
cold days when o~~tcloors .  M;in!. 
ha\~e ~nusclcs that are more 
'floppy', i c. less toned. tllan 
those of other children. Thcy 
also have a lot of flexil>ility of 
joints. These conditions c:ln 
make stre;;~ioits :ictivity difficulr. 

Many rcse:~rclicrs report a high 
incidence7<,f hearing loss in chil- 
dren with I>O\VII's Syndrome 
(see C-7). hlany silffel. fro111 
persistent ear inlccrion and 
have growlnets (dr;iinagc tul>cs) 
inscned. S\\limrning is not 
recommended for such children. 

Chilclren \\lit11 Do\vnas Syndromc. 
suffer a relatively high incidence 

of visual problems, such as  
squints and cataracts. Their skin 
is usually fine, sensitive and dry 
and c - n  easily become c1iappeh 
or rough, <specially on the face. 
Considerable care should be 
taken to  ensill-e that hats and 
SLI ncreams are used during 
outdoor acti\lities. After swim- 
riling, ensure that children dr). 

Milcl to moderare ol>esit) 15 '. 1101 

unusual amongst children \\it11 
Ilown's Syndrome :ind will 
riffcct their Icvcl of pallicipation. 

Children with Down 3 
Syndrome respond to 
affection, encouragement 
and praise. Positive 
attention is a good 
learning tool. 

The social de\:elopnient of chil- 
dren with Don-n's Syndrome is 
often two to three years ahead 
of their mental de\felopn~ent. 
Consequently, tiley may appear 
to be more intelligent than they 
really are; ensure that they 
understancl what is required. 

- Stubbornness is perhaps tlie 
~ilost  unpleas:tnt personality trait 
of children with Down's 
Syndrome. They can sometimes 
lx extremely olx~inate  (this mny 
be as a result of a hearing loss), 
and derennined to have their 
own way. This calls for peric- 
verance and firmness. It is 
i~nportant to esrablish discipline 
early and to make it clear \\ylio is 
ir! charge. Children ~vith Do\\.n1s 
Syndrome respond to affection, 
encouragement and praise. 
I'ositive attention is a good 
learning tool. 



I INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 

- Encourage children to improve upon their own previous 
performance. 

- Initially, it may be helpFu1 to 
increase the amount of equip- 
ment in a play area. A play area 
should be enclosed and reduced 
in size. If a child uses any equip- 
ment appropriately. provide 
immediate attention and offer 
praise. Praise, when given for an 
appr-opriate response. often 
assists with learning. 

0 Achieving active participation by all children may be your 
ultimate god,  but remember that some children will need 
time to gain confidence. Sporadic participation must be 
accepted in sorne circumstances. 

Involve as'many children as possible in the preparation 
and organisation of activities. 

In some cases, demonstrating 
the use of equipment directly in 
fiont of a diild \\.ill provide 
sufficient stimulus for the child 
to copy the adult. After selecting 
sevecil pieces of equip~nent. 
analyse tlie skills required. In 
teaching these skills. n backwrd 
chaining method of instruction is 
sometimes most effective (see 
B-7). I-'hysically guide the child 
tllrough the skill unril the final 
step in the sequence. AI this 
point, encoilrage tlie child to 
complete the action. 

Remember that progression is ~neasured not only by 
mastery of a rnore difficulr activity but also by improved 
perfomlance, level of response, level of participation, 
expressions of enjoyment, and improved memory and 
recall. - Encourage children to work on their own variations, and 
provide opportunities for them to talk things over with 
you. 

Ensure that distracting influences are kept to a minimum 
during the session. 

Ensure, whenever possil->le, that games and activities are 
appropriate to the ages of the children. - Try ro establish eye contact 1 

early, and insist on it \\!hen 1 
speaking clircctly to the child. 

AUTISM 
Children wit11 autism generally 
want to pursue indivil2sl aclit7i- 
ties; try to in\701ve them as much 
as possible in group activities 
utith other cl:iss members, or 
with the teacher or coach. 

Children with autism m:iy range 
from nlildly to profoundly dis:~- 
bled. The a u s e  of autism is 
unknown. Boys are more 
con~monly affected. 

Tlic p1'og1-:111i should initially Ix> ; 
determined I,)! the child's rate of i 
progress. Assess the chid's :ibi:i - ! 
ties, then \vork on r;iking tliz 
chilcl beyond the current level of 1 
:~chicvcrnent. 

Cooperation \\.ill Inosr likely be 
the biggest problcn~ you i 
encounter in denling ~vith chil- 

Specific considerations 

* In the early st:iges of de;iling 
with a child \vith autism, it is 
often helpfir1 to let the child 
make physic:il conr;ict \itit11 an 
adult, while the :~dult pcrfomis 
the exercise or skill \\rit11 r l~c 
child. Children wit11 autisni often 
prefer to have their back against 
an adult's chest. - I t  is i~nportant to allow self- 

espression. Some chilciren \\lit11 
autisin are talented and should 
be given ever)? opportunity to 
acliie\le to their maximum 
ability, even if the processes that 
they select are out of the 
ordinary. 

circn \\,ill1 autism; hon-ever, 
when you t;~ke a stand on  an , 
issue, be sure to pursue it. I f  you ; 
arc not prepared to d o  this, then I 
avoid o r  skin tlie issue. 

Children with autism often find 
skills, activities and games that 
have a definite rhythm or are 
executed to song to be more 
enjoyable. Teachers and coaches 
will also find such activities to 
be more effective. 

- AS tasks b e c o m e ~ ~ ~ o r s  difficult, 
children with aurism generally 
respond by refusing to d o  them. 
The children also become less 
spontaneous. 

Most children with autism 
respond to repetition and a set 
routine. 

Encountering a very dependent 
child, such as one  with a severe 
physical disability, will often 
draw children with autism out of 
their own isolation. 

It is generally felt that children 
with autism respond well to 
w:lter activities. 

- Make all sessions fun and free 
from pressures of any kind. 
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Make al l  sessions fun and 
enjoyable, and always 
focus on ability rather 
than disability 

Encourage children to 
improve upon their own 
previous performance 

Specific considerations 
Make all sessions fun and enjoyable, and always focus on 
ability rather than disability. 

Expect children to achieve the realistic goals that you 
have set for them, and make sure that all children know 
what you want them to d o  at all times. Generally, not 
enough is expected, both physically and socially, of chil- 
dren with intellectual disabilities. 

Keep oral instructions short and simple. Children will 
learn through doing rather than listening. 

Rely predominantly on demonstration. Focus childi-en's 
attention on what you want them to look at, such as the 
position of the feet or the path of the ball. Be prepared to 
repeat the demonstration and test their understanding of 
the teaching point made. Demonstrations may have to be 
done very slowly to focus attention. 

Reduce each skill to its simplest form (see B4) so that 
each child can achieve some success. Allon; plenty of time 
for children to learn one skill before progressing to the 
next. Repeat the skills in many different ways and situa- 
tions in order to assist learning. 

Be prepared to teach basic skills such as running, 
throwing, catching and strikinz before teaching modified 
games and rules. 

Keep practice time on specific activities short to avoid loss 
of concentration and boredom. Be sure to Ilary your activi- 
ties and skills. 

. . 

Don't assume that children will automatically know the 
inherent etiquette of any ganle, such as how the Same 
starts, or the thanking of opponents. These should be 
taught and practised regularly. 

Be specific in offering praise and encouragement. For, 
example, say 'excellent throw', not 'good boy'. 

Ensure that discipline is consistent, firm and clearly 
understood. 

Because children with intellectual disabilities often have 
little or no understanding of correct clothing, they may 
need to be taught such simple things as nor ro wear a 
jumper when it is hot or when they have completed a 
warm-up. 

As these children often express their emotions through 
touch, the appropriateness of when to hug and other 
behaviour may need to be taught. 

Introduce new activities early in practice sessions, before 
children become tired. Vary the tempo to reduce fatigue. 



INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 

General points 
There are &any causes of intellectual disability. Sorlle chil- 
dren are born with intellectual disabilities such as Down's 
Syndrome and autism, while others suffer bl-ain damage 
during birth or as a resulr of a medical condition or accident. 
(In this manual, specific considerations for n.orking with chil- 
dren -wit11 Donm's Syndrome and autis~n are outlined, as most 
requests for infol-mrition concern these two conditions.) 

Children with intellectual disabilities may range fro111 
borderline to profound in their disability; however, 
there are sollle cornmon factors. Any one child may nor 
display all, but will likelj- exhibit some, of the following 
characteristics ro varying degrees: 

inability to think in abstract terms; 

lack of decision-making skills; 

* poor shorr-term memory; 

learning difficulties and generally few literacy/numeracy 
skills; - poor coordination and mol,ility skills, often due to a lack 
of appropriate oppol-[unities; a::;! 

inconsistent concentration spans. 

Children tvith intellect~~al disabilities may also 11ave physical 
disal->ilities. These physical disabilities can take many fol-111s 
l)ur often tend to be senso~y and/or t-ascular lilnitations, 
epilepsy, obesity and/or sollle ?;pnsticity__ 

Even in cases where they have no accompanying physical 
disal->ility, c11ild1-en with intellectual disal>ilities often expel-i- 
ence a delay in physical developmenr. Their perforrllance of 
skills may be developmentally delayed so ir I-esembles that 
of a child \vho is younger. These childre11 In:ly take longer 
to master physical skills. 

Because children with intellectual disabilities often find it 
difficult to express anger and fear orally, their expression of 
these emotions sorl~eti~lles takes a physical form such as 
clenching of fists, foot stamping, withdrawal. tears, or sitting 
down and refusing to get up. These kinds of behaviour 
should not be feared; rather, they should be channelled or 
diverted into appropriate actions. Without a fuss, one 
should quietly correct the behaviour; praise something that 
has been well done; ignore negative behaviour, especially 
when it is attention-seeking; and immediately give the child 
something active to do (see A-9 and E-3). 

. . . praise fhings that have 
been well done and i 

1 
ignore negative beha- 
viour, especially when it 

I 
is attention-seeking 1 

I 
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General 

' TWO very broad categories of enlotional adjustment prob- I I lellls exist: emotional disturbance and social maladjust- 
I I ment. Fundamentally, children who exhibit emotion:~lly 
] distilrbed behaviour are excessively aggressive, \vithdran~n 
! 01- both. Those who are socially maladjusted, in contrrlsr. 
j exhibit behaviour a7hich violates rclles. Generally, they Lire 
1 who are 'out of control' and asking for help. 
i Children ~vith elllotional problerlls often possess excellent 
I abilities and can distinguish themselves in surprising n-:~ys. 
I / i ! Specific considerations 
I 

An effective approach with children who :ire over-sensitive 
is to provide a variety of activities t113t can be begun slowly, 
gradually speeded up, then gradu:~lly slon.ed down to the 
pace at which they began. By doing these activities repeti- 
tively, a child is helped to subconsciously readjust the rela- 
tionship between mind and l->ody. 

I Children who are aggressive benefit fro111 a wide selection 
of balancing. tra~npolining and jumping activities. S\vimming 

1 and nrher water activities are also beneficial. 
I 

I 
I Children who are chatty and noisy require an environnlent 
i 
1 that has nothing in it except the equipment that is needed for 

the task. Such an  environnlent helps them to concentrate on 
the t x k ,  as the): are not distracted I,? \vhat they see and hear. 

I 
I I Clli!d~-en n.110 ha\~e unstable mood control need lots of 

I I agg~cssive management activities such as hitting :I ball 
1 against a n:all, \\;restling or any strenuous. satisfying activity 
j entailing a sudden release of energy. a-  

Children who become frustrated easily require activities that 
are well within their capabilities and are simple, calming 
and encouraging. If frustration continues, reduce demands 
and use strategies that provide instant success at each stage 
of the activity. 

i It is most important to be consistent always, especially with 
discipline. It is also important to be highly organised, to 
know what strategy management techniques you will 
employ and to have your 'rules' well defined and clearly 
understood before the start of any session. 

Children with emotional 
problems often possess 
excellent abilities and 
can distinguish them- 
selves in surprising ways 

Have well-defined consequences for children who break 
rules. For example, withdraw privileges, use social exclu- 



sion (time out) or ask for written or  verbal apologies. Time 
out (no more than 5 minutes) for highly disruptive beha- 
viour can be used successfully. 

Always carry out disciplinary measures immediately after a 
rule is,broken. Don't become involved in a verbal 'battle'. 

Always be firm, fair and just. Also, at all times, try to be 
quiet, tolerant and supportive. 

Always expect improvements in behaviour and emotional 
control. Rem~ard, where possible, all positive behaviours. 
When 'clowning' and negative attention-seeking behaviour 
is replaced with quiet, positive and cooperative behaviour, 
reward the child. 

If a child comes to a session looking upsetor angry, try one 
of the following: 

a diversional technique before a confrontation occurs e.g. 
send the child on an errand or ask for help with 
equipment; 

interact with the child, if possible; or 

use relaxation activities. 

Remenlber that you are the most appropriate role rllodel of 
behaviour. Set the standards for dress, manner, language, 
posture and other behaviours. 

AUSSIE SI'OIITS is an ideal prosran1 for chilclren with 
emotional disal~ilities, as the sports have clearly defined sets 
of 1111es that help children stay in control. 

1 
I 

AUSSIE SPORTS is  an I I 

ideal program for children / 
with emotional disabili- 

i ties, as the sports have I 
clearly defined sets of i 

i rules that help children t 

stay in control 




